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ABSTRACT 
T he  watershed of the Big South Fork of the C umberland River 
was studied in the summer of 1969 to determine the relationship s 
existing between soil, site , and vegetational c haracteristic s .  Two­
hundred-and- seventy tenth acre plots were e stablished wherein tree s 
of overstory size ( greater than 5 inche s dbh in 2 inc h size c lasse s ) 
and understory size (4 1/2 feet tall ; 1- 5 inc he s dbh) were measured ;  
herbs,  shrubs, seedling s ,  and vine s were sampled within one- hundredth 
acre subplots . Various soil and site c haracters were measured for 
eac h plot . 
Soils were found to be stonier , deeper, and less  sand y on lower 
slope positions in gorge and mountain areas ; upslope soils were sandy, 
s hallow, and le s s  stony due to c olluvial action and erosion . Avail­
able water was assumed greate st in draws and on lower slope positions 
where soils  were deeper and le s s  sand y. Soils were deeper on north 
rather than south-facing slope s. Twenty-two fore st types  distinguished 
on the basis of aspect, proximity to drainage , slope position, and 
ridge-draw location were de scribed for the basin . The se were primarily 
oa k-dominated except on shallow soils where pine s had e stablished ;  
hemlock was prevalent in  protected c ove s .  Instability o f  fore st type s  
has been related to death of the American che stnut and to repeate d 
logging and strip mining . Increase d available water wa s assoc iated 
with greater basal area,  greater total plot density, and increased 
understory plot density. Stands with longe st periods of growth have 
iii 
highe r densities ,  g reate r basal area,  and le ss  he rbace ous c ove r. 
Fore st taxa have seg regated on the ba sis of soil and site factors 
as  the y re late to moisture and available wate r. 
iv 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A vegetation-site interrelation study was undertaken in the 
summer of 1969 within the Big South Fork watershed of the Cumberland 
River, Tennessee and Kentucky. Few vegetation studies have been 
conducted within the Cumberland Plateau and Cumberland Mountains of 
Tennessee, but such studies have been extensive in Kentucky and pro-
vide a basis for understanding vegetation types occurring in Ten-
nessee. Vegetation within the watershed was compared to descrip-
tions from adjacent areas as none existed from the study area. 
The study has been stimulated and supported by the u. S. Arrey 
Corps of Engineers, who have proposed construction of a flood control-
hydroelectric power project within the watershed. The United States 
Department of Agriculture, the United States Department of the In-
terior, and the Corps of Engineers have completed a joint study of 
alternatives to the Corps' high dam at Devils Jumps, west of Strunk, 
Kentucky (U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, et al., 1970). Alterna-
--
tives range in scope from establishment of a national park to es-
tablishment of a national recreation area. The beautiful landscape 
in this rugged area argues for some form of public use. 
These investigations contribute to the understanding of the 
role of soil, site, and historical causes upon the vegetation pat-
tern and enables prediction of forest characteristics in comparable, 
unsampled areas. This study summarizes much previous ecological 
research and characterizes the major landscape units of this water-
shed which units must be considered in ultimate planning of the 
watershed usage. 
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II. REVIEW OF SE:W::TED LITERATURE 
Many factors affect the growth of vegetation on the land-
scape. The relative growth rates of tree taxa on specific sites for 
specific periods of time have been used as an indicator of site quality 
for those taxa. Coile (1952) proposed that site quality should be 
the production capacity of an area of land on the basis of each tree 
taxon or forest culture type. Site factors, as they affect the 
&mount and kind of growing space used by tree roots, and soil proper­
ties largely determine the site quality. Site quality is expressed 
as site index for productivity indication. Although site index pro­
vides an integration of all site factors, it does not consider intrin­
sic growth rate, density, history of the stand, or other influencing 
factors (Ovington, 1965). 
Opening of the canopy by cutting has been a natural as well as 
manageable phenomenon. Beck (1970) stated that use of release 
treatments in the Bent Creek Experimental Forest near Asheville, 
North Carolina, resulted in the immediate response of northern red 
oak seedlings to canopy opening. These seedlings remained viable for 
up to six years prior to release. Trimble and Hart (1961) found that 
cuttings which removed 75-plus per cent of the sawtimber volume 
favored establishment of yellow poplar. In the same northern hard­
wood stands, light cuttings favored oak, red maple, and beech re­
generation. On a 55-year-old, undisturbed hardwood stand in central 
Pennsylvania, Ward (1966) found 12,000 sprouts and seedlings per acre 
in advance reproduction. Logging on replicated plots had little or no 
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effect on reproduction establishment over a two-year period. Merz 
and Boyce (1958) observed reproduction of Liriodendron tulipifera 
in 90-plus year second growth stands in southeastern Ohio at rates 
more than twice in a clearcut block as in a heavily cut block, 
Light cutting was favorable to oaks, with oaks comprising 73 per 
cent of all reproduction in those stands. Heavy cutting of upland 
hardwoods demonstrated that density of yellow poplar was related to 
slope position and degree of cutting. Karnig and Stout (1969) found 
growth rates of dominant red oaks to be greater in heavily thinned 
stands than in undisturbed areas. This flush of growth has been 
related to the release of nutrients by mineralization following 
cutting of forest ecosystems (Bormann, .!! al., 1968). 
Clark (1970) commented that the amount of oak in a new stand 
depends directly on advance reproduction; the latter is dependent 
upon the fraction of full sunlight reaching the forest floor and the 
3 
site aspect. Partial cutting, light hlrning, and grazing resulted in 
the greatest advance reproduction. In a study of reproduction of 
oaks in the Arkansas Ozarks, Arend and Jullander (1948) observed 
that seedling species diversity decreased from mixed oak stands to 
stands dominated by white oak, This was due to decreased light in-
tensity and deeper litter in the white oak stands. The failure of 
pine seedlings to establish themselves under hardwood forest canopies 
has been found to be evoked b,y low light intensities as it affects 
photosynthesis {Kramer and Decker, 1944; Korstian, � .!1•, 1952). 
Other researchers have reported enhanced survival or oak seedlings 
in moderate to high light intensities (Kuenzel and McGuire, 1942; 
Carvell and Tryon, 1961). Caplenor (1965) also reported enhanced 
natural regeneration in opened and cut-over sections of the Fall 
Creek Falls area of the Cumberland Plateau. 
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Coile (19J7) stated that the humus type developed in any 
specific locality is a function of chemical composition, physical 
character, amounts of fresh organic debris, and the temperature­
moisture regime under which it decomposes. The role of litter in 
species regeneration has been recognized by many researchers (Minckler 
and Jensen, 1959; Barrett, 19Jl; Lutz and Chandler, 1946; Ward, 1961). 
Litter depths of greater than 1. 0 inch were found important to the 
regeneration of Quercus velutina, Quercus !!£!, and Quercus rubra in 
southern Illinois by Minckler and Jensen. Barrett found that litter 
depths of less than 1. 0 inch facilitated the reproduction of Quercus 
prinus. Hosner and Minckler (1960) evaluated reproduction of 
eighteen bottomland hardwood taxa along streams of southern Illinois. 
The taxa were able to germinate and survive under a wide range of 
conditions, rut reproduction was less where litter was deep, where 
there was a dense ground cover, or where the overstory was sparse. 
Clark (1970) and Boyce and Parry (1958) reported that yellow poplar 
seed germinates best on scarified soil where seed are in physical 
contact with mineral soU. Clark cited J,OOO versus 30,000 seedlings 
in undisturbed and scarified seedbeds, respectively. He found, how­
ever, that natural seeding provided adequate forest stocking. 
Korstian (1927) investigated several factors controlling germination 
and mortality of oaks in North Carolina. He found that natural re­
generation was facilitated if the soil was not compacted, and if there 
were sufficient litter to prevent water loss and to equilibrate 
soil temperatures. In a study of litter characteristics in east 
Tennessee, Blow (1955) concluded that the average amount of water 
held by litter under field conditions was approximately 135% of its 
oven dry weight. 
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Many early investigators noted differences in environment and 
vegetation related to aspect (Shreve, 1924; Cottle, 1932; Aikman and 
Smelser, 1938; Potzger, 1939) • These investigators found, in 
general, higher soil and air temperatures, greater evaporation, and 
generally drier conditions on slopes with southern aspects. �ore 
mesophytic taxa inhabited the northern slopes while more xeric taxa 
predominated on southern exposures. Mowbray and Oosting (1968) 
observed species segregation on the North Carolina Blue Ridge along 
environmental gradients controlled b.Y aspect and slope position. 
However, they found that these interacted with topographic form and 
the integrated effects were reflected in site moisture regime. 
Shortleaf pine establishment in old fields of the Piedmont Plateau 
is dependent upon an adequate seed source. Site factors (except 
as they control available moisture) seem to have no effect (Mc­
Quilkin, 1940). Braun (1942) found oak-chestnut, oak-hickory, and 
oak-pine communities on the south-facing slopes of the Cumberland 
Mountains. Beech and white oak communities occupied the lower slopes 
of the southern exposures. The Mixed Mesophytic coDilJlunity occupied 
the coves and mid-slope positions on all aspects and extended to the 
upper north-facing slopes. Smalley (1967) observed that in 22 stands 
of mixed red oaks in northern Alabama, tree height was related posi­
tively to north aspect and middle to lower slope position. On 26 
white oak plots, however, site quality was related to slope position 
and total slope length. Kucera (1952) observed aspectual difference 
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in the dominant tree species of a valley in central Iowa. �ercus 
borealis var. maxima was dominant on the south-facing slope while 
Quercus borealis var. maxima and Tilia americana were codominant on 
the north-facing slope of the valley. Cantlon (1953) studied north 
and south-facing slopes in New Jersey Where he found more taxa on 
northern slopes as well as greater tree density and total basal area, 
In a study of growth rates of Quercus .!1.!?!• Quercus velutina, and 
Quercus stellata on north and south-facing slopes in Missouri, Nash 
(19.59) found that each showed greater diameter increases on the 
northern aspects when compared to rates from southern aspects over a 
10 to 15 year period. 
Height growth studies of Liriodendron tulipifera, guercus 
coccinea, Quercus !:11:2!• and Pinus echinata on the uplands of the 
Virginia-North Carolina Piedmont often produce correlations between 
site index and soil-site characteristics (Della-Bianca and Olson, 
1961). The best predictability came from equations with height of 
yellow poplar as the dependent variable. An increase in slope per 
cent favored the productivity of Quercus velutina and guercus 
coccinea; site index of each increased with increased distance from 
the ridge. Site indices of the other taxa increased on those sites 
favorable to yellow poplar production. Hannah (1968) found increas­
ing slope steepness not significantly &ffecting height growth in 
white oak in southern Indiana, He found, however, that slope steep­
ness was inversely related to black oak site quality. Smalley 
(1967), in a study ot upland oaks in northern Alabama, observed white 
oak height in 26 plots to be related to slope position and total slope 
length. Carvell and Tryon (19.59) reported abundant oak reproduction 
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on the middle one third of slopes in West Virginia. In an inve stiga­
tion of site index of white oak in North Mississippi and western 
Tennessee, McClurkin (1963) found slope position (lower, middle, and 
upper slope) to be significantlY correlated with height growth: 
height increment increased on the middle and lower slopes. Hebb 
(1962) studied the productivity of tulip poplar, sweet gum, white 
oak, southern red oak, and cherrybark oak on sites in West Tennessee. 
He found that topographic position was a significant factor in esti­
mation of volume of merchantible boles. Smalley (1969) reported on 
the growtll of tulip poplar in plantings in northern Alabama. Trees 
were planted in 50 foot wide clearings across a draw from the top 
of the north-facing slope to the top of the opposite south-facing 
slope. The trees (at age 10 years) were tallest in the bottoms 
()0.10 feet) with heights decreasing to 21.6 feet on the upper north 
slope and to 14. 4 feet on the upper south slope. Total tree height 
was related to soil moisture in per cent of oven dry weight with a 
correlation R = 0.82) (significant at the 0.01 level). Fraser (1954) 
studied the effects of minor topographic relief as it is expressed 
by moisture gradient. The distribution of tree taxa in relation to 
this gradient was then observed. Maximum relief in the study area 
was 62 feet and moisture content was rated from dry to wet on a 1 to 
6 scale. Beech and sugar maple were found to be rated 1-21 both 
Tilia americana and 9,p.ercus borealis var. maxima were rated ) ; 
Fra:rl.nus americana and ostm virginiana were found in conditions 4-5 J 
and, � ruS:u!t was found in moisture conditions 5-6. Sweetgum 
comprised 68 per cent of the understory seedlings on wet sites of the 
New Jersey coastal plain but only 27 per cent of the same measure on 
the moist sites (Clark, 1970). 
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Scholz (1937) observed that northern red oak and chestnut oak 
on the Black Rock Forest cove areas exhibited more rapid growth on 
clay loam than on clay soils. Coile (1950) related the effect of 
soil characteristics to the development of hardwood understories in 
pine stands of the Piedmont Plateau. He found sweetgum density 
greater on coarse textured soils while dogwood was more abundant on 
the fine textured substrates. Allen (1960) observed that site index 
of shortleaf pine was correlated significantly with the amount of 
clay in the subsoil and the ratio of subsoil to surface soil clay. 
Coile and Schumacher (1953) found decreased indices of loblolly pine 
and shortleaf pine in Piedmont stands on soils with high clay per 
cent in the subsoil. Heavy subsoil restricted root penetration. In 
a study relating site index to soil and topography, Phillips (1966), 
observed that tulip poplar grew best on well-drained, deep surface 
soils overlying loamy or moderately loamy, fine textured subsoils. 
These fine sand soils had adequate soil moisture during most of the 
year. Within the same study, Phillips found that 87 per cent of the 
variation in sweetgum site index was accounted for by these soil 
characters: per cent clay in the B2 horizon, per cent of fine sand 
in the B2, and the amount of subsoil silt. 
Cooper (1960) found that differences in soil weathering and 
formation on slopes of north and south exposure in Michigan were the 
product of different microclim.atic regimes. The solum was shallowest 
at the crest of south slopes and deepest on the north-facing slopes; 
higher soil temperatures, cycles of freeze and thaw, wetting and 
drying, on the south-facing slopes increased biotic and geochemical 
activity resulting in breakdown of larger soil particles and a 
concomitant clay accumulation in the B. Gaiser (1951) measured the 
site index of white oak on soils of southeastern Ohio and found it 
highest on lower slopes with northeastern exposure. He found the 
best growth on sites with the thickest A horizon, indicating White 
oak grows best on substrates with relatively high available water. 
Schneider, � al., (1966) monitored soil moisture in 9 feet o!" soil 
profile under old growth hardwood forest over 3 water years. The 
forest was dominated by American beech and sugar maple. They re­
ported that soil moisture fluctuations were the most severe in the 
upper 3 feet of the profile; this same zone was found to have little 
recharge and was driest in late summe r. Karnig and �ford (1968) 
found that after 5 years of oak mortality studies in the Harvard 
Black Rock Forest, certain oak taxa which grew best in dry to mesic 
conditions were most affected by drought. There was a decrease in 
scar let oak basal area from 35 • 0 to 9. 7 square feet per acre ; chest­
nut oak exhibited a decrease from 13.6 to 12.8 square feet per acre. 
Northern red and white oak were unaffected. Drought mortality oc­
curred primarily on thin solum Which measured less than 24 inches in 
depth where the scarlet and chestnut oaks were densest. In a study 
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of second growth tulip poplar in Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana, 
illinois, and southern Ohio, Auten (1945) found that this taxon grew 
best on sites with moist but well drained soils on north-facing slopes. 
Site index was, be observed, directly related to increase in A1 
depth and depth of the soil to bedrock. 
Soil characteristics pertaining to the availability of water 
appear to be the most important environmental factors influencing 
site index. Foster (1959) studied the possibility of using sugar 
maple site index as an indicator of white pine site index on New 
England sites. He observed significant changes in sugar maple site 
index with increased A1 thickness, elevation decrease, lower slope 
position, increased depth to a compact horizon and an increased 
moisture equivalent. Nash (1963) found five independent variables 
adequate to explain 78 per cent of the site index of' shortleaf pine 
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in Missouri. Best growth was achieved with 0-25 per cent slope steep­
ness, northern aspect; on soils with a sandy to silty clay B horizon, 
with 20 per cent stone content or less, with middle to upper slope 
position, and with friable to moderately heavy consistence. Carmean 
(1965) reported that the site index of black oak in southeastern 
Ohio increased with increased depth of the A horizon and with in­
creased steepness of slopes on fine textured soils with restricted 
internal drainage; site index decreased with increased stone volume 
on medium textured soils. Arend and Jullander (1948) observed high 
site indices of black oak and hickories associated with deep, well 
drained, limestone derived soils; medium oak sites included ridges 
and upper slopes with shallow soils or those on a southern to western 
exposure. Oaks of the poor sites with thin soil were post oak, 
black oak, and blackjack oak. Site index of oaks of the Appalachians 
of Maryland and West Virginia were researched by Trimble and Weitz­
man (1956). Site index increased on deep soils of' the north and east­
facing slopes as the per cent of' slope increased, oak site index 
decreased. Oak site index in the Ridge and Valley region of Maryland 
and West Virginia was accounted for by stand age (explaining over 
half the total explained variance), aspect, slope position, thickness 
of the A and B soil horizons, and the pH of the A2 horizon. 
III. THE Sl'UDY AREA 
Location 
The Big South Fork is the third largest Cumberland River tribu­
tary. This tributary has a total drainage area of 1,382 square miles 
of which 404 are in McCreary, Pulaski, and Wayne counties, Kentucky, 
and 978 are in Anderson, Campbell, Fentress, Morgan, Pickett, and 
Scott counties, Tennessee. The basin lies between 36 8' and 3? o' 
north latitude, 84 14' and 85 1' west longitude, It is mapped on 
twenty U.S,G.S, 7,5 minute topographic quadrangles (centering on the 
Honey Creek and Barthell SW quadrangles) and the Corbin Army Map 
Service ls250,000 scale topographic map. The Big South Fork is formed 
in the western portion of Scott County, Tennessee, by the confluence 
of the Clear Fork and New River. It nows in a northerly direction 
for approximately 77 miles before joining the Cumberland River at 
Burnside, Kentucky (U, S, Army Corps of Engineers, et al., 1970), 
Climate 
The climate of the Big South Fork area is controlled by the 
interaction or air masses entering the area with the topographic 
variation exhibited by the gorge plateau and mountains topography 
(USDA, 1941). Precipitation varies between the windward and leeward 
sides of the mountains from about 48 to 56 inches per year on the 
plateau to a Cumberland Mountain high of 56 inches eastward to a 
Great Valley low of 40 inches near Centersville, Green County, 
Tennessee, The prevailing winds are from the west and north. 
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Weather data from the basin are sparse. A precipitation 
record at New River o1· Jl years (USDA, 1941) indicated a 50. 3 inch-
per-year average. The winter months, December through March, 
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averaged 4.0 to 5.37 inches; the spring and summer months range from 
4.2 to 4,8 inches; and September through October ranged from 2.6 to 
J,l inches of precipitation. The New River station has been discon-
tirrued and a station established at Oneida. For the period 1952 to 
1960 the average precipitation at the Oneida station was 49. 75 inches 
(Dickson, 1960). 
The mean maximum and minimum temperatures in January are 50° 
0 
and 29 Fahrenheit; in July, these temperatures are about 89° and 
65° Fahrenheit within the basin (interpreted from maps, Dickson, 
1960). Absolute maximum and minimum temperatures at Burnside, 
Kentucky, at the mouth of the Big South Fork are 108° F and -22° f', 
respectively (USDA, 1941). The annual average snowfall is about 10 
inches and the number of days with snow cover number about 15 (USDA, 
1941). The average freeze-free period on the southeastern plateau in 
Kentucky is 166 days (Anderson, 1959) while the average freeze-free 
period on the plateau in Tennessee is about 180 days (Dickson, 1960). 
According to Thornthwaite (1948, 1955) the area falls in the 
B4rB'2b•3 climate type which is humid with little or no water defi­
ciency and mesothermal with intermediate summer thermal efficiency, 
During the 214 day crop season at Crossville, Tennessee, on 
the Cumberland Plateau about 50 miles south of the basin, droughts of 
10, 20, 40, and 60 days have 58, )9, 14, and 4 per cent chance of 
occurrence, respectively, in soils with a 4 inch soil moisture base 
(Knetsch and Smallshaw, 1958). 
The importance of microclimate in control of temperature was 
found b,y Shanks and Norris (1950) in a small valley about 60 miles 
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to the southeast. They found mean north-south facing slope tempera­
tures differing by 3° F in autumn. Franzmeier, et al., (1969) found --
a 1.5° C soil temperature difference due to aspect in McCreary County, 
Kentucky, and noted lower slopes more shaded, cooler, and more moist. 
The climatic history of this area must be inferred from geo-
logic deposits outside the basin. The long, warm climatic period of 
the Tertiary has been well documented to the west and south (Berry, 
1916). Pleistocene cooling is suggested to the east in Shady Valley 
Bog from pollen profiles (Barclay, 1957), from the mammal remains at 
Saltville, Virginia (Ray, � .!1•• 1967), and from patterned ground at 
high elevation (Clark, 1968). Post-Pleistocene warm and/or dry 
periods are suggested at Shady Valley (Barclay, 1957). 
Geologi 
The Big South Fork drainage basin is underlain primarily by 
bedrock of Pennsylvanian age. These strata, representing a column 
varying from about ),400 to 4,100 feet thick, are essentially flat-
lying, and consist of alternating beds of sandstones, conglomerates, 
clayey to sandy shales, coals, and minor beds of siltstones (Wilson, 
..!!:, al., 1956). Sandstones and conglomerates comprise one-third to 
one-fourth of the column (Luther, 1967). Pennsylvanian stratigraphic 
groups exposed in the basin are the Gizzard, Crab Orchard Mountains, 
Crooked Fork, and lower Slatestone to the west with gentler topography 
and Indian Bluff, Graves Gap, Redoak Mountain, Vowell Mountain, 
Cross Mountain, and upper Slatestone to the east in mountainous 
topography; these are roughly separated by a fault which passes 
northward from near Sunbright �o near Winfield, Tennessee (Wilson, 
et al., 1956). A few miles of the deeply entrenched Big South Fork 
and larger tributary valleys north of the Clear Fork and New River 
confluence have exposed a Missippian bedrock. These are the Pen-
nington Formation (a limestone) and the Newman limestone. 
Pbysiographz 
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The Big South Fork drainage basin occupies parts of the c� 
berland Plateau and Cumberland Mountain sections of the Appalachian 
Plateau Province (Fenneman, 1938). The primarily Pennsylvanian strata 
noted above have been faulted and eroded in the Cumberland Mountain 
section into a complex series of mountain ridges extending in many 
directions, mostly interconnected and occupying one contiguous area 
sometimes referred to as the Wartburg Basin (Wilson, et al., 1956). 
--
Mountain peaks extend to 3,.543 feet at the junction of Cross and 
Vowell Mountains on the Anderson-Campbell County boundary, west of 
Briceville, Tennessee; slopes drop precipitously to 1, 200 to 1,.500 
feet elevation. Higher ridges are 0,5 to 2.0 miles apart, but in 
minor draws, the ridges are sometimes as close as 100 fe&t. 
The Cumberland Plateau section here is a submaturely dissected 
surface of which much area lies at approximately 1,.500 to 1,800 feet 
elevation! major streams have entrenched to elevations of from 700 
to 800 feet above mean sea level. Undulating to rolling uplands 
occupy much of the area, but intensely dissected topography occurs 
along the Big South Fork and its tributaries. 
Dissection resulting in mountain carving and plateau reduction 
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is of post-Schooley age, having begun in the late Miocene when moving 
water breached the resistant sandstone caprock. The presence of 
extensive sandstone beds in both the mountains and plateau resulted 
in numerous cliffs and, due to continued erosion, cobbles and 
boulders to 40 feet diameter are strewn down the slopes. Many mid­
dle and lower slopes are chiefly comprised of colluvial material. 
Valley bottoms are covered with gravelly to sandy alluvial deposits. 
There is little flood plain within the gorges. 
Soils 
The soils of the study area are derived chiefly from the sand­
stones and shales comprising the main area or underlying bedrock as 
well as the limestone and alluvium of the main gorge bottom. Soils 
of the residual and colluvial slopes are classed as Ultisols and 
Inceptisols in the Seventh Approximation Classification (Soil Survey 
Staff, 196?). Soils of the nearly level uplands are Ultisols and 
those of the alluvial bottoms are Entisols and Inceptisols. The 
soils of uplands and slopes are on varying slopes (.5 to 50 and greater 
per cent), shallow to bedrock (2 to 4 feet), acid (pH 4.0 to .5 • .5), 
and infertile; soils are, in places, both sandy and have a medium to 
high stone content. Ultisols are chiefly on south-facing and upper 
north-facing slopes pre sumably as a result of more rapid weathering; 
argillic subsurface horizons are diagnostic for these soils (Austin, 
.21: al., 1948; Hubbard, � al., 19.50 J Byrne ,  � al. , 19?0) • Alluvial 
soils are young and horizon development is absent to weak. 
Sampled areas on the plateau are the Ultisol Hartsell. Hart-
sells soils are moderately deep, well drained soils developed from 
level-bedded, acid sandstone and sandy shale. These soils occur 
chiefly on slopes of from 2 to 12 per cent steepness. Natural fer-
tility is low, but Rartsells soils have a moderate available 
moisture capacity. Bedrock is at a depth of about 2 to 4 feet. 
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These soils are generally acid (pH 4.0-),0) (Hubbard, et al., 1950). 
--
On even more level areas, DeKalb and Wellston soils occur (B,yrne, 
Gass, and Losche, 1963). 
A recent soil survey of the McCreary-Whitley area, Kentucky, 
bas appeared (Byrne, ,!.!: al,, 1970). Some study samples were located 
in the Tate-Trappist association. other associations of the gorge-
plateau area are the Tate-Shelocta, Tate Clymer-DeKalb, Clymer DeKalb, 
Muse-Wellston-Trappist, and the Muse Shelocta. The mountains are 
referred under the Muse-Shelocta. Flooded bottom soils are those such 
as Pope and Philo fine sandy loams and limestone foot-slope soils 
are chiefly Talbott rocky silt loam, 
The upland series (above, Tate to Shelocta) occur in the gorge, 
on the plateau, and in the mountains. They are collectively strongly 
acid to very strongly acid, shallow (22 inches) to de�p (over 47 
inches), chiefly sandy loams, stoney in the Tate, varying to silt 
loams (Shelocta) or silty clay loams (Muse and Trappist). They vary 
from well to excessively well drained, the Tate Trappist and Shelocta 
occur on steep side slopes, the DeKalb on ridge tops, and the Clymer, 
Muse and Wellston on gentler slopes, the last being sometimes derived 
from loess. 
In a recent study of six sites on two slopes in the Plateau of 
Kentucky ana the Cumberland Mountains of Tennessee (the former within, 
the latter near the present problem area, Franzmeier, !! !!•, (1969) 
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north slope plateau soils were Shelocta and south slope plateau soils 
were Shelocta and Trappist (a silt loam). North slope mountain soils 
were Shelocta and Gilpin, while Shelocta, Berks, and Gilpin occurred 
on the south slopes. Profiles averaged slightly deeper through the B 
on the north (114 em) than south (109 em) plateau sites and on the 
north (99 em) and south (92 em) mountain sites. Middle slopes were 
stonier than other slope positions; soils on the south-facing slopes 
were more clayey than soils of the northern slopes. Available water 
in these profiles increased from upper to lower slope positions on 
both aspects with the greatest difference occurring on the northern 
slopes. 
Flora 
John Lyon, a nurseryman, made several trips to the "southern 
mountains" between 1799 and 1814. His itinerary in Tennessee W8S 
through the Crab Orchard Mountains to the south of the study area, 
but he did spend time in the Wartburg Basin (Ewan and Ewan, 1963) . 
His lists of plants offered for sale include species found in the 
Cumberlands, but these lists fail to state the site of collection. 
Augustin Gattinger (1901) notes a distinctive ''Cumberland 
Mountains" flora, but he takes for his example Lookout Mountain, an 
outlying Cumberland Plateau ridge in southeastern Tennessee. The 
composition of this flora is not applicable to the Cumberland Moun­
tains or to the Plateau to the north. The greatest difference ap­
pears to be the occurrence of loblolly pine on the plateau in Alabama. 
Within the limits of the mixed mesophytic forest there have 
been few floras published. Braun (1937) notes Cumberland Plateau 
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and Cumberland Mountain flora in which she observes similarities 
between the taxa of her study area and the taxa pre sent in the Blue 
Ridge and Coastal Plain Provinces. This similarity bespeaks 
climatic and physiographic history in common with the first area and 
the Appalachian flora as a source of nora for the second area. 
Olson, et al., (1966) enumerated the known vascular plants of Morgan 
--
County, Tennessee. Fifty-nine tree taxa were reported among )82 
vascular taxa but this number can be considered by no Jneans complete. 
Caplenor (1965) reported 290 taxa of vascular plants within the gorges 
of Fall Creek Falls State Park alone. 
Rosemary (Conradina verticillata Jennison) (first described 
from No Business Creek, within the study area) is restricted to four 
plateau counties in Tennessee (Shanks, 1958), but it also occurs in 
Kentucky. Shanks also listed seven species with restricted ranges 
centering about the Cumberland Plateau. These are Asc:u-tl!'l stans 
Michx., Cornus stolonifera Michx., Gaylussacia bracbycera (Michx.) 
Gray, Magnolia macro£lvlla Michx., pus arbutifolia (L.) L.f., Ribes 
curvatum Small, and Spiraea tomentosa var. roses. (Raf .) Fernald. 
Sharp, !! al., (1960) note 13 dicotoledonous taxa restricted in 
Tennessee to the Big South Fork area. 
Eupatorium luciae-brauniae Fernald is endemic to rockhouses 
along the entrenched streams of the northern Cumberland plateau 
(Fernald, 1942). I.eucothoe recurva. (Buckley) Gray, ranging from 
Virginia to Alabama in high mountains, has recently been reported for 
the first time in Tennes-see. It was found along Little Clear Creek, 
Morgan County, Tennessee (Rogers and Bowers, 1969). Calamovilfa 
a.rcuata Rogers �cies novum has been recently described from Daddy's 
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C reek, a plateau gorge near the study area (Rogers, 1970). 
Robinson and Shanks (1959) report 18 species o1· vascular 
aquatic plants with ranges in Tennessee restricted to the study area 
and adjacent mountains. Ultricularia subulata L. is one example. 
Fowells (1965) reports 15 tree taxa whose limits cross the study area. 
Celtis laevigata Willd. ranging north to the basin, Quercus bicolor 
Willd. is limited southward here, Populus deltoides var. deltoides 
Bartr. reaching the eastern edge of its range here, and Tilia 
p.eteropbylla Vent. reaching its western limit in the study area are 
examples. The above suggests this area to be one of uncommon 
speciation and diverse floristic history. 
Vegetation 
Description of the vegetation of the Cumberland Plateau 
and the Cumberland Mountains was first attempted by the longhunters 
as they recounted to those in the coastal colonies the rich forests 
with cane and interspersed with barrens that they had seen (Hay-
wood, 182)). 
Hogue (1955) states that in David C rockett's travel westward, 
he stopped in Fentress County and spent the year 1817 hunting in the 
nearby territory. His cabin was reported to have been located in 
the largest beech forest in the section. The forest is said to h�:�ve 
extended for miles up and down the East Fork Valley. 
Breazeale (1842) described the Cumberland Mountains thusly1 
On the wide spread, lofty and romantic chain of the Cumberland 
Mountains, are found fertile valleys, broad prairies, extensive 
glades, and, on many of the loftiest ridges, large bodies of fine 
arable land, producing, with reasonable cultivation, from thirty 
to fifty bushels of Indian corn per acre. The greater portion of 
the soil, however, is sandy, sterile, and unproductive; except 
for timber. Dense groves of large and towering pines, poplar, 
chestnut, hickory, and oak, cover the ridges and highlands; 
and along the margin of the rivers and large creeks, beech, 
maple, and sugar-tree are sometimes found; and in many places, 
groves of buckeye, linn, and birch; but the principal growth 
along the margin of the streams, is tall white and spruce pine, 
with dense laurel thickets, and sometimes a narrow cane-brake, 
as an undergrowth. 
Killebrew and Safford (18?4) reported that large forests of 
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chestnut grew " • • • on the sandstone soils of the Cumber land Table 
Land." They also observed that: 
On the Cumberland Table Land, a few miles from W8rtburg, in 
the eastern part of Morgan County, is a grove of walnut timber 
that cannot be surpassed on the continent. In this locality 
trees 6 feet in diameter rise in princely grandeur to a height 
of more than one hundred feet. • • • 
Quantities of black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia), yellow or shortleaf 
pine (Pinus echinata), white pine (Pinus strobus), and tulip poplar 
(Liriodendron tulipifera) were named b,y them as occurring on the 
plateau. 
The stuqy area is part of the Mixed Mesophytic Forest Region 
(Braun, 1950). Braun describes the vegetation of this region as 
predominantly :t'dxed Mesophytic Forest. The center of best develop-
ment of this forest was in the Pine Mountain overthrust block 
(terminology of Wilson and Stearns, 1958). The area is characterized 
b,y the prevalence of many deciduous taxa, the nurober of which make it 
the most complex and perhaps the oldest association of the eastern 
Deciduous Forest Formation (B raun, 1942, 1950). It was the center 
of distribution of all other deciduous forest climaxes (Braun, 1950) 
and its age dates to the Mixed Tertiary forests t ha t were present in 
the late Miocene period (Braun, 194?). The uplift of the Schooley 
Peneplain and the subsequent Harrisburg cycle of erosion greatly 
dissetted the Appalachian Plateau ( Braun, 1947). Thi s prec ipitated 
the increa sed importance of the oak-che stnut c ommunity ( che stnut 
now virtually extinc t) in those areas of the Southern Appalachian s  
which have remained dis sected. 
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Braun ( 1942) stated that the area to the we st and southwe st of 
the Cumberland Nountains ( called the Wartburg Ba sin , Wilson ,  et &· , 
1956) was similar enough both vegetationally and topographically to 
be included in them . This area of rugged terrain, the dis sec te d  pe ne­
plain, exhibi�s site difference s re sulting from mic ro and macrocli­
matic precipitation and temperature differences affecting soil mois­
ture ; all modified b.Y aspect ,  elevation, slope position, and protec­
tion . Within this wide range of environments the ll.d.xed Me sophytic 
fore st has produced me sic ,  stable communitie s - the association­
segregates ( Braun, 1935). The a ssoc iation- segregate i s  a term u se d  
to de scribe the segregated faciations within the range o f  the Mixed 
Me sophytic fore st . The sugar maple-bas swood-buckeye and the white 
oak-beech segregates are two of the most c ommon within the Cumberland 
Mountains .  
On drier site s ,  Braun ( 1942), found other communitie s such as 
oak-pine , the oak-che stnut, and the mixed oak fore sts .  The se ,  too , 
have their origin in the Mixed Tertiary fore st s a s  doe s the Mixed 
Me sophytic fore st . 
With increased distance from the Cumberland Nountains the 
mixed me sophytic fore st i s  progre s sively more restric ted to valleys ,  
cove s ,  and north-facing , or other protected slope s .  Within the 
ce ntral portion of the Cumberland Plateau, Caplenor (1965), found 
mixed me sophytic forest c ommunitie s within the gorge s of Fall C reek 
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Falls State Park. He described undifferentiated mixed mesopbytic , 
hemlock, hemlock-basswood,  hemlock-yellow birch,  oak-hickory, and 
chestnut oak c ommunitie s .  The mixed mesophytic communities occurred 
on the median sites with respect to protection and moisture availa­
bility.  Whittaker (1956) state s that there is great similarity be­
tween the cove hardwood vegetation of the Great Smoky Mountains and 
the mixed me sophytic forests of the Cumberland Plateau. However, the 
greater area occupied by the mixed me sophytic in the Cumberlands is 
the result of greater differentiation of community segregates .  In 
the Smoky Mountain cove forests the beech-dominated communitie s do 
not occur as they do in mixed mesophytic forests to the west . Lastly, 
cove forests in the Great Smoky Mountains are more mesic in composi­
tion with segregate mesic s  comprising more than 90 per cent of the 
stand (Whittaker , 1956). 
Cabrera (1969) described four segregates in the southern Cum­
berland Mountains. Of the segregates delineated, three appear as 
definitely mixed mesophytic . He considered the se segregates as 
segments of a vegetational continuum. Martin (1966) reported a 
tulip tree segregate in the southern Cumberlands which was a remnant 
of the Mixed .z.!e sophytic forest . Within the Cumberland Mountains 
and Plateau, forest segregates have been distinguished by available 
moisture as 1n1"erred from site characteristic s (Martin, 1966 ; 
Cabrera, 1969). 
Because of extensive cliff systems associated with the Plateau 
Braun (1950) placed this area in the "Cliff Section" of the Mixed 
Me sophytic Forest Region. South of Berea, Kentucky, this section 
lies along the we stern margin of the plateau a in Tenne ssee , however ,  
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it is applied to the entire plateau, The we stern escarpment, the 
plateau and its entrenched streams are included in this area.  The 
stuqy area lies in the middle , or most repre sentative part of the 
section. Braun (1950) found plateau fore sts to be white oak , che st­
nut, and che stnut oak dominated, with red oak, black oak, tulip 
poplar, sour gum, cucumber tree , and shortleaf pine as associate taxa .  
The Cliff Section displays two unlike forms of mixed mesophytic fore st . 
The se are the all-deciduous mixed mesophytic and the hemlock-mixed 
me sophytic , Association- segregates within the se pha se s  i s  not well 
defined except on south-facing slope s ( Braun, 1950) . 
Human History 
Little is known of prehistoric human inhabitants of the Big 
South Fork basin. Adjacent areas are known to have been traversed 
by Paleo-Incb.ans as early as nine or ten millenia ago ( Kneberg, 1952) . 
The se first human beings were probably Folsom hunters stalking masto­
don or other game anims ls . There were no humans in the We stern 
Hemisphere prior to the last period of glaciation, the Wisc onsan, 
'Wb.ich ended about 10, 000 years ago ( Lewis and Kneberg , 1958). 
A later culture , the Archaic , is well documented in similar 
topography at Russell C ave in northern Alabama by 9, 000 B . P .  ( Lewis 
and Kneberg , 1958) . Archaic and Woodland Indian evidence is  abundant 
in the Ridge and Valley Province a few mile s to the east of the 
basin, on the Highland Rim, and in the Central Basin of Tenne ssee to 
the we st .  Their graves and village site s have been documented 
(Lewis and Kneberg , 1958). Population levels are unknown and their 
effect upon vegetation near to their villages and far (as is the 
basin) is not known . Prior to European exploration , there were 
about 80 village s of Cherokee in a large area southea st of the 
basin . The neare st village s ware along the Little Tenne ssee River 
55 mile s distant . There we re populations of Yuchi and Ka skinampo 
Indians in E ast Tenne ssee and on the Cumberland Plateau before the 
end of the 17th Century . Shawnee lived on the Cumberland River 
until 1714 When the last bands migrated to South Carolina (Williams,  
1937 ; Swanton ,  1946 ; Swanton, 1922) . The se tribe s were doubtle s s  
familiar with the basin . Modern tribe s controlling the area at the 
time of European exploration were Cherokee and possibly C reeks 
( Lewis and Kneberg , 1958) . Evidence of physical occupation of lands 
within the ba sin by Archaic , Woodland, and modern Indians is limite d 
to the numerous rock shelters .  
Many shelter s  occurred along the trails crossing the basin . 
}�yer (1928) de scribed three major trails . The Tenne ssee River , 
Ohio, and Great Lake s T rail led northward from southern Tenne ssee . 
This trail forked near Wartburg and re joined just north of New River , 
Tenne ssee . The East and We st Trail passed frolll Ander son C ounty , 
Tenne s see , through the basin to the northwe st where it left the basin 
near the site of Jame stown , Tenne s see . Three mile s ea st of Jame s­
town the Chickamauga Trail left the East and We st Trail . This path 
ended near the mouth of Hol1· River . 
Trail shelters have been found along White Oak C reek , about 7 
mile s east of Jame stown (Hogue , 1933).  The se shelters ,  and other s  
marked a s  occurring along the gorge s of Poplar C ove , Yellow, and Mill 
creeks where the bluffs and rockhouses formed a series of natural 
c overtures ,  appear on the map of Indian Trails by Meyer (1928) . 
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Haywood (1843) relate s the discovery of furnace s  along the 
Big South Fork in which were found buttons of European origin. He 
credits construction of the se works to the earlie st French settlers 
prior to 1758. Williams (1937) ,  however ,  raises the possibility that 
the furnaces  predate the French settlers by almost 600 years .  He 
tells of the Cherokee tradition of white people in the area before 
their occupation of East Tenne ssee . According to recitals of Welsh 
bards , Prince l-Iadoc ap Owen Guyneth and his followers sailed from 
Wale s ,  discovered, and settled in a new land in and about 1170 A . D. 
Smelted copper found in southeastern Tenne ssee has been said to pre­
date the Cherokee s  (Williams,  1937 ; Arnow, 1965) . 
The first recorded explorer in the area was a Canadian named 
Martin Chartier.  He was familiar with the trails in the area by at 
least 1692. In that year , Chartier and a band of Shawnee Indians 
left French Lick on the Cumberland River and traveled by water pas­
sage to a point below the Falls of the Cumberland (Williams,  1937) . 
Modern settlement of the Big South Fork area began in the years just 
preceding the Revolutionary War . Judge John Haywood (1843) state s 
that on the second of June in 1769 a company of men from North 
Carolina , Virginia , and from New River (5 miles from English Ferry) 
" • • • left for a hunting party into what is now 'VJe st Tenne ssee . "  
They crossed the Cumberland Gap to the Cumberland River which they 
followed southward to the South Fork . They turned down it and came 
to a barren which was later called Price ' s  t1eadow. Still later it 
was known as Price ' s  Station, a few mile s south of the mouth of the 
Big South Fork in Wayne C ounty, Kentucky .  
The outbreak of the Revolutionary War halted we stward expan­
sion because of British-inspired Indian attacks . In 1777, only 
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three stations held against the Indian raise--one of the se was 
Price ' s  Station. Settlement began once again in the years follow­
ing the Revolution as some or the treele ss land on the South Fork was 
offered to war veterans as bounty. This land was later reclaimed by 
North Carolina and Virginia (Arnow, 1965 ) . 
Treatie s with Indian tribe s opened the land to colonization . 
The Treaty of Hopewell in 1785 conveyed all lands draining into the 
Cumberland River from the south to the United State s .  The Butler 
and Walton Treaty at Tellico ,  of October 7 ,  1798 , made the Emory 
River the northern boundary of Cherokee lands, thereby excluding them 
from the Big South Fork and other northern lands (Garrett and Good­
pasture , 1903) . The settlers which followed cleared the fore st and 
tilled both tributary bottomlands and much rolling upland, as well 
as settling in the fertile coves and benche s on or near the main 
river . 
The early 1800 ' s  witnessed the increased settlement and growth 
of agrarian communities . Those counties within the basin were es­
tablished in the first half of the 19th Century (Foster,  1923) . Major 
industries within the basin were the tilling of the soil, the cutting 
of tree s for export, and the distilling of spirits. Men living on the 
tributaries of the Big South Fork built flatboats with which they 
shipped their goods downriver to Nashville . Although the river has 
many areas of Shoals , rapids, and shallows, at flood tide it is 
navigable for its entire length through Tennessee . Prior to 1879 , 
when the first railroad was built into the area , all trade was by 
river (Arnow, 1968 ; Williams ,  1937) . 
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With increase d  lumbering , mining , and some industrialization, 
most of those persons who once tilled the flatter lands in the gorge s 
abandoned their land. The population of Scott C ounty, Tenne ssee , 
inc rease d  from about 9 , 700 persons in 1908 to a maximum of about 
17, 300 in 1950 . Population of that c ounty decrease d  in the follow­
ing decade to about 15 ,400 . The 1970 preliminary census count showed 
another decrease to about 14, JOO per sons . The same 80 year period 
witne s sed an increase in Morgan C ounty population to a maximum of 
15 , 727 in 1950.  The population declined to 12, 292 in 1970 . Fentre s s  
County has shown a peak of about 14, 900 in the 1950 census , but ha s 
decreased to 11, 919 in the last census (u. s .  Dept . of C ommerc e ,  1900 , 
19JO, 1951, 1961; Stillwell , 1970 ) .  
The primary industrie s within the ba sin today are lumbe r ,  
strip mining for c oal, and agriculture . The depletion of coal 
within the area a s  well a s  a decrease in cutting of merchantable 
timber has c ontributed, no doubt, to the population decline in 
Fentre s s ,  Scott , and Morgan counties .  There is some fledgling tourist­
related enterprise within the area,  but for the most part the people 
live close to the land. 
TV .  METHODS 
The large size of the basin made it nece ssary to limit the 
field work to that portion of the watershed upstream ( south of) 
the Devils Jumps rapids (river mile 47. 9) near Stearns ,  Kentucky. 
The area c hosen for study was included in the upland Cumberland 
Plateau, dissected Plateau, and Cumberland Mountains - the latter 
comprising approximately 20 per cent ot· the are a .  The watershed 
was scouted by automobile to find suitable sampling sit.es ;  persons 
living in the area were interviewed to locate stands with long 
periods of growth. Within the study area sampling areas were 
chosen using certain criteria : 
1 .  Sampling areas had to be accessible by road and walking 
on a one-day basis .  
2 .  Vegetation containing large tree s  was sampled a s  the se 
were most likely to be stable and repre sentative of the usual vege­
tation pattern. These stands were , therefore , subject to verifica­
tion in the future , and subject to c omparison with previous de­
scriptions . 
) . Plots were distributed throughout many elevations and 
aspects in an attempt to observe and quantify those differences  in 
vegetation which result from the action of environmental factors 
correlated to the se intrinsic site propertie s .  
4.  Areas close to roads , recent strip mine s ,  or other dis­
turbance s  were avoided.  
Each sample area of subjectively determined, homogeneous 
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vegetation was sampled using two to several plots,  each consisting of 
two concentric circular areas of 1/10-acre and 1/100-acre . The 
center of the plot was marked with a strip of red plastic flagging . 
The plot. boundaries were determined after first ascertaining the per 
cent slope using an Abney level ; and using the procedure de scribed 
by Bryan (1956) , the plot radii were established .  This procedure 
adjusts plot dimensions to the slope percentage to bring the plot 
areas into equality with map area . Field data were recorded on 
previously prepared forms and recorded separately by plot . 
On each 1/10-acre plot, tree s 5 inches dbh and over were 
tallied by taxon in 2-inch diameter classes . Saplings ,  1 .0  to 4 .9 
inches in diameter were counted by taxon . A diameter tape wa s  used 
to check most diameters .  Canopy cover, to the nearest 5 per cent ,  
wa s  estimsted, and average height o f  the canopy top wa s  found by 
means of an Edscorp field range finder.  
Shrubs ,  woody vines,  tree seedlings ,  and herbs were sampled 
within the 1/100-acre plot by species ,  and per cent cover wa s 
e stimated to the nearest 5 per cent . All taxonomic determinations 
were made in the field except in case s  of doubt when voucher spec i­
mens were taken for confirmation with specimens in The University of 
Tennessee Herbarium where the vouchers were deposited. Field de­
terminations of tree species were made using botanical keys by Shanks 
and Sharp ( 1950 )  and by Radford, et al . , ( 1964) . Nomenclature fol­
lows that. in Manual 2f Vascular Plants (Gleason and C ronquist, 1963) . 
Plot aspect was found by use of a Silva forester ' s  compass 
and recorded to the nearest degree . Slope per cent to the neare st 
per cent was found using an Abney level.  Lateral and vertical plot 
form was determined by observation and classed as concave , convex, 
or flat . The overall position of the plot was recorded as ridge , 
draw, or flat and the plot position marked on the appropriate topo­
graphic map. 
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One or more soil pits were dug to 2 feet in depth within each 
plot . In each pit the type of humus was estimated (mull , inter­
mediate , or mor) , the thickne ss of bu..'11Us estimated to the nes.rest 
1/10 inch, and the stone volume within the soil was estimated to the 
nearest 10 per cent .  Texture of  the A horizon was estimated by the 
"feel" method as described in the Soil Survey Hanual ( 1951) . A 
sample of the B horizon was taken for textural e stimation in the 
laboratory. Approximate depth of the solum was found by inserting 
a steel rod into the soil at various points within the plot to a 
maximum depth of 48 inche s .  �pths were recorded to the nearest 1/10 
inch.  Litter cover within the plot was e stimated to the nearest 10 
per cent . 
Topographic maps provided much information concerning the 
plots .  Elevation was read from the map in the field and recorded 
to the nearest 20 feet. The shape dimensions (width and height or 
depth) of the physiographic feature upon which the plot was located 
were found (width to the nearest 25 feet by architect ' s  rule ) . 
Map ridge height/width or draw depth/width ratios  were calculated 
and recorded to the neare st 0 .01 and considered internal protection. 
External protection was calculated as distance from the plot along a 
line perpendicular to the opposite ridge ; this was recorded to the 
neare st 25 feet . The protection angle to the cre st of the opposite 
ridge wa s  recorded as  the tangent of that angle . The tangent angle 
a wa s  fotmd using the formula : 
tan a - elevation of ridge crest - elevation of plot -
distance from plot to ridge plane 
Distance of the plot from the bottom of the neare st downslope draw 
was recorded to the neare st 20 feet.  
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All data were transferred to punchcard layout sheets for card 
punchine .  Plant taxa were coded by sequential number and size ( dbh, 
2-inch size class,  cover per cent to the nea� st 10 per cent) . Fire 
data were coded as follows : 1,  recent ; 2,  evidence of fire greater 
than 10 years oldJ and .J, no evidence of fire . Bole and b:r·anch 
blowdown was coded either 1 or 2 ,  for either none or pre sent . Cut-
ting of trees was recorded a s :  1 ,  1950 to pre sent; 2 ,  evidence of 
cutting between 1930 and 1950 ; and 3 ,  evidence from 1900 to 1930 . 
Site variable s were treated as follows : plot azimuth was c onverted 
acc ording to the method described by Beers,  et al . ,  ( 1966) used to 
- -
equate aspects with similar environmental effects ; the c onverted 
value was recorded to the neare st 0 . 01 .  Slope angle and position 
of the plot (feet from the bottom) were recorded as taken. Texture 
of the B horizon was found by the "feel" method using textural 
c onstants provided by Dr .  M. E .  Springer of The University of Tennes-
see Agronomy Department . Using a modified method of Longwell ,  
Parks and Springer (1963) available water ( inche s pe r  solum) wa s  
calculated using textural c onstants a s  modified by stone percentage 
and solum depth. Textural constants are listed in Appendix A .  
Map ridge height/width and draw depth/width were calculated and 
rec orded to the nearest 0 . 01.  
Linear c orrelation among all variable s was performed on the 
IBM )60 computer using the UC LA  correlation with item deletion 
program BMDOJD, Multiple stepwise regre ssion, assuming linearity 
of factor correlation , was also performed using the UC LA  stepwise 
regre ssion program BN002R modified for item deletion. 
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Two hundred and seventy seven sample plots in 26 sampling 
area s were obtained in the study. These c onstitute about 1 per cent 
of the fore st area within the study limits with an average of 26 . 15 
overstory stems per 1/10-acre plot . Thi s  figure compares with an 
average density of 10 . 13 trees per tenth acre in the surrounding 
counties (T .V .A . , 1957 ; 1960 ; 1966 ; 1967) . The disproportionately 
large number of stems per acre can be attributed to infertile soil s ,  
slow growth, and young stands . 
V .  RESULTS AND DIS:::USSION 
Vegetation !YEes 
The occurrence of Cumberland Mountains ,  Cumberland Plateau 
surface , and dissected Plateau South Fork gorge topography within the 
sample area led to stratification of sampling effort approximately in 
proportion to rrry intere st in each of these areas. Forty-eight 
samples in 4 areas in the mountains ,  72 sample s in 6 areas on the 
plateau surface,  and 157 samples in 16 areas in the gorge were ob-
tained . The landscape characters of aspect (no�th, east , south, 
west ) ,  slope position (upper,  middle , lower) , and slope form (ridge , 
flat , draw) were used  to characterize sample locations .  Nountain 
samples were grouped according to aspect,  slope position and slope 
form. Plateau surface sample s were grouped by aspect and later by 
composition. Gorge sample s were separated on the basis of slope 
position and form as well as aspect and streamside position. 
Samples were later regrouped {using importance value ) into veg€bl-
tion types using the leading dominant and other important taxa, as 
well as the coefficient of community, as basis for the decision to 
separate or pool groups of samples .  Two hundred and seventy-two out 
of the 277 sample plots are considered here ; anomalous plots are not 
included. See Table I for a schematic breakdown of the forest com-
munities according to aspect ,  topography, and position . 
Scientific nomenclature is used whenever a taxon first enters 
the discussion ; thereafter ,  it is referred to by its common name . 
¥JBdian values of community characteristic s have been cal­
culated. In the tables below, numbers larger than the median 
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TABlE I 
FOREST C OMNUNIT IE S  OF THE STUDY AREA ARRANGE D BY ASPECT , 
TOPOGRAPHY, AND POSIT ION 
A spec t s  
Po sition North-Fac ing South-Fac ing 
Hountains 
WO-Be
a Ridge CO-:NRO 
Draw C0-\--10-& ,  or WQ-Hem-C O 
Be-�'/D-SM 
Plateau 
Slope s wo VP-WO , or VP-WO-BJC 
Gorge 
Terrace s  
Lower RB 
Upper TP-SG 
C alcareous foot slope s 
Lower Ced 
Upper WD-CHO 
l1ain slope s 
Lower T.t'-ho:�m wo-& 
l"dddle , draw WO-VP WO-Hem-CO 
ridge , thin NR.o-co-Ho wo-co 
ridge , deep WO-VP \vO-Co 
Upper, ridge as I1iddle VP-Wl' 
draw Slp-WO WO-Hem-C O 
C re st VP-NO VP-WO 
�0, White Oak ; Be ,  American Beach ; CO,  Che stnut Oak ; NRO , 
Northern Red Oak ; Hem ,  Eastern Hemlock ;  SM , Sugar Haple ; VP , 
Virginia Pine ; BJO , Blackjack Oak ; RB, River Birc h ;  TP , Tulip 
Poplar ; SG ,  Sweet Gum ; Ced,  Cedar ; CHO , Chinquapin Oak ; Slp, Short­
leaf Fine ; WP ,  White Pine , 
are often referred to a s  "high" while tho se le ss  than the 
median are called "low. " The medians are : understory 
density 45 ; density of dominant ( taxa in the type name ) in 
the under story 6 ;  overstory density 22 ; plot basal area 1:3 
square feet ; solum depth 20 inche s ;  stone volume 22 per 
cent ;  slope angle :30 per cent . 
Gorge Vegetation - Associa ted Soil � Site Characteristic s 
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River birch .!:m_. This fore st c ommunity occupie s the lowe st 
elevations of any type, in the band between the main river and ap-
proximate� 870 feet elevation. It occurs in the gorge bottom along 
the main stream on alluvium {Table s II, III) . Betula nigra ( river 
birch) i s  the leading dominant and Platanus occ identalis ( sycamore) ,  
Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip poplar) ,  and Carpinus c aroliniana 
(American hornbeam) are a ssoc iate s .  Twenty-nine taxa are repre-
sented in this type inc luding the sws.mp forest taxa Liguidambar 
styrac iflua ( sweetgum) and Populus deltoide s ( cottonwood) and such 
roo sophytes as  Fagus grandifolia (beech) . 
The important taxa are reproduc ing well, but five subordinate 
one s are not reproduc ing - most of the se are intolerant . Seven 
taxa have not yet entered the overstory, but of the se, three are 
small trees .  The substrate here is  relatively deep with a thick .A 
and a low slope angle ; the substrate is  sanqy and relatively stony. 
The se factors along with proximity to the water table probably re sult 
in a continually moist soil . 
Thi s type is  de scribed by Braun (1950)  as the most c ommon 
flood-plain vegetation type of the southern portion of the Mixed 
Me sophytic Forest Region. The Society of American Fore ster s ( 1964) 
recognize s this fore st type (number 61) and note s that it range s from 
TABlE I I  





Taxa 4bsolute I:ensit� guenc� I·,r Lean Ti Ran�e 
Betula nigra 23 . 90 78 62 .54 o . oo - 131 . 50  
Platanus occ identalis 7 . 10 100 45 . 18 33 . 90 - 68 . 50 
Liriodendxon tulipifera 7 . 4o 67 19 . 03 o . oo - 4 2 . 83 
Carpinus caroliniana 29 . 39 56 13 . 03 o . oo - 58 . 5 2  
Liquidambar styraciflua 4 . 20 44 9 . 78 o . oo - 43 .40 
Fraxinus america.na 0 . 90 22 8 . 34 o . oo - 23 . 88 
Acer saccharum 1 . 79 33 7 . 10 o . oo - 39 . 85 
Acer rubrum 4 . 90 33 6 . 70 o . oo - 20 . 82 
Quercus alba 1 . 00 44 5 .8 9  o . oo - 27 .51 
Amelanchier arboreum 0 . 90 22 4 . 74 o . oo - 22 . )4 
Pinus virginiana 0 . 54 22 4 .49 o . oo - 35 .89 
Fagus grandifolia 1 . 93 33 3 . 81 o . oo - 14 . 32 
Populus del to ide s  o . oo 11 3 . 25 o . oo - 29 . 30 
C ornus florida 5 . 12 44 3 . 04 o . oo - 13 . 31 
l'iagnolia acuminata 0 . 33 22 3 . 01 o . oo - 21 . 91 
T suga canadensis 1 . 84 22 1 . 76 o . oo - 12. 32 
Juglans nigra o . oo 11 1 . 65 o . oo - 14 . 90 
Carya glabra 0 . 50 22 1 . 62 o . oo - 7. 93 
Robinia pseudoacacia o . oo 11 1 . 33 o . oo - 11 . 99 
Pinus echinata o . oo 11 1 . 11 o . oo - 10 . 01 
Betula lenta o . oo 11 0 . 88 o . oo - 7 . 93 
A sirnina triloba 2 . 88 11 0 . 61 o . oo - 5 .53  
Juniperus virginiana 0 . 30 0 o . oo o . oo 
Cerc is canadensis 0 .45 0 o . oo o . oo 
Prunus serotina O . J4 0 o . oo o . oo 
Tilia heterophylla 0 . 69 0 o . oo o . oo 
Ulmus alata O . J4  0 o . oo o . oo 
Dyospyros virginiana 0 . 66 0 o . oo o . oo 
llex opaca 0 . 22 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/ sample for understory = 84 . 9 .  
bAverage stems/ sample for overstory = 14 . 2 . 
TABlE III 
SOIL-SITE CHARACTERISTIC S  OF THE RIVER BIRCH 
FOREST TYPE . N:9 . 
Character Range Medi.en Mean + S . D . 
Solum thickness (inches) 16 . 0  - 60 . 0  40 . 0  J6 . 64  :t ) .14 
Thickness of A ( inches) 4 . 0  - 14. 0  6 . 0  
+ 7 . 87 - J • .50 
Stone (per cent volume) o . u  - 70 . 0  40 . 0  .30 • .50 � 22 . 97 
Texture A 7 . 0  - 2.3 . 0a 16 . ob 1.3 . 60 : .5 . 70 
Texture B 8 . 0  - 21 . 0a 16 . ob 16 . 20 '! 4 . 60 
.Aspect o . o  o . o  o . o  
Slope (per cent) 7.  0 - .3.5 . 0  1.5 . o  14 . 60 � 10 . :.:;0 
Feet from riverc o . o  - .50 . 0  40 . 0  26 . 60 : 2J .40 
a Sanqy loam to silty clay loam. 
bsancly loam. 
cLinear distance . 
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southern New England to Tennessee , and west to Oklahoma . The se 
type s will hereinafter be referred to as  SAF Type 00 .  
In this type river birch sapling s number about 24 per 
plot--a number apparently sufficient to maintain the com­
Dlllnity . Permanence is also suggested by the absence of 
fire and blowdown evidence .  A mean basal area of 1,50ft2 
per acre and tree size to 24 inche s  dbh reflect adequate 
soil moisture . Classe s 1 and 2 cutting evidence , however ,  
result in great instability a s  doe s annual flooding which 
remove s litter , propagule s,  and may uproot tree s .  
TuliE Eoplar- sweetgum �· Upslope from the River Birch 
Type , and occupying the first terrace positions above the river, 
the fore st i s  dominated by tulip poplar , In the positions of co-
dominant and ( or) assoc iate are sweetgum and Juglans nigra ( black 
walnut) .  Quercus muhlenbergii ( chinquapin oak) , sycamore , and 
Amelanchier arboreum ( serviceberry) are of sec ondary importance 
within this type . Of le sser importance in the overstory are 
Cercis canadensis ( redbud) , beech, Juglans cinerea (butternut) ,  and 
Carya ovata ( shagbark hickory) (Table s IV and V) . Nineteen tree 
taxa occur--the se primarily mesophyte s--all overstory taxa occur in 
the understory and five additional taxa have entered the community 
but are not yet .5 inche s dbh. The oc currence of Tilia heterophylla 
and Fraxinus americana here i s  of intere st . 
This community was sampled between elevations 820 and 960 , 
but mostly lies at elevations where it received annual flooding . 
Soil stonine ss and shallowne ss and lack of horizon development , sanqy 
texture and considerable slope angle s suggest that this is much le ss 
of a hydric site than that of the river birch fore st . Reproduction 
of dominants ,  ba sal area averaging 9 . 66 ft2 per plot, and a 17 inch 
dbh maximum tree size (tulip poplar) with little or no evidence of 
TABlE rl 
COMPOS IT ION OF THE TULIP POPLAR-SWEETGUM 
























Absolu!e Density guency 1V Mean 
16. 42 86 55 . 38  
3 . 00 100 48 . 46 
1 . 14 72 31 . 09 
2 . 14 72 17 .58 
2 . 14 86 16 . 68 
0 . 28 43 10. 18 
2 . 57 43 5 . 09 
1 . 42 14 4 . 66 
0 . 14 28 4 . 65 
1 . 14 28 2 . 79 
2 .42 28 2 . 86 
7 .42 28 2. 18 
14. 85 28 1 . 77 
1 . 57 14 1 . 32 
1 . 71 0 o . oo 
0 . 28 0 o . oo 
1 . 71 0 o . oo 
1 . 71 0 o . oo 
0 . 57 0 o . oo 
a Average stems/ sample for understory = 55 .57 .  
bAverage stems/sample for overstory = 26 . 47 .  
IV Range 
o . oo- 84. 68  
28 . 13- 74 . J8 
o . oo- 34 .73 
o . oo- 22. 43 
o . oo- 22.43 
0 . 00- 37 . JO  
o . oo- 12.40 
0 . 00-32 . 62 
o . oo- 22. 33 
o . oo- 11 . 22 
o . oo- 10 . 23 
o . oo- 11 . 22 
o . oo- 13 . 25 
o . oo- 9 . 27 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
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TABlE V 
SOIL-SITE CHARACTERIST ]C S  OF THE TULIP POPLAR-SWEETGUM 
FOREST TYPE . N=7 .  
Character Range He dian Mean :t S . D .  
Solum thickne ss ( inche s) 4 . 00 - 10 . 0  7 . 00 6 . 85 ! 2 . 20 
Thickne ss of A ( inche s) J . 50 - 9 . 7  7 . 00 6 . 20 "! 2 . 70 
Stone ( per cent volume ) 10 . 00 - 70 . 0  20 . 00 25 . 70 : 19 . 88 
Texture A 17 . 00 - 2J . Oa 2J . OO + 21. 28  - 2 . 3ob 
Texture B 18 . 00 - 2l. Oa 21 . 00 + 20 . 10 - 1 . 10b 
Aspect 0 . 01 - 1 .50 O . OJ 0 .43 ! . 70c 
Slope ( per cent) 10 . 00 - 24 , 00 21 . 00 18 .85 ! 5 . 60 
Feet from river 10 . 00 -150 . 00 150 . 00 112 .85 : 63 . 69 
aFine sanqy loam - silt loam . 
bsilty clay loam - silt loam . 
c south to west . 
fire , blowdown, or cutting suggest relative permanency .  The low 
canopy height ( averaging 45 . 7  feet) and thin litter ( averaging 
0 . 6) inche s) , and an over story density averaging 26 . 47 stems per 
plot sugge st youth . Periodic flooding and subsequent removal of 
litter and older tree s c ould account for the great plot density .  
This type i s  similar t o  SAF cover type 57 . This fore st is  
sec ondary and contains many of the taxa contained in the swamp 
fore sts of the Cumberland Plateau as  de scribed by Braun ( 1950 ,  
p .  100 )  and re semble s,  somewhat, one noted after cultivation in 
Fall C reek Falls Gorge by C aplenor ( 1965 ) . 
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Redcedar �· This system i s  found within a narrow eleva­
tion band (870 to 1 , 000 feet) where the entrenched river has ex­
posed Mississippian strata (from about South Fork mile 71 north­
ward) . This forest occurs on lower slopes upslope from the tulip 
poplar-sweetgum type , on the lowe st benche s of the gorge slope s .  
Juniperus virginiana ( eastern redcedar) i s  the leading dominant . 
Associated with redcedar are black walnut, shagbark hickory, and 
chinquapin oak . River birch and redbud occur within this type 
throughout its range , with redbud extending farther upslope than 
river birch (Table s V I  and VII) . Twenty-two tree taxa occur but 
only half c ontribute to the canopy. Of these ,  most except redcedar 
and Pinus virginiana (Virginia pine) are mesophytes ( the pine not 
in the canopy) . 
Redcedar vegetation is  c ommon in the southea�rn United 
State s .  These stands are dissimilar to those on thin lime stone soils 
noted by Quarterman ( 1950 )  and Finn ( 1968) and only grossly approxi­
mate the description of SAF type 48 s  Eastern Redcedar-Hardwood. 
Tf..BIE VI 





Taxa Absolute Densit� guenc� N �lean H Range 
Juniperus virginiana 12 . 17 100 69 . 88 44 . 30 - 95 . 02 
Juglans nigra 3 . 67 83 42. 12 o . oo - 75 . 62 
Carya ovata 3 .83  66 25 . 71 o . oo - 5 1 . 97 
Quercus muhlenbergii 2 . 17 83 17. 31 o . oo - 30 . 88 
Betula nigra 0 . 33 17 12 . 39 o . oo - 34. 32 
Cercis  canadensis 10 . 33 66 3 . 96 o . oo - 21 . 35 
Carpinus carolinia na 7 . 17 50 8 . 06 o . oo - 21 . 22 
Liriodendron tulipifera 1 . 50 17 5 . 24 o . oo - 31 . 42 
Pinus strobus 1 . 83 33 4 .80 o . oo - 14 . 84 
Platanu s occidentalis 1 . 67 33 2 . 10 o . oo - 6 . 51 
C arya tomentosa 1 . 71 33 2 . 10 o . oo - 6 . 51 
Acer saccharum 2 .83 0 o . oo o . oo 
Ae sculus octandra 0 . 83 0 o . oo o . oo 
Fagus grandifolia 1 . 83 0 o . oo o . oo 
Quercus alba 0 . 17 0 o . oo o . oo 
Carya spp. 0 . 33 0 o . oo o . oo 
Cor nus florida 1 . 67 0 o . oo o . oo 
Diospyro s  virginiana 0 . 66 0 o . oo o . oo 
Amelanchier arboreUlll. 0 . 33 0 o . oo o . oo 
Liquidambar styraciflua 0 . 17 0 o . oo o . oo 
Pinus virginiana 0 . 83 0 o . oo o . oo 
Prunus serotina 4 . 67 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/ sample for under story = 56 . 67. 
bAverage stem's/ sample for overstory = 21 . 50 .  
TABlE V II 
SO�SI'IE CHARACTERisriCS OF THE RED CEDAR 
FOREST TYPE . N=6 • 
Character Range 1"1.adian 
Solum thickness ( inches) 6 .,50 - 8 . 00 6 . 00 
Thickness of A ( inches) 5 . 00  - 7 .00 .5 . 7.5 
Stone (per cent volume ) 10 . 00 - 70 . 00 60 . 00 
Texture A 12 . 00 - 23 . 00a 23. 00 
Texture B 17 . 00 - 2o . ooa 20 . 00 
Aspect 0 . 08 - 1 . 71 0 . 20 
Slope (per cent) 17 . 00 - 33 . 00 29 . 00 
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Mean + S . D . 
6 . 2.5 ! 0 .88 
5 .83 ! 0 . 93 
.5.5 . 00 ! 22 .60  
20 . 67 "t 4 .4ob 
19 . 16 ! 1 . 30b 
0 .43 ! o . 63c 
27 . 67 ! 5 . 5 0  
Feet from draw 0 .  00 -3.50 . 00 250 . 00 225 . 00 !125 • 50 
aSandy loam to silt loam. 
btoam to silty clay loam. 
csouthwest. 
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The shallow solum, thin A ,  high stone percentage and slope 
angle suggest the aridity of the site ; on the other hand, the aspect 
and slope position would operate here supplying more soil water . 
It is  not known whether underground drainage ( increasing aridity) or 
seepage ( supplying soil water) occurs .  Soil textures  are silty and 
sandy clay loams ; these textures reflect a high available water 
capacity .  
The literature on permanent cedar vegetation is  sparse and 
the juxtaposition of this type with the next community suggests that 
this one is successional. Nean basal area of 7 . 80ft2 per plot , 
maximum tree dbh (a 20 inch redcedar) ,  low tree height ( 38 . 3  feet) , 
and an average overstory density of approximately 17 stems per plot 
also suggest a youthful stand of probable successional status . The 
geographic connection of this limestone substrate to areas in 
Kentucky where red cedar is a common successional taxon lends 
credance to the above . 
White !?!!£-chinquapin oak �· This foresttype occurs on the 
lower slopes within the gorge in a narrow band between the redcedar 
type below it and the ridge-draw types on the slopes above (Table s 
V III and IX) . White oak is the leading dominant and chinquapin oak 
is of second importance . Associated taxa are tulip poplar , beech, 
sugar maple , and dogwood. Redbud, dogwood, and hornbeam are the 
most abundant understory taxa , however . Thirty-five tree taxa occur 
and almost all are mesophytes--certainly the top eight are so classed.  
Seven taxa do not reach canopy size . 
This is one of the variants of the white oak fore sts which 
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TABlE V III 
C OMPOSITION OF THE WHITE OAK-cHINQUAPIN OAK 










Platanus occidentali s 
Ju.glan� nigra 
C arya tomentosa 
Prunus serotina 

























Absolute Densit� quency rJ Mean H Range 
2 . 33 




6 . 08 
0 . 92 
J . OO 
0 . 17 
o . oo 
1 . 25 
o . oo 
0 . 92 
10 . )0 
1 .42 
0 . 92 
0 . 33 
2 . 17 
0 .50 
0 .42 
0 . 25 
0 . 17 
0 .50 
0 .50 
2 . 08 
0 . 67 
0 . 67 
1 .08 
3 . 90  
0 .83 
0 . 17 
0 . 08 
0 . 17 
0 . 08 
0 . 17 
92 77. 80 ( 37 . 9) C 0 . 0 - 143.43 
92 27. 75 ( 13 .  7) 0 . o  - 105 . 66 
50 15 . 90 o . o-- 106 . 26 
25 14. 76 ( 0 .4) o . o  - 105 .44 
50 8 . 23 ( 3 . 8 )  o . o  - 45 . 07 
33 3 . 76 o . o  - 15 .46 
66 6 .86 ( 1 . 0 )  o . o  - 37.56 
50 6 . 40 o . o  - 43 . 99 
33 5 . 70 o . o  - 39 .43 
25 4 . 70 ( 3 .8 )  o . o  - 20 .50 
33 4 . 21 o . o  - 10 . 62 
17 4. 14 o . o  - 27.41 
17 3.83 o . o  - 27 .41 
33 3 . 66 o . o  - 16 . 23 
42 3 . 30 (8 . 1) o . o  - 11 . 97 
17 3 . 22 (8 . 1) o . o  - 23. 03 
33 2 .53 o . o  - 10 . 72 
17 2 . 14 ( 2 .4) o . o  - 10 . 72 
17 1 . 67 o . o  - 13. 33 
8 1 . 67 o . o  - 19 . 71 
17 1 .49 o . o  - 10 . 72 
17 0 . 96 o . o  - 5 . 99 
8 0 . 95 o . o  - 11 .42 
8 0 . 95 o . o  - 11 .42 
8 0 . 73 o . o  - 8 . 76 
8 0 . 66 o . o  - 7 . 98 
8 0 . 60 o . o  - 7 . 21 
8 0 .45 o . o  - 5 .41 
0 o . oo o . o  
0 o . oo o . o  
0 o . oo o . o  
0 o . oo o . o  
0 o . oo o . o  
0 o . oo o . o  
0 o . oo o . o  
aAverage stems/ sample for understory = 52 .43 .  
bAverage stemsj s .. mple for overstory = 16. 11 .  
cRe 1ative density of oak forest on Eden Shale . Braun, E . L. 1950 . 
Deciduous Forests 2! Eastern North America .  Blakiston C ompany, Phila­
delphia . Table 20 . 
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TABlE IX 
SOIL-SITE CHARACTERISTIC S  OF THE WHITE OAK-CHINQUAPIN OAK 
FOREST TYPE . N=l2. 
Character Range Median Mean + S . D. 
Solum thickne ss ( inche s) 4 .00 - 17 • .50 11. 2.5 11 .40 ! .5 .50 
Thickness of A ( inche s) 4 . 00 - 8 . 00 5 .00 5 . 21 ! 1 . 20 
Stone (per cent volume) o .oo - 70 . 00 47.50  50 .42 : 21 . 20 
Texture A 19. 00 - 2). 00 21. 00 21 . 00 ! 1 . 86a 
Texture B 17 . 00 - 20 . 00 20 . 00 19 . 00 ! 1 .48a 
Aspect o .o1 - 1 . 89 0 . 24  0 .45 : 0 .54b 
Slope (per cent) 30 .oo - 72. 00 5 3  • .50 .51 . 25 ! 10 . 86 
Feet from draw 50 . 00 - 500 . 00 27.5 . 00 276 . 2.5 ! 171 . 54 
aloam to silty clay loam. 
bSouthwe st . 
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range widely over the ea stern United State s .  White oak with chin­
quapin are noted on lime stone about Lewi sburg , West V irginia ( Braun, 
1950) . Braun c onsiders chinquapin oak the ec ologic equivalent of 
che stnut oak in the We stern lvle sophytic Fore st Region and note s its 
abundance in the Kentucky Bluegra s s ,  the E den Shale belt, the Na sh­
ville Ba sin, the rolling plateau in Barren C ounty, Kentucky, and else­
where . An E den Shale c omparison (Table V III) is fs.r from a c lose one . 
Thi s coromunity occupie s an elevation band from 940 to 1 ,020 
feet elevation near the gorge bottom. Shallow soil , thin A horizon, 
high stone percentage are sugge stive of droughty site , but lower 
slope po sition ( protection and internal seepage ) ,  and an average 
a spect of northea st to east would inc rease available water . Soil 
texture s ( sanqy clay loam in the A ,  silty c lay loam in the B) indic ate 
high water holding c apac ity and the influence of sanqy c olluvial 
material from upslope . 
Reproduction of dominant s in the understory and a wide dis­
tribution of tree dbh ( large st be ing a 31. 6  inch beech and two 22 inch 
white oaks) indicate stability. Lack of fire evidence also indic ate s  
permanence , but evidence of cutting within the past 40 years and an 
average over story density of about 16 stems per plot would indicate 
past disturbance and instability of the stand. Only the lower por­
tions of thi s stand are likely to be flooded by sea sonal river 
fluctuations . 
Tuli£ popla,.r - hemloc k �· This fore st type occur s on the 
most me sic site s on both the north-facing ridges and draws wit.hin the 
gorge system. Tulip poplar and T suga c anadensis ( e a stern hemlock) are 
c odominants (Table s X and XI) and beech, sugar maple , and white oak 
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TABlE X 
COZ.lPOSIT ivN OF THE TULIP POPLAR-EASTERN HE!'ILOC K  
FOFEST TYPE . N=27. 
Taxa 
Liriodendron tulipifera 













Ae sculus octandra 
Oxydendrum arboreum 
C ornus florida 
l-"..agnolia acumina ta 
Carpinus c aroliniana 
Juniperus virginiana. 
C erci s  canadensis 
Pinus strobus 
Carya ovalis 




Carya c ordiforrnis 
Ulmus alata 
Juglans nigra 






Absolute Density guency IV l-1ean JY Range 
1 . 5 2  
2 . )) 
2 .85 
7 . 92 
1 . 07 
0 . 33 
0 . 70 
0 . 85 
6 . 11 
0 . 6) 
1 .44 
0 .56 
0 . 70 
0 . 85 
1 . 04 
1 . 26 
6 .52  
1 . 04  
3 . 70 
0 . 30 
0 . 37 
o . oo 
o . oo 
0 . 18 
0 . 77 
0 . 88 
o . oo 
0 . 07 
0 . 04 
o . oo 
0 .41 
o . oo 
0 . 15 
o . oo 
67 42 , 05 (17 .4) C 0 . 00 - 99 . 95 
67 33 .53 ( 13 .4) o . oo -112 .59 
70 24 . 21 ( 16 . 5) o . oo - 90 . 20 
63 17 . 16 o . oo - 84 .57 
56 10 . 01 ( 6 . 9) o . oo - 46 .80 
11 6 . 30 0 . 00 - 60 . 59 
30 6 . 10 ( 5 . 2) 0 . 00 - 41 . 88 
30 4 . 90 0 . 00 - 59 .55 
48 4 . 66 (10 .4) o . oo - 29 . 14 
19 4 . 18 o . oo - 29 . 08 
22 3 .43 o . oo - 9 . 08 
33 3 . 22 o . oo - 32 . 97 
26 2 . 83 o . oo - 50 . 61 
15 2 . 73 ( 0 . 9) o . oo - 27 .57 
29 2 . 50 o . oo - 15 . 72 
26 2 .43 o . oo - 18 . 37 
33 2 . 28 o . oo - 42 . 98 
7 2 . 20 o . oo - 35 . 28 
29 3 . 28 o . oo - 18 . 18 
7 2 . 14 o . oo - 45 . 75 
7 1 . 85 o . oo - 47 . 32 
4 1 . 79 o . oo - 48 . 29 
7 1 . 66 o . oo - 36 . 80 
11 1 . 24  o . oo - 18 . 17 
11 1 . 11 o . oo - 14 . 95 
11 0 . 92 o . oo - 11 . 38 
4 0 . 78 o . oo - 21 . 20 
7 0 . 68 o . oo - 9 . 67 
4 0 . 65 o . oo - 17 . 61 
4 0 . 44 ( 2 . 6 ) o . oo - 11 . 64 
4 0 . 33 0 . 00 - 5 . 14 
7 0 . 25 o . oo - 6 . 80 
4 0 . 22 o . oo - 5 . 49 
4 0 . 20 o . oo - 5 . 28 
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TABlE X (continued) 
Overstor;E 
Understozo:vA Fre-
Taxa Absolute Densit� guenc� JY Mean T'i Range 
Sassafras a1bidum o . u  4 0 . 16 
Betula lutea 0 . 37 4 0 . 14 
Quercus velutina O . ll  0 o . oo 
lvi.agnolia tripeta1a 0 . 26 0 o . oo 
l-zy"ssa sylvatic a 0 . 04 0 o . oo 
A simina triloba 0 . 04 0 o . oo 
��gnolia fraseri 0 . 30 0 o . oo 
aAverage stems/ sample for under story = 33 .70 .  
bAverage stems/sample for overstory = 20 . 31 .  
o . oo - 4 . 24  
( 1 . 7)  o . oo - 3 · 79 
o . oo 
o . oo 
( 2 .6) o . oo 
o . oo 
( 2. 6) o . oo 
cRelative density from Table 6, A-3 from Colliers Creek, Black 
Mountain, letcher C ounty, Kentucky ;  Braun, E .  L. 19.50 . The Deciduous 
Forests of Eastern North America ,  Blakison C ompa�, New York. 
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TABlE XI 
SOIL-SITE CHA.FtACTERISTICS OF THE TULIP POPlAR EASTERN liEMLCC K 
FOREST TYPE . N=27 . 
Character Range 
Solum thickne ss ( inches)  7 .87 - 44.88 
Thickne ss of A ( inche s) 1 . 00 - 10 . 10 
Stone (per cent volume) o . oo - 90 . 00 
Texture A 7 . 00 - 2) . ooa 
Texture B 8 . 00 - 21. 00a 
Aspect 1 . 00 - 2 . 00 
Slope (per cent) ) . 00 - 80 . 00 
Feet from draw o . oo -550 . 00 
aLoamy sand to silt loam. 
�ine sandy loam. 
cSandy loam. 
dNorth to east . 
Median Nean + S . D. 
27 .55 22 . 13 ! 10 . 80 
) . 25 ) . 68  ! 2 . 72 
30 . 00 3.5 ._56 : 25 . 77 
19. 00 17 . 18 ! 4. 77b 
12. 00 13 . 63 : _5 . 16C 
1 .87 1 . 64 "! O . JJd 
)8 ,00 36 ._56 : 23 . 05 
12_5 , 00 181 . 11 ! 166 . 38 
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are the prirr�ry a s sociated taxa . Within the draws tulip poplar i s  
the leading dominant ; however , o n  ridge positions hemlock assume s  
fir st importance . Other assoc iated taxa are Quercu� rubra ( northern 
red oak) , sweetgum, serviceberry, Tilia heterophylla (basswood) , 
!lex oEaca ( Americ an holly) , and Ae sculus octandra ( sweet buckeye) . 
Red maple , dogwood, and sugar maple are the primary under story taxa 
with sugar maple having the greate st density .  Thirty-three taxe s.re 
pre sent . This vegetation more clo sely approximate s Braun ' s  hemloc k­
mixed me sophytic c ommunity concept than any other in the present 
study ( see c omparison in Table IX, page 46) . Nost ot" the taxa 
occurring here are me ;:;ophyte s except possioly Carya tomentosa 
( mockernut hickory) , _Qxydendrum arboreum ( sourwood) , certain pine s ,  
Ulmus alata (winged elm) , guercus prinus ( che stnut oak) , Quercus 
velutina (black oak) , and Nyssa �lvatica (black gum) . Sweetgum, 
s,ycamore , and river birch have a mean frequency of 5 per cent , the se 
on wetter soil . The six taxa not reproducing inc lude three pine s ,  
river birch , black walnut , and Carla ovalis ( re d  hickory) . Five 
taxa occur in the under story only. 
It seems po ssible that this c ommunity i s  the sam as the SAF 
type 58 : Yellow poplar-Hemlock ,  known in the Appalachian and Cum­
berland Mountains between 2000 and 4000 feet . It certainly approxi­
mates stands reported in the Cumberland Mountain section of the 
Nixed Me sophytic Forest Region reported by Braun (cf . my previous 
Table V III, page 45) .  The stands illustrating the se c ommunitie s 
( Braun, 1950 , Table 6) contain 9 to 17 tree taxa in sample size s of 
90 to 292 stems . The pre sent vegetation contains JJ over story taxa 
among 20 stems. Surely this fore st is as  rich floristically as 
the riche st found qy Braun in the Cumberland Kountain Section of 
the }�d Me sophytic Fore st Region. 
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This community occurs in  the elevation band 860 to  1 , 320 feet 
on gorge north facing ridges and draws (Table XI; . page 50 ) ,  Solum 
depth is about average among all fore st type s found as is thickne ss 
of the A,  but stone percentage i s  high and boulders are frequent on 
the slopes .  Soil texture s are sandy sugge sting rapid internal 
drainage . Slope angle ( a  mean of 36 . 56 per cent)  soil texture ,  
stone c ontent, and shallow soil depth decrease available moisture , 
but seepage , aspect and lower slope position operate increasing soil 
moisture . 
Reproduction of dominants as  well as the considerable geo­
graphic distribution of recognizably similar vegetation supports 
belief that this type i s  stable . ¥�an plot basal area of about 23 
ft2 per plot, an average canopy height of about 80 feet ,  and tree 
dbh up to 36 inc be s support the sta.bili ty of this type . Mo st of the 
plots within this type showed no evidence of fire or cutting in the 
past 50-plus year s ,  all of which lend credence to the stability of 
this c ommunity on the landscape . 
White oak-Virginia pine �· This type is the most common 
on middle and lower slope s of north-facing gorge draws . It is 
dominated qy white oak with Pinus virginiana (Virginia pine) , 
northern red oak, and hemlock as its major assoc iated taxa (Table s 
XII and XIII) , On the more protected site s, this type is characterized 
qy red maple , beech, Pinus strobus (white pine ) ,  and sweetgum a s  
well a s  oak ,  In its drier phase s  the c omposition includes Quercu� 
TABlE XII 
COMPOSITION OF THE WHl'l'E OAK-V IRG INIA PINE 




Taxa Absolute Densit� que�cy TV Mean rv fi.ange 
Quercus alba 4 . 00 100 81 .87  22 . 71 - 193 . 99 
Pinus virginiana 1 . 00 29 17 . 03 o . oo - 72. 85 
Quercus rubra 0 .53 41 13 . 36 o . oo - 59 . 63 
T suga canadensis 2 . 65 35 12. 35 o . oo - 42. 78 
Pinus echinata 0 . 06 24 8 .50 o . oo - 53 .50 
Acer rubrum 11 . 94 35 8 . 16 o . oo - 42 . 88 
Fagus grandifolia 0 . 59 29 ? . fA  o . oo - �3.84 
Quercus prinus 0 . 18 18 7-57 o . oo - 35 .87 
C ornus florida 7 . 94 47 7 . 11 o . oo - 23 . 11 
Liquidambar styrac iflua 0 . 29 18 6 . 24 o . oo - 55 .44 
Liriodendron tulipifera 0 . 70 41 5 . 00 o . oo - 26 . 5 2  
Carya tomento sa 1 . 00 35 4.40 o . oo - 29 .51  
Finus strobus 1 . 06 29 4 . 18 o . oo - 27. 61 
Oxydendrum arboreum 0 . 94 29 3 . 36 o . oo - 19 . 23 
Juniperus virginiana 0 . 22 18 2 . 33  o . oo - 20 .52 
Ulmus americ ana 1 . 59 12 1 . 39 o . oo - 21 .80 
Amelanchier arbOrea 0 . 65 24 1 . 76 o . oo - 10 . 02 
Carya glabra 0 . 65 18 1 . 75 o . oo - 15 . 64 
Carpinus  caroliniana 3 . 94 18 1 .50  o . oo - 11 . 92 
Carya cordiformis 0 . 06 6 1 . 46 0 . 00 - 24 . 83 
Ae sculus octandra 0 . 53 24 l . j8 o . oo - 10 . 29 
C arya ovalis o . oo 6 1 . 19 o . oo - 20 . 19 
Asimina triloba 0 . 65 12 1 . 04 o . oo - 11 . 74 
Juglans nigra 0 . 29 12 0 . 94 o . oo - 11 . 93 
Bet.ula lenta 0 . 30 6 0 . 70 o . oo - 11 . 85 
Fraxinus americana 0 . 70 6 0 . 67 o . oo - 11 . 33 
Acer saccharum 2 .06 6 0 .59 o . oo - 10 . 10 
llex opaca 0 . 29 6 0 , )0 o . oo - 5 . 07 
Tilia hetarophylla o . oo 6 0 . 24 o . oo - 4 . 09 
Ulmus alata o . uo 6 0 , 48 o . oo - J . l4 
Diospyros virginiana 0 . 29 0 o . oo o . oo 
Platanus occidentalis 0 . 18 0 o . oo o . oo 
Betula nigra 0 . 35 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/ sample for understory = )4 . 18 .  
bAverage stems/ sample for overstory = 2J , Jl .  
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TABlE XIII 
SOTI.-SITE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE w1ilTE OAK VlRG IN IA  PINE 
FORE ST TY1''E • N=l7 .  
Character Range 
Solum thickne ss ( inche s )  16 . 00 - )2 . 00 
Thickne ss  of A ( inches) ) , 00 - 14. 00 
Stone ( per cent volume ) 10 .00 - 60 . 00 
Texture A 7 .00 - 23 . ooa 
Texture B 8 . 00 - 2o . ooa 
A spect 1.00 - 2 . 00 
Slope (per cent) 20 , 00 - )0 . 00 
Feet from draw o . oo -700 . 00 
aloamy sand to silt loam. 
brine sandy loam . 
cclay. 
dNorthwest to southeast .  
He dian Mean + S . D . 
24 . 00 24 . 12 ! 4 . )8 
6 . 00 6 . 74 '!: ) . )8  
)0 . 00 27 . 94  "!: 1) . 18 
20 . 00 16 . 06 :t J , 40b 
17 .00 1.5 .41 '!: 4 , 24C 
1 . 6.5 1 ..56 :!: O . J4d 
)0 . 00 40 . 12 ! 19 . 15 
)00 . 00 244. 18 '! 187 . 61 
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prinus ( chestnut oak) and Pinus echinata ( shortleaf pine ) . The 
understory i s  predominantly repre sented by red maple and dogwood.  
There are 33 taxa represented within this type of which nine are 
rate d xerophytic , the re st rated me sophytic . Three taxa--red 
hickory, basswood, and winged elm--are not reproducing within the 
stands ; however ,  reproduction of major taxa occur s .  Three taxa , 
Diospyros .Y.irginia.u,a (persimmon) , sycamore , and river birch, are 
members of the under story but have not entered the over story. Thi s 
may be due to the nature of the se site s :  too dry for long continued 
growth of the se taxa a s  the pre sence of Virginia pine and other 
xerophytic taxa would indicate . 
The relationship of this fore st to others reported is  un­
known. It i s  superficially similar to SAF Type 52 ,  wbite Oak-Red 
Oak-Hickory, but certainly hickories are unimportant here . If the 
sec ondary importance of pine ( shortleaf and Virginia) i s  attributed 
to cutting and momentarily disregarded, then northern red oak , 
hemlock ,  red maple , and beech become second in importance , The 
latter i s  sugge stive , but not very c lose numerically, to stands at 
Pickett and Scott County, Tenne ssee , ( Braun, 1950 ,  Table s 14 , 15) , 
stands in Eastern Kentucky ( Braun, 1950 ,  Table 12) , and stands at 
Gallipolis , Ohio ( Braun, 1950 , Table 13) . White oak dominate d 
forest s occur virtually over the entire Eastern I:eciduous Forest , 
but White Oak-Pine types are not reported by Braun ( 1950 ) .  
This community occurs in the elevation range 820 to 1 ,  JOO 
feet,  primarily in middle and upper north-facing draws . Here low 
solum depth ( 24 inche s) , average thickne s s  of the A ( 6 , 7  inche s ) , 
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mean stone percentage ( 27 .9 ) , northwe st through northeast to south­
east aspect,  and steep upper slope s make water le ss available . 
Fine soil texture s ,  however , aid in retention of soil moisture . 
The lack of confirmation of this fore st type in other areas  
sugge sts that it is  succe ssional and thus temporary in nature . 
The me sophytes-white oak , hemlock ,  red maple , and musc lewood are 
reproduc ing well, while beech, red oak, sweetgum, tulip poplar , white 
pine , American elm, and serviceberry are reproduc ing poorly.  The 
xerophyte s--Virginia pine , shortleaf pine , che stnut oak, sourwood, 
and redcedar are reproducing inadequately to poorly .  This sug-
ge sts a fore st of a temporary nature . The mean plot basal area , 
17 . 37 ft2, and plot density ( 26 . 64) indicate youthful , successional 
stands. Large tree s (white oak up to 20 inche s dbh) ,  however ,  are 
indicative of older stands and, in fact ,  these stands do not show 
evidence of being cut for over 30 year s .  The pre sence of the 
large st trees  may repre sent the time since cutting or perhaps the se 
are culls left from the last cut . 
Shortleaf pine-white .£!!s. �· Fore sts of this type occur on 
the upper slope s of north-fac ing gorge draws . Shortleaf pine is the 
leading dominant with white oak and Virginia pine of secondary 
importance (Table s Xrl and rv ) . Other taxa associated are dogwood, 
sweetgum, Carya tomentosa (mockernut hickory) , redcedar , and tulip 
poplar . Twenty-eight taxa occur within this type and seven of them 
are rated as  xerophyte s,  the remainder have either wide moisture 
tolerance or are rated me sophytic . This type occupie s the drie st 
of the north draws , displaying a much more xerophytic compo sition 
TABlE XI-I 
COMPOS IT ION OF THE SHORTIE AF PINE-WHITE OAK 




Taxa AbsolutEt �nsi t� guencl IV .He an TV Range 
Pinus echinata 1 . 8J 8) 57 . 06 o .oo - 112 . 69 
Quercus alba 2 .50 8) 2J . lJ o . oo - )7 . 96 
Pinus virginiana ).8) JJ 15 . 94 o . oo - 56 . 07 
C ornus florida 7 . 00 8)  1) . 12 o . oo - 45 . 28 
Liquidambar styraciflua 0 .50 JJ 10 .47 o . oo - 49. 58 
Carya tomentosa l . JJ 66 8 . 67 o . oo - 25 . )5 
Juniperus virginiana 0 . 67 JJ 8 . 24 o . oo - )6 . 9) 
Liriodendron tu1ipifera 1 . 00 66 7 .82 o . oo - 26 .59 
ft�lanchier arborea ) .50 JJ 7. 29 o . oo  - 28 . 19 
Carya glabra O , JJ JJ 4 . 99 o . oo - 19 . 61 
Quercus marilandica J . OO 17 ) . 72 o . oo - 26 . 06 
Oxydendrum abboreum 2 . 17 50 3 .02 o . oo - 9 . 74 
Y�gnolia tripeta1a 0 . 67 33 2 .85 o . oo - 11 . 02 
Ulmus americana 4 . 67 50 2 . 68 o . oo - 11 . 39 
Pirrus strobus 2 . 17 JJ 2 .44 o . oo - 12 . 96 
Quercus rubra 1 . 00 33 2 . 14 o . oo - 13 . 95 
Ae sculus octandra 0 . 33 17 1 . 37 o . oo - 9 .57 
Fagus grandifolia 2 .50 17 1 . 18 o . oo - 8 . 29 
Carya cordiformis o . oo  17 1 . 05 o . oo - 7 . J5 
Carpinus caroliniana J . OO 17 0 . 51 o . oo - ) . 60 
Ulmus alata o . oo 17 0 .51 o . oo - ) . 60 
Acer rubrum ll. JJ 0 o . oo o . oo 
llex opaca 0 . 17 0 o . oo o . oo 
Tsuga canadensis 4 . JJ 0 o . oo o . oo 
Platanus occidentalis 0 .50 0 o . oo o . oo 
Carya ovata 0 . 17 0 o . oo o . oo 
Fraxinus americana 0 .50 0 o . oo o . oo 
.Nyssa sylvatica O , JJ 0 o . oo o . oo 
8Average stems/sample for understory = 52 .16 .  
bAverage stems/sample for overstory = )) . 28 .  
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TABLE rJ 
SOIL-STl'E CHARAC TER IST IC S  OF THE SHORTIEAF P INE  WHTI'E OAK 
FOF.E� TYPE . N::7 .  
Character Range 
Solum thickne s s  (inche s) 16 . 00 - J2 . 0  
Thickne s s  of A ( inche s) 4 . 00 - 10 . 0  
Stone ( per cent volume ) 10 . 00 - 40 . 0  
Texture A 7 . 00 - 21. 0a 
Texture B 8 . 00 - 16 . 0  
Aspec t 1 . )4 - 2 . 0  
Slope ( per cent ) 20 . 00 - J9 . 0  
Feet from draw JOO . OO - 1 , 100 . 0  
aLoamy sand to sanqy clay loam. 
bSanqy loam. 
c S:!ndy loam. 
dNorth to east .  
Median l'e an + S . D. 
28 . 0  26 . 28 � 6 . 47 
60 . 0  6 . 01 ! 1 . 92 
15 . 0  24 . 28 ± 15 . 12 
17 . 0  14 . 71 !  6 . o2b 
12. 0  12. 71 :t J . 7?C 
1 .8  + 1 . 68 - 0 . 27d 
)2. 0  29 .57 :t 8 . 10 
450 . 0  507 . 14 ! 268 . 37 
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than others although the understory i s  again dominated by red maple 
and dogwood. Reproduction as indic ated by under story density shows 
that shortle af pine i s  not regenerating well nor are sweetgum and 
C arya g_labra ( pignut hickory) . Both white oak and V irginia pine are 
reproduc ing well among the pre sent dominants ,  while c hinquapin oak, 
beech and hemlock are entering in the understory .  Two taxa ( winged 
elm and bitternut hickory) are member s of the overstory but are not 
reproducing . Seven taxa are pre se nt in the under story but have not , 
a s  yet ,  gained over story size . The pre sence of a generally me sic 
understory should sugge st successional status for thi s  type ; howeve r ,  
higher density of the reproduction of xeric taxa would c ontra ­
indicate . 
Braun ( 1950 ,  page 72) de scribe s a physiographic c limax of 
pine s ( pitch, shortleaf , and Virginia) occurring on sandy soils over 
sandstone on P ine Nountain a nd on Cumberland Mountain . In the se 
area s  sandstone i s  expo se d  on ridge c re sts and is shallowly c overed 
by sandy soil downslope . SAF type 76 , the Shortleaf F ine-White Oak 
variant , has spotty distribution within this fore st c over type which 
is generally of wide geographic distribution . Braun (1950,  Table 8) 
reports the pre sence of che stnut oak, Que rcu s  c oc c inea ( sc arlet oak ) , 
C a stanea dentata ( American che stnut) , and black gum within the Pine 
Mountain pine fore sts .  Some of the se are constituent s  of c over type 
76 . 
This fore st occurs on gentler slope s than doe s the white oak­
Virginia pine type mentione d above . It occurs between 930 and 1 , 390 
feet elevation and is charac terized by sandy loams with rapid 
internal drainage . Soils are thin ( averaging 26 . 28  inche s) a nd have a 
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24 per cent stone volume . As with the previous white oa k-Virginia 
pine type , little comparison has been found in the literature sug­
ge sting its geographic range or succe ssional status . The dominants ,  
including intolerants ,  are well repre sented in the understory, but 
the mixture of me sophyte s and xerophyte s  is  unusual . 
Mean basal area of 15 . 60 ft2 per plot , large tree size ( short­
leaf pines up to 20 inche s dbh) , tree height of about 55 . 7  feet ,  and 
absence of fire or stumps would indicate permanence and a lengthy 
period of undisturbed growth. However ,  overstory density ha s an 
average of JJ . 28  stems per plot which would sugge st youth. 
White oak-Virginia pine ridge � · This fore st type bears  
striking re semblance to the White Oak-Virginia Pine type of the 
northern draws ( above) . However ,  in this type Virginia pine is  
c odominant with 'White oak (Table s x:/ I  and XVII) . This type covers a 
wide elevation range along the north-facing ridges .  On upper ridge 
positions in areas of thin, sanqy solum Virginia pine is dominant 
with white oak , Quercus prinus ( chestnut oak) , and blackjack oak 
comprising a major portion of the stand. On middle to lower ridge 
positions this type is dominated by white oak in association with 
shortleaf pine , mockernut hickory, northern red oak , and red maple . 
On lower ridge site s this type grade s into the tulip poplar-hemlock 
type discusse d  above . Thirty-six taxa make up the type of which ten 
are rated xeric or subxeric by Whittaker ( 1956 ) . Predominance of 
me sic and subme sic taxa appears to be aspect related .  Nine taxa have 
yet to gain overstory status while all overstory taxa are repre-
sented in the understory. Dogwood and red maple are the mo st 
numerous understory c omponents.  
TABlE �I 
COMPOSITION OF THE WHT!'E OAK-VJRGINIA PThE RID.iE 





Taxa Absolute funsit;y: guenc;z: T:.f Hean TV Range 
Quercus alba 7 . 07 100 52.53 13. 12 - 104 .92 
Pinus virginiana 3 . 65 64 52 . 78 o . oo - 141 . 78 
Quercus rubra 3 . 14 71 18 . 18 o . oo - 40 . 79 
Carya tomentosa 4 . 36 43 6 . 98 o . oo - 29 .87 
Acer rubrum 11 .70 50 6 . 88 o . oo - 25 . 47 
Liriodendron tu1ipifera 0 .4j 14 5 . 05 o . oo - 48 . 17 
Cornus florida 10 . 64 43 4 . 55 o . oo - 29 . 35 
Pinus echinata 0 . 36 21 4 .52 o . oo - 54 .49 
Fagus grandifolia 1 . 36 14 3 .80 o . oo - 34 . 61 
Quercus prinus 0 . 07 7 3 · 73 o . oo - 52 . 26 
T suga canadensis 1 . 79 14 3 . 68 o . oo - 40 . 92 
Fraxinus americana 0 . 21 7 3 .49 o . oo - 48 .8) 
Carya glabra 1.57 36 3 . 06 o . oo - 18 . 15 
Liquidambar styraciflua 0 . 21 7 2 . 25 o . oo - 31 .55 
Quercus marilandica 0 .43 7 1 .86 o . oo - 26 . 06 
Pinus strobus 0 .86 28 1 . 80 o . oo - 8 . 71 
Quercus coccinea 0 .43 14 1 . 53 o . oo - 11 .41 
Acer saccharum 3 .57 7 1 .44 o . oo - 20 . 21 
A simina triloba 0 .43 21 1 . 22 o . oo - 10 . 69 
Quercus muhlenbergii 0 . 50 7 1 . 14 o . oo - 15 . 96 
C arya cordiformis 0 . 14 14 1 .01 o . oo - 8 . 93 
Oxydendrum arboreum 2 . 28 14 0 . 74 o . oo - 7 . 18 
Sassafras a1bidum 2 . 28 14 0 . 68 o . oo - 5 . 04 
Juglans nigra 0 . 07 7 0 . 60 o . oo - 8 .47 
1�e sculus octandra 0 . 07 7 O . J7 o . oo - 5 . 24 
Carya ovata 0 . 29 7 0 . 29 o . oo - 4 . 11 
Carpinus caroliniana 0 . 57 7 0 . 2J o . oo - J . 22 
Disopyros virginiana 1 . 78 0 o . oo o . oo 
��gnolia tripetala 0 . 14 0 o . oo o . oo 
Platanus occ identali s 0 . 14 0 o . oo o . oo 
Cercis canadensis 0 . 14 0 o . oo o . oo 
Quercus ve1utina 0 . 31 0 o . oo o . oo 
llex opaca 0 . 29 0 o . oo o . oo 
Ame1anchier arborea 0 . 21 0 o . oo o . oo 
Prunus serotina 0 . 21 0 o . oo o . oo 
Castanea dentata 0 . 07 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/sample for understory = 64 . 00 .  
bAverage sterns/ sample for overstory = 21 . 76 .  
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TABlE I:/II 
SOIL-SITE CH.AEACTERISTIC S  OF THE WHITE OAK-VIRGTIHA PillE RIIGE 
FOREST TYPE . N=l4 . 
Character Range 
Solum thickness ( inches )  4. 00 - 32. 0  
Thickne ss  of A ( inches) 2. 00 - 9 . 3  
Stone (per cent volume) o . oo - 90 . 0  
Texture A 12. 00 - 23 . oa 
Texture B 2 , 00 - 21 . 0a 
Aspect 1 . 09 - 2 . 0  
Slope (per cent) J .OO - 84. 0  
Feet from draw 125 . 00 - 1 , 850 . 0  
aSanqy loam to silt loam. 
bsilty clay .  
°Cla.y.  
�orth to east .  
l•1edian 1-:ean + S . D. 
25 . 00 2J . 08 ! 8 . JO 
6 . 00 5 . 22 ! 2 . 17 
10 . 0 0  18 .07  ! 27 . 80 
20 . 00 18 . 23 ! 3 . 96b 
17 . 00 14 . J8  :t 5 . 35c 
1 . 71 + 1 .59 - O , J4d 
18 . 50 27 . 15 '!: 27 . 40 
400 . 00 569 . 23 :t 464. 03 
The Society of American Fore sters ( 1964) doe s not recognize 
this type , Braun ( 19.50) found oak-pine and oak-che stnut inter­
grading communitie s on Pine Hountain, but white oak is  a le sser 
important oak in the se type s ,  
Solum depths vary with slope position--the shallowe st occur­
ring on upper ridge s ,  Soils are sandy to clayey with the sand 
fraction increasing on upper slope positions . Soils are moderately 
stony with greatest stone volumes in soils of lower slope s .  The se 
site s are moderately steep, generally promoting rapid drainage . 
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Reproduction, as  indicated b.Y understory densities ,  indicate s 
this type to 'be transitional to a white oak dominated forest . Al­
though importance value s of the leading dominants are equal , dis­
parity in understory densitie s sugge st s  an increasing white oak 
fraction, Evidence of fire , cutting within the past 20 to 30 year s ,  
a mean plot basal area of 17 . 82 ft2, canopy closure of 37 .86 per 
cent ,  and very dense understory ( a mean of 64 stems per plot) sug­
gest the successional nature of this type . Re sidual beeche s attain 
diameters up to 28 inche s dbh ; however,  the majority of stems are 
le s s  than 9 inche s dbh, 
Northern � oak-che stnut oak-white � �· This fore st 
type occur s  on northerly ridge s with thinner solum, A horizons,  and 
greater stone volume than doe s the white oak-Virginia pine ridge 
type above . It has an elevation range from 1 , 120 to 1 , 300 feet . 
Northern red oak is  the major dominant with che stnut oak and vrhite 
oak the primary associated taxa , Quercus velutina ( black oak) , red 
maple , mockernut hickory, and Virginia pine are assoc iated within 
this type (Table s XV III and Xll) , Twenty-four taxa comprise this 
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TABlE J::.l III 
COMPOS IT IGN OF THE NCRTiiliRN RED OA.K-cbEsTI-:UT OAK­
WHITE OAK FORE ST TYFE . N::.5 . 
Taxa 
Quercus rubra 
Querc us prinus 
Querc us alba 
Acer rubrum 
Pinu s  virginiana 
Carya tomentosa 
Tsuga c a nadensis 
Quercus velutina 
C ornu s florida 
Fagus grandifolia 




A si.mina triloba 
Amelanchier arborea 
Dio spyr o s  virginiana 
Acer saccharum 
Ae sculus octendra 
Carya glabra 
Ulmus alata 





Absol_ute Density quency JV Hean IV Ranp;e 
1 . 60 
4 . 80 
4 . 00 
16 . 60 
0 . 60 
1 . 60 
6 . 80 
o . oo 
10 . 60 
o . oo 
o . oo 
0 . 20 
o . oo 
.5 . 80 
2 . 60 
1 . 00 
0 . 60 
0 .40 
0 . 60 
1 . 00 
0 . 20 
0 . 20 


























72 . 1.5 o . oo - 129 . 02 
J6 . 08 16 • .56 - 65 . 25 
25 . 99 o . oo - 41 . 71 
14 . 24 o . oo - Jl .J5 
9 . 97 o . oo - 49 . 86 
7 . 90 o . oo - 25 . 39 
6 . 67 0 . 00 - 26 . JO 
3 · 75 o . oo - 18 . 74 
J . 70 o . oo - 7 . 07 
J . J6 o . oo - 10 . 27 
J . lO 0 , 00 - 15 .48 
J , lO 0 . 00 - 15 .50 
1 . 41 o . oo - 7 . 07 
l . J6 o . oo - 6 . 82 
l . Jl o . oo - 6 . 55 
0 .92 o . oo - 4 . 62 
0 . 92 o . oo - 4 . 62 
o . oo o . oo 
o . oo o . oo 
o . oo o . oo 
o . oo o . oo 
o . oo o . oo 
o . oo o . oo 
o . oo o . oo 
aAverage stems/ sample for understory = 60 . 00 .  
bAverage stems/ sample for overstory = 24, 00 
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TABlE XIX 
SO�SITE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NORTHERN RE D  OAK-cHESTNUT OAK­
WHITE OAK FOREST TYfE • N::5 .  
Character Range 
Solum thickne ss ( inche s) 10 . 00 - 16 . 00 
Thickne s s  of A ( inche s) 2 . 00 - 5 . 20 
Stone ( per cent volume ) 15 . 00 - 60 . 00 
Texture A 7. 00 - 21 . ooa 
Texture B 12. 00 - 21. 00 
A spect 1 . 54 - 1 . 97 
Slope ( per cent) 23 . 00 - 33 . 00 
Feet from draw 200 . 00 - 775 . 00 
aloamy sand to sandy clay loam. 
bsandy loam . 
cFine sandy loam. 
dNortheast . 
Median Mean + S . D . 
12. 00 12.40 ± 2 . 19 
4 . 00 3 . 64 !  1 . 20 
30 . 00 31. 00 ! 17 .46 
12. 00 13 . 80 ! 5 . 36b 
16. 00 16 . 20 ! 4. 02c 
1 . 64  1 . 68 ! 0 . 16d 
28 . 00 29. 00 ! 4 . 18 
500 . 00 525 . 00 ! 215 . 06 
type , of which six are xeric or subxeric (Vlhittaker, 1956) . Seven 
taxa are not represented in the overstory while three over story 
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taxa ( black oak , beech, and bitternut hickory) are not reproduc ing 
in the under story. Hemlock ,  red maple , sourwood, and dogwood com­
prise the majority of the under story stems. Northern red oak is not 
reproduc ing as well as either che stnut oak or white oak . 
SAF type 44, che stnut oak , closely re semble s thi s type . It 
occur s on rocky outcrops with thin soil from southern New England 
along the mountains to Georgia and Alabama , It frequently follows 
fire a nd cutting in type s c onttdning a mixture of northern red oak 
and che stnut oak . Thoma s ( 1966 ) reports a mixe d oak cover type on 
C hilhowee Hountain which c ontains che stnut oak , northern re d oak , 
pignut hickory, and ••hite oak as the four most import8nt tree taxa . 
On C hilhowee , this type occur s  princ ipally on northern and ea stern 
slope s .  
Fore sts o f  this type have shallow soils with thin A horizons 
and c onsiderable stone . Textures range from sandy loam A horizons 
to a clayey B .  Slope s average 29 per cent facilitating runoff . 
Soil texture s  and northern aspects increase water availability within 
the substrate . 
Red oak i s  not reproducing a s  well a s  the other dominant oak s .  
From this one may infer that this type i s  succe ssional to the white 
oak-che stnut oak type (below) which also occupie s ridge positions 
( however with a southern exposure ) . Succes sional status i s  sug­
ge sted by the dense under story ( 60 stems per plot ) , c anopy c lo sure 
of JO per c e nt ,  c anopy height of 43 feet , and an over story density 
of 24 stems per plot . Evidence of cutting and fire also sub­
stantiate the succe s sional nature of this type . 
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White oak-hemlock-che stnut � �· This i s  the most ex­
tensive forest type within the study area . It occur s  in south­
fac ing draws of gorge s and mountain draws . OUt side of the plateau 
surface , it occupie s  an e levation range of from 930 to 1 , 760 feet .  
w'hite oak i s  the dominant taxon . In narrow draws with more protec­
tion such taxa as hemlock ,  red maple , beech , and tulip poplar are 
as sociate d .  Where the draws are wider and on upper slope s ,  che stnut 
oak , mockernut hickory, white pine , and V irginia pine are primary 
a ssoc iated taxa (Table s XX and XXI) . Forty-five taxa are repre sented 
within this type ; seventeen are rated xeric or subxeric ( Whittaker ,  
1956) while the remainder are considered me sic or subme sic . Five 
taxa occur only in the under story ; Nyssa sylvatic a ( sour gum) and 
s,ycamore are very minor over story c omponents but are not reproduc ing 
on any study site s .  Overstory reproduction i s  good. Primary 
understory taxa are red maple , sugar maple , and dogwood. Upper 
slope s usually have an abundant Kalmia latifolia shrub laye r .  
Thi s type bears some re semblance t o  SAF type 53 white oak 
which is found on upland, loamy soils throughout the Central Fore st . 
Martin (1966) de scribe s a white oak type which occupie d lower slope s 
of ridge s and draws of both exposure s and upper south slope s .  
Although some similarity of taxa occur s ,  the two are not identical . 
Within the oak-che stnut fore st region ( Braun, 1950) white oak wa s a 
dominant with C a stanea dentata (American che stnut) on some expose d  
southerly slope s .  Chestnut oak was a major a s soc iate . Rave ne l ' s  
Woods near Highlands , North C arolina , had a drier che stnut-oak 
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TABlE XX 
CO.MFOSTI'ION OF THE WH:r:rG OAK-Htl'.lLOC K-CEE STNliT OAK 
FOREST TYPE . N=5J .  
Taxa. 
Quercus alba 
Tsuga c anadensi s 






C arya tome nto sa 
Pinus strobus 
Pinus virginiana 
Fraxinus america na 
Carya glabra 
C arya c ordiformis 
Quercu s  velutina 
C arpinus c aroliniana 




C ornus florida 
Betula lenta 
C arya ovalis 
Diospyro s  virginiana 
A simina triloba 
Betula nigra 




Plantanu s occ identali s 





Absolute Density quency II/ Hean I'l P.ange 
J , J4 
1 . 49 
1 .45 
6 . 79 
1.86 
3 . 29 
1 . 08 
0 ,4<> 
0 . 62 
1 .51 
0 . 23 
0 . 62 
0 .57 
O . J7 
1 . 34  
1 . 32 
0 . 50 
O . J5 
1 . 84 
2 . 04 
4 . 00 
0 . 62 
0 . 04 
0 . 20 
0 . 48  
0 . 10 
O . J5 
0 . 04 
0 . 15 
O . J5 
o . oo 
0 , 60 
0 . 10 
0 . 48 
83 72. 92 (10 . 5 ) c 0 . 00 - 165 . 93 
47 15 . 18 ( 9 . 0 )  o . oo - 80 .44 
33 14 .83 ( )4 . 2) o . oo - 153 . 85 
68 14 . 25 (7 .4) o . oo - 70 . 15 
J8 11 . 45 o . oo - 83.89 
43 9 . 96 o . oo - 65 . 78 
40 8 .4<> o . oo - 64 .58 
32 8 . 25 ( 7 .4)  o . oo - 60 . 95 
32 7 . 24 o . oo - 58.83 
24 5 . 96 o . oo - 47 .86 
15 5 .43 o . oo - 65 . 33 
21 4 . 11 o . oo - )0 . 93 
30 3 . 77 0 , 00 - 32. 61 
J4 3 .49 o . oo - 25 . 33 
23 3 . 12 o . oo - J4 ,45 
19 2 . 66 o . oo - 25 .80 
19 2 . 43 o . oo - 28 . 62 
9 2 . 18 o . oo - 35 .57  
28 2 . 14 o . oo - 19 . 15 
9 1 . 74 o . oo - 30 .43 
24 1 . 55 o . oo - 14 . 5 2  
1 1  1 . 46 ( 5 . 3) o . oo - 30 . 43 
8 1 . 3J o . oo - 41 . 5 7  
6 1 . 06 o . oo - 30 . 43 
11 0 .87 o . oo - 10 . 88 
9 0 . 82 o . oo - 13 . 77 
6 0 . 82 o . oo - 28 . 61 
6 0 . 80 o . oo - 22. 30 
8 0 . 77 o . oo - 12.43 
6 0 . 71 o . oo - 19 . 11 
2 0 . 65 o . oo - 33 .85 
9 0 . 61 o . oo - 7. 92 
2 o . Eo o . oo - 31 . 09 
8 0 .52  o . oo - 11 . 13 
TABlE XX (c ontinued) 
Civer stor;y: 
Understor�a Fre-
Taxa Absolute .Lensi ty guency IV ��ean_ 
Magnolia acuminata 0 . 96 8 0 . 50 
C arya ovata 0 . 15 8 0 . 48 
Cercis  canadensis 0 . 54 4 0 .4J 
Nagnolia tripetala 0 . 15 2 0 . 10 
Quercus muhlenbergii 0 . 08 2 0 . 09 
Nyssa sylvatica o . oo 2 O . OJ 
Castanea dentata O . lJ 0 o . oo ( ]4 . 2) 
Pinu s echinata 0 . 02 0 o . oo 
Rhamnus caroliniana 0 . 02 0 o . oo 
Sassafras albidum o . 64  0 o . oo 
Ulmus alata 0 . 04 0 o . oo 
aAverage stems/sample for understory = 44 . 66 .  
bAverage stems/ sample for overstory = 19 . 79 .  
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T.f F.ange 
o . oo - 10 . 69 
o . oo - 10 . 54 
o . oo - 20 . 28 
o . oo - 5 .44 
o . oo - 4 . 92 
o . oo - 1 . 81 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
cRelative density from Table 44 ( 1 ) , page 221 , Braun, E .  L .  1950 . 
The Dec iduous Forests 2£ Eastern North Americ a ,  Blakison C ompany, I\ew York . 
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TABlE XXI 
SOIL-SITE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WHITE OAK-HEMLOCK-CHESTNUT 
OAK FOHEST TYPE . N=5).  
Character Range Median �lean + S . D. 
Solum thickness (inches) 6 .00- 45 . 60 20 . 20 
+ 21 . 73 - 9 . 11 
Thickness of A (inches) o . so- 8 . 00 4 ,00 4 . 14 ! 1 . 79 
Stone {per cent volume) o . oo- 80 . 00 )0 .00 )5 . 29 ! 24.56 
Texture A 2 . 00- 2).00a 17 . 00b 14. 98 ! 6 . 19 
Texture B 2 . 00- 2).00 17.50 14 . 60 : 6 .51 
Aspect o . oo- 1 . 09 0 . )2 0 .40 ! O . ))c 
Slope (per cent) 22.00- 90 . 00 44.00 47 .06 '!: 15 . 96 
Feet from draw 0 . 00- 1 , 050 . 00 125 . 00  190 . 00 ± 262 . 93 
asand to silt loam. 
br-ine sandy loam. 
c Southwe st .  
fore st on gentle southwe st slope s ( Braun , 1950 ) (Table XIX , pa ge 
65) . Shil"ting of dominance since the demi se of che stnut might 
acc ount for the c ompo sition of pre sent day upper slope fore sts .  
Soil s of thi s  fore st type are typic ally thin with thin A 
horizon and a sandy lo8.l11 texture throughout the solum , Stone 
volume varie s ; muc h more stone i s  found on lower slope s .  Slope s 
are steep, c onduc ive to downslope water movement . 
Reproduction of dominants and the wide distribution within 
the study area supports the belief tha t thi s  fore st type is )table . 
}Jean plot ba sal area of about 15 ft2 per plot , an average c anopy 
he ight of 70 feet ,  and tree dbh to 30 inche s ( beech) sugge st the 
stability of thi s  type . All but a few plot s lacked evidence of 
fire and evidenc e  of cutting was over 40 years old, sugge stive of 
time for fore st stability .  
�t� �-beech � · This type occupie s lower portions of 
south-facing ridge s and leads within the gorge s between 900 and 
1 , 120 feet e levation. Wbite oak i s  the leading domina nt with bee ch 
c o-dominant , Red maple , mockernut hickory, and black oak are some 
of the associ.!lte d  taxa ( T able s XXII and XXIII) . On sheltere d lea ds 
beech and red maple are more pronounced, while on more expo se d 
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slope s black oak and mockernut hickory are the major a s soc iate s .  F:ed 
maple and dogwood are the primary under story taXa. with sc a ttere d 
musclewood and sourwood tre e s  throughout the type , Sugar maple i s  
another under story taxa of some importance . There are 35 taxa repre­
sented within this fore st ; 19 taxa are rated xeric or subxeri� 
�vhittaker ,  1956) . The pre sence of me sic and subme sic taxa i s  
indicative o f  the rela tive slope po sition of this type a s  i t  affects 
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TABlE XXII 












C ornu s florida 




Quercus coccine a  
Ae sculus octs ndrcl 
Betula nigra 
Quercus muhlenbergii 
Fraxinu s americana 
A simina triloba 
Juglans nigra 
Cxydandrum arboreum 
Liquidambar styrac iflua 




Carpinus c aroliniana 
C arya c ordiformi s 
a Under story _ Fre-
Over story 
Absolute De nsity guency I:f }1ean I'! Range 
5 . 73 
5 . 20 
9 . 80 
0 .40 
0 . 73 
4 .90 
0 . 60 
1 . 67 
1 . 47 
0 .53  
7 . 27 
1 .53  
0 . 67 
1 . 80 
0 . 93 
0 . 13 
0 . 20 
0 . 07 
0 . 53 
0 . )) 
0 . 27 
0 . 27 
3 . 07 
0 . 73 
2 .40 
0 . 27 
0 . 60 
o .oo 
2 . 20 
0 . 13 
100 78 .47 (41 . 8 )c 23 . 22 - 158 . 97 
80 42 .40 ( JO . l ) 0 . 00 - 67. 69 
53 13 . 66 ( 6 . 5 )  o . oo - 42.83  
33  6 .43 o . oo - 12.41 
20 6 . 20 ( 2 . 6) o . oo - 44 . 55 
20 5 . 77 o . oo - 41 . 60 
40 4 . 05 o . oo - 24 . 58 
33 4 .53  o . oo - 19 . 74 
20 3 . 70 o . oo - 22 . 16 
27 ) .4) ( 1 . 3) o . oo - 18 . 70 
33 3 .43 o . oo - 12 . 94 
33 3 . 01 0 . 00 - 18 . 70 
13 2 . 84 o . oo - 22 . 29 
13 2 . 81 o . oo - 21 . 64 
20 2 . 76 ( 5 . 2 )  o . oo - 24 .43 
7 2 . 36 o . oo - 35 . 42 
13 2 . 22 o . oo - 18 .53 
7 1 . 72 o . oo - 25 . 75 
7 1 . 32 o . oo - 19 . 74 
13 1 . 15 o . oo - 9 . 05 
13 1 . 10 o . oo - 8 . 29 
13 1 . 03 o . oo - 8 . 02 
7 0 . 78 o . oo - 11 . 74 
7 0 . 66 o . oo - 9 . 87 
13 0 . 64  o . oo - 5 . 87 
7 0 . 61 o . oo - 9 . 21 
13 0 . 52 o . oo - 4 . 01 
7 0 . 28 o . oo - 4 . 28 
0 o . oo o . oo 
0 o . oo 0 . 00 
Taxa 
C arya ovata 
Cercis canadensis 
Diospyros virginiana 
F inus virginiana 
Ulmus americana 
TABlE XXII (continued) 
Understorya Fre-
Absolute Density guency 
0 . 27 
0 . 07 
0 . 07 









Tv- Nean I! Eange 
o . oo 
0 , 00 
0 , 00 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
aAverage stems/ sample for understory = 47 .86 . 
bAverage stems/ sample for overstory = 2l . JO .  
cRelative density from page 62, Braun, E .  1 .  1950 . The Dec iduous 
Forests � Ea stern North America ,  Blakiston C ompany, New York . 
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TABlE XXIII 
SOIL-SITE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WHITE OAK-lEECH 
FOREST TYPE . N:::l5 . 
Character Range 
Solum thickness ( inche s) 8 . 00 - )4. 00 
Thickness of A ( inches) ,3 . 00 - 7 • .30 
Stone (per cent volume) o . oo - 40 . 00 
Texture .A 12. 00 - 2.3. 00a 
Texture B 8 . 00 - 21 . 00a 
Aspect 0 . 07 - 0 . 91 
Slope (per cent)  20 . 00 - 57 . 00 
Feet from draw 50 . 00 - 490 .00 
•sandy clay to silt loam. 
bsilty clay loam. 
CFine sandy loam. 
dsouthwe st .  
Median 
28 . 00 
4. 00 
20. 00 
20 . 00 
18 . 00 
0 . ,36 
50 . 00 
275 . 00 
Mean + S . D. 
21 . 47 � 
4 .44 ! 
+ 22 . 00 -
20 . 20 � 
17 .40 :t 
o 44 + . -
44. 20 � 
9. 66 
1 . )4 
1,3. 06 
2 . 56b 
4 . 1ZC 
0 • .33d 
ll.48 
.302. 00 ± 126. 32 
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available wate r .  Shrub cover i s  low; occ a sional Kalmia occur o n  the 
thinner soils .  Thi s  type grade s into the previous one o n  the mo st 
protected site s .  
Braun ( 1950)  de scribe s  a white oak-beech fore st on lower , 
southern slope s at low elevations within the Cumberland I-:ountains .  
It i s  suggeste d  that due to composition and position, this type i s  
transitional to the beech- sugar maple ravine type . Martin ( 1966 ) 
reported a white oak-dominated fore st on lower south ridge s ,  however ,  
che stnut oak was c odominant . 
Substrate s are typically thin, stonY, and with a thin , silty 
clay loam A horizon . B horizons are mostly sandy loams . Slope s 
are steep, averaging 44 per cent . 
Dominant taxa are reproducing well, a s  are most other � .  
Only Ulmus alata (winged elm) i s  not reproducing of the 28 over­
story taxa . Seven taxa have not reac he d  over story size . Reproduc­
tion of dominant s ,  a long history (40 plus year s) of uninterrupte d 
growth , and a mean basal area o:f 11 .45 ft2 per plot indicate fore st 
stability. Mean c anopy height i s  56 feet ; however , in more protected 
and moister site s some tree s are 80 to 90 feet tall . Relict beech 
tree s have large st dbh within this type (to JJ inche s ) . 
"White oak-che stnut � �· Fore sts of thi s type occupy 
steep , south-fac ing gorge ridge s .  They occur pri.lllarily on middle 
slope po sitions but also do occur in lower slope po sitions where 
the solum is thin or the site more exposed .  White oak is pre­
dominant and with che stnut oak c omprise s over one half of the fore st 
c ompo sition. Major a s sociate s are mockernut hickory, red maple , 
white pine , sc arlet oak , and black oak (Table s XXIV and J.::/Y ) .  
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TABlE llrl 
COMPOSIT ION OF THE wRITh OAK-GEESTNUT OAK FCREST TYPE . lbll . 
a 
0ve r stor,z 
Under stor;i Fre-
Taxa Absolute Density quency r,r Hean IV Rang_e 
Quercus alba 4 . 91 100 86 . 26 45 . 53  - 133 . 56 
Quercus prinus 2 .00 77 22 . 29 o . ooo - 47 . 1.5 
C arya tomento sa ) . 09 88 18 . 28 o . oo - 39 . 97 
Acer rubrum 8 . 73 66 9 .56 o . oo - 26 . 11 
Pinus strobus 1 .82 45 9 . 20 o . oo - 35 . 36 
Quercus coc c inea 0 . 91 23 8 . 76 o . oo - 44.79 
Quercus ve lutina 1 . 18 45 7 . 77 o . co - 42 . 28 
Juniperus virginiana 0 .82 23 5 .46 o . oo - 23 . 13 
C ornu s florida 6 . 18 55 5 . 12 o . oo - 14. 97 
C arya glabra 0 . 91 23 4 .83 o . oo - 29. 13 
Pinu s virginiana 0 . 18 18 4 • .:33 o . oo - )4 .  73 
Quercus rubra 0 . 91 23 3 . 46 o . ou - 14. J8 
Juglans nigra 0 . 18 23 2 . 37 o . oo - 16 .44 
Cerc i s  canadensis 2.54 18 1 . 95 o . oo - 14 . 25 
Oxydendrum arboreum 1 . 64  23 1 . 66 o . oo - 6 .86 
C arya c ordiforitlis 0 .64 18 1 . 60 o . oo - 7 . 19 
Acer saccharum 4.54 18 1 . 48 o . oo - 7. 19 
Ulnrus americana 0 .82 9 1 . 16 o . oo - 12 . 77 
Quercus stellata 0 . ,54 9 1 . 12 o . oo - 12. )4 
Liriodendron tulipifera 0 . 64 9 1 . 06 o . oo - 11 . 63 
Quercus muhlenbergii 1 . 00 9 0 . 99 o . oo - 10 .85 
Carya ovata 0 . 36 9 0 .47 o . oo - 5 . 15 
Quercus marilandica 0 . 27 9 0 . 35 o . oo - 3 .87 
Diospyro s  virginiana 0 . 64  0 o . oo o . oo 
llex opaca 0 . 18 0 o . oo o . oo 
Tsuga c anadensis  0 . 18 0 o . oo o . oo 
Fraxinus americana 0 . 09 0 o . oo o . oo 
Carpinus caroliniana 1 . 64  0 o . oo o . oo 
Fagus grandifolia 0 . 64  0 o . oo o . oo 
Tilia beterophylla 0 . 27 0 o . oo o . oo 
Prunus serotina 0 . 09 0 o . oo o . oo 
Amelanchier arborea 1 . 09 0 o . oo o . oo 
A simina triloba 0 . 09 0 o . oo o . oo 
Nyssa sylvatica 0 . 18 0 o . oo o . oo 
aAverage stems/ sample for under story = 42.55 . 
b
Average stems/ sample for over story = 23 . 14 .  
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TABlE 'i.YY 
SOIL-SI'IE C HARACTERISTICS OF THE WHITE OAK-CHESTNUT OAK 
FOREST TYPE • N::ll . 
Character Range 
Solum thickness ( inche s) 8 . 00 - 26 . 80 
Thickne ss of A ( inches) 2 • .50 - 7 . 10 
Stone (per cent volume ) .s .oo - 70 . 00 
Texture A 12. 00 - 21. 00• 
Texture B 8 . 00 - 23 . 00a 
Aspect o . oo - 0 . 4.5 
Slope ( per cent) 20 . 00 - 76 . 00 
Feet from draw 1.50 . 00 - .500 . 00 
aSandy clay to silt loam. 
bsilty clay. 
cFine sandy loam. 




20 . 00 
19. 00 
17. 00 
0 . 23 
4.5 . 00 
300 . 00 
Mean + s .  D. 
16 . 26 : 
4 . 79 ! 
33. 18 : 
18 . 10 '!:: 
17 . 64 ! 
0 20 + . -
.50 . 18 ! 
.5 . 40 
l . JO  
26 . 29 
3 . 36b 
3 . 7.5c 
0 . 1.5d 
17 . 18 
338 . 64 :  127 . 16 
Thirty-four taxa make up the over and under story of which 11 are 
found only in the under story. Of the over story taxa , 13 are rated 
xeriK or subxeric (�bittaker ,  1956) ; the remainder are me sophytic . 
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Of those taxa re stricted to the under story , five are xeric or subxeric . 
l'Artin ( 1966) found chestnut oak codominant with white oak on 
lower slope s of south ridge s in the southern Cumberland �lounta ins . 
Braun ( 1950) de scribed white oak communitie s within the transition 
belt between the oak-che stnut and the mixed me sophytic region . 
Nartin ( 1966) reports a white oak-che stnut oak c odominance on lo-vrer 
south slopes of Wilson Mountain . With death of the che stnut , there 
has been note d replacement by che stnut oak on dry site s in the Great 
Smoky Nountains (woods and Shanks ,  1959) . Although c he stnut wa s 
not seen in the understory ,  it could have been overlooked, and its 
demise may have been a fac tor in development here . 
Soils of this fore st are thin, very stony ( up to 70 per cent ) , 
and have a thin ,  sanqy A horizon with a sandy loam B.  This fore st 
type is found between 1 , 020 and 1 ,450 feet elevations . 
Reproduction of over story taxa , mean c anopy he ight (57 .82 
feet) , and a mean basal area of 12.68 rt2 per plot sugge st permanence . 
However , cutting within the last 40 years,  the dea th of the c he stnut , 
and an over story density of about 23 stems per plot indicate insta­
bility . This type is,  doubtle ss , transitional and still undergoing 
shifting of dominance . 
V irginia pine-white pine � · This fore st type is found on 
the upper slope s of south-fac ing gorge ridges .  It occurs between 
1 , 120 and 1, 300 feet elevation. Virginia pine and white pine are 
co-dominant on the lower slopes of its range but the uppermost 
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fore sts are primarily V irginia pine dominated. Some associated taxa 
are che stnut oak, mockernut hickory, white oak, and northern red 
oak (Table s XXV' I and XXVII) . T"Wenty-three taxa c omprise the fore sts 
with 14 taxa rated xeric or subxeric . Six taxa are pre sent in the 
under story only. The understory is dominated by red maple and dog­
wood. Shrub c over is dense with stands of Kalmia latifolia a nd 
V iburnum sp . predominating . 
This type is similar to the SAF type 79 Virginia pine . It i s  
widely distributed throughout the Piedmont Plateau south to Georgia 
and we stward to ea stern Kentucky and Tenne ssee where it occurs on dry 
slopes below 2 , 000 feet . This type is  temporary. Braun ( 1950) de­
scribe s 'v'irginia pine-dominated stands on upper sandy slope s in the 
Cumberlands, but white pine i s  absent from the se fore sts .  
Soils are thin and only moderately stony. Both A and B 
horizons are usually sandy loam but texture s range c onsiderably . 
There i s  abundant understory regeneration of all major taxa . 
Proximity of the se stands to the gorge cre st has made acce ss ea sier 
to loggers . Ee an basal area of 15 . 75 ft2 per plot would indicate 
permanence ; however ,  high understory density (49 . 6  stems per plot ) , 
low canopy height ( 54 . 5  feet) , and recent logging disturbance (wi�h­
in the past 30 year s) sugge st this type is  not permanent . If left 
uncut , it might be expecte d  to stabilize with a Virginia pine 
dominated fore st type of somewhat similar composition to the pre se nt 
fore st . 
Virginia pine-white oak �· T he  gorge cre st is fore sted 
with this vegetation. It occurs on all aspects and varie s only in 
understory compo sition from northern to southern aspect s .  Virginia 
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TABLE Y.:J)f I 
C OMPOSITION OF THE V lRGINIA PINE-WHI'I'E P INE  
FOREST TYPE . N::lO .  
Overstor� 
Understorr Fre-
Taxa Absolute Density guency T1 l'lean IV Eange 
Pinu s virginiana J , 70 70 62.54 o . oo - 14) . 46 
Pinus strobus 1 . 60 60 JJ , J5 o . oo - 101 . 88 
Querc us prinus 1 . 60 70 24 . 03 o . oo - 51 .46 
Carya tomentosa 2 .40 50 17 . 93 o . oo - 51 .36 
Quercus alba 1 . 90 70 15 .46 o . oo - 41 . 91 
Que rcus rubra 0 . 70 JO 8 . 79 o . oo - 40 .52  
Quercus cocc inea 0 . 60 JO 7 . 1J o . oo - 40 , 47 
C ornus florida 10 . 10 60 J . 72 o . oo - 14 .58 
Asimina triloba 0 . 90 JO ) . 69 o . oo - 22 . 05 
Fagus grandifolia 2 . 00 20 J . 71 o . oo - 19 . 68 
C arya g1abra 0 . 20 20 2 . 15 o . oo - 14 . 70 
Acer rubrum 1) . 60 20 2 . 04 o . oo - 14 . 30 
Pinu s echinata 0 . 40 10 1 . 91 o . oo - 19 . 14 
Sa ssafras albidum ) . 50 10 1 .  75 o . oo - 17 . 5 2  
Quercus stellata 0 , 20 10 1 .54 o . oo - 15 . 46 
T suga cana densi s  O , JO 10 0 . 69 o . oo - 6 . 90 
Quercus velutina 1 . 00 10 0 . 67 o . oo - 6 . 74 
Ae sculus octandra 0 . 10 0 o . oo o . oo 
Amelanchier arborea 0 . 20 0 o . oo o . oo 
C:xydendrum arboreum l . JO 0 o . oo o . oo 
Acer saccharum 1 . 10 0 o . oo o . oo 
Quercus muhlenbergii O . JO 0 o . oo o . oo 
Hagnolia tripetala 0 . 20 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Ave rage stems/ sample for unde rstory = 49 . 60 ,  
bAverage sterns/ sample for over story = 24 , J1 .  
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TABlE XXVII 
SOIL-SITE CHARACTERISrlCS OF THE V mGINIA P INE-riHITE PINE 
FORES'!' 'l'YPE . N:lO . 
Character Range Median Mean + S . D. 
Solum thickness ( inches) 12. 00 - 28 . 00 19 .00 19. 80 : 4 . 16 
Thickness of A (inches) 3 .00 - 6 . 00 5 .50 4 . 91 ± 1 . 33 
Stone (per cent volume) o . oo - 65 . 00 10 . 00 21.50 : 20 . 14 
Texture A 7 .00 - 21. 00'- 12.oob 13 . 60 ± 5 . 27 
Texture B 7 .00 - 21. 00 12. 00 12. 10 ± 5 .57 
Aspect 0 . 07 - 0 . 99 0 .43 0 .48 ! 0 . 300 
Slope (per cent) 15 .00 - 57.00 25 .50 37.60 ! 19. 20 
Feet from draw 120 . 00 - 1 ,000 .00 725 . 00 548 .00 ! 390 . 29 




pine and white oak are codominant with pine s predominant toward 
the gorge . Fore st s of this type are found between elevations of 
1 , 180 and 1 , 560 feet where it grade s into the Virginia pine-white 
pine type on its lower edge s (Table s :XXv' III and XXIX) . Nineteen 
taxa c ompo se this type which moke s it the most floristic ally de­
pauperate of any vegetation type within the gorge . Of the 19 taxa , 
11 are c onsidered xeric or subxeric by Whittaker (1956) . }� sic 
taxa (viz . ,  white pine , hemlock ,  sweetgUlll, tulip poplar , and the 
maple s) have sec ondary importance on the more north-facing site s 
while dogwood and mockernut hickory are found throughout . Kalmia 
forms much of the shrub layer . Two taxa , black cherry a nd sour�orood, 
have yet to attain overstory size . 
SP� type 78 V irginia pine- southern re d oak mo st c losely a p­
proximate s this fore st type except for the lack of southern red 
oak here . Thoma s ( 1966) de scribe s an oak-pine c over type on Chil­
howee Mountain , which occupie s much the same type of c re st po sition 
as doe s the Virg inia pine-white oak type ; within the Ba sin, however , 
oak i s  predominant . Hartin ( 1966) found Virginia pine a nd mocker­
nut hickory codominant in occ asional plot s in the southern C umber­
land Hountains .  Within her ·discussion of fore sts o f  eastern United 
State s ,  Braun c ite s no instance of this type of fore st . The admix­
ture of white oak with Virginia pine i s  not discusse d .  
Gorge cre st soils are thin with thin sandy loam A and B 
horizons . There i s  little stone due to c olluvial action and slope 
po sition. Slope s are moderately steep and runoff i s  rapid. 
All overstory taxa with the exception of white pine , bitternut 
hickory, and tulip poplar are reproduc ing .  Tho se taxa restricted to 
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TABlE "'!..'£f ill 
C0MPOS ITION OF THE V IRG INIA P lNE-i-I'HITE OAK FOREST TYPE . N:8 . 
Understor;y:a Fre-
Overstor;i: 
Taxa Absolute Densitl guency Tv Mean T-f Range 
Pinus vir giniana 8 . J8 87 72 . 55 o . oo - 112 . 35 
Quercus alba 1 . 00 62 40 . JO 0 . 00 - 10) . 99 
Quercus prinus ) . 62 62 28 . t6 o . oo - 76 . 65 
Quercus coccinea 2 . 50 50 14 . 04 o . oo - 51 . 07 
Quercus stellata 1 . 00 50 8 . 12 0 . 00 - 23 .17 
Pinus strobus o . oo 12 6 . 42 o . oo - 51 . 36 
Quercus velutina 0 . 88 12 5 . 28  o . oo - 42 . 28 
Tsuga canadensis 0 . 62 25 4 .84 o . oo - 31 .81 
Carya glabra 0 . 12 12 4 . 23 o . oo - 3).82 
Carya tomentosa 2 .50 25 J . J9 o . oo - 22 . 37 
Cornus florida ) . 88 25 ) . 15 o . oo - 12 . 66 
Carya cordiformis o . oo 25 2 .54 o . oo - 1) . 97 
Acer rubrum 12 . 25 25 2 . 27 o . oo - 12 .57 
Juniperus virginiana 0 . 12 12 2 . 05 o . oo - 16 . 43 
Quercus mari1andica 0 . 75 12 o .  73 o . oo - 5 .86 
Liriodendron tu1ipifera o . oo 12 0 . 72 o . oo - 5 . 74 
Liquidambar styraciflua 0 . 25 12 0 . 70 o . oo - 5 . 59 
O.xydendrum arboreum 0 . 75 0 o . oo o . oo 
Prunus serotina 0 . 12 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/sample for understory = JJ .)O .  
bAverage stems/ sample for overstory = 24 . 00 ,  
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TABIE XXIX 
SOIL-SITE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VIRGINIA PINE-WHTIE OAK 
FOREST TYPE . N::8 . 
Character Range !-".a dian Mean + S . D.  
Solum thickness ( inche s)  10 . 00 - 26 . 00 2). 00 20 . 00 '! 6 .42 
Thicknes s  of A ( inches) 0 . 80 - 6 . 00 ) . 50 ) . 24 ± 1.51 
Stone (per cent volume ) o . oo - )0 . 00 s .oo 10 . 00 ± 12.53 
Texture A 12. 00 - 20 . 00 12. 00a 1) . 62 ± ) . 11 
Texture B 8 .00 - 2o .oob 12. 00 13. 13 ! 5 . 22 
Aspect 0 . 0) - 1 .80 0 . 16 0 . 52 ! 0 . 76C 
Slope (per cent) 20 . 00 - 45 .00 )2 . 00 )). 25 ± 9 . 27 
Feet from draw 125 .00 - 2, 000 . 00 6oo . oo 796 .88 :!: 656 . 08 
aSa.ndy loam. 
bsandy clay to silty clay loam. 
csouthwe st . 
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understory size are reproduc ing , but Prunus serotina ( black cherry) 
has low frequency. From the se data it is sugge sted that the domi­
nants ( exc ludinr; Virginia pine) will sort themselve s by c ompetition 
into a related, but unkno-w-n, Virginia pine community . A mean over­
story density of 24 stems per plot , mean ba sal area of 10 . 98 ft2 
per plot, and a mean c anopy height of 45 .4  feet sugge st the youth 
and transitory nature of this type . 
Plateau Surface Vegetation, A ssociated Soil .!E,i � Charac teristic s 
Northern asEec� white oak � · North-facing plateau slope s ,  
except for uppermost ridge s and slope s,  are fore sted by this type , 
It occurs  on the plateau between an elevation of l, JOO and 1 , 600 
feet . White oak is the lea ding dominant ; northern red oak, sugar 
maple , and che stnut oak are sec ondary associate s within the type . 
There are 26 taxa within the understory and over story of this type . 
Thirteen taxa are rated me sic or subme sic by Hhittsker ( 1956) ; six 
taxa are rated subxeric . Towar d  upper slope positions the subxeric 
and xeric taxa gain importance ;  however ,  the understory ( primarily 
red maple , dogwood, and white oak) is fair� uniform throughout 
(Table s XXX and XXXI) . This type grade s into the Virginia pine -white 
pine type of plateau ridge s ( see below) . 
¥JArtin ( 1966) reports that white oak-dominated north slope s 
(both ridges and draws) occur within the Cumberland Nountains .  
Braun ( 1950) state s that white oak fore sts occur on the Allegheny 
Plateau which are secondary in nature due to the activitie s of man,  
The Society of American Foresters ( 1964) de scribe s a white oak type 
(Type 53) which is  relative� permanent but which occurs in scattered 
stands . Floristically they are similar , but the vegetation here is 
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TABlE XXX 
C O:t-'1PCJSITION OF TBE NORTHEF.N ASPECT wlirl'E OAK FCJREST TYP E. .  N=l5 . 
OVerstor� 
Under stort:._ Fre-
Taxa Absolute Densit� quencl rv .tvlea n  IV Ra nge 
Quercus alba 6 . 33 87  73. 65 o . oo - 126 . 72 
Quercus rubra 1 . 66 80 19 .48 o . oo - 37 . 10 
Acer sac charum 2 . 13 40 15 . 74 o . oo - 77 . 25 
Quercus prinus 0 . 33 47 15 . 27 o . oo - 94 . 87 
Pinus virginiana 0 . 66 47 13 . 35 o . oo - 54 . 19 
Acer rubrum 7 . 33 53  13 . 33 o . oo - 94 .50 
Liriodendron tulipifera 2, 20 33 9 . 22 o . oo - 66 . 32 
Liquidambar styrac iflua 1 . 47 40 7 .82 0 , 00 - 48 .55 
C arya toro.entosa 0 . 67 47 5 . 46 o . oo - 25 . 47 
C arya c ordiformis o . oo 20 4 . 14 o . oo - 33 . 32 
Oxydendrum arboreum 1 . 60 J3 2.85 o . oo - ll . jG 
Asimina triloba O , J3 7 2 . 78  o . oo - 41 .67 
C ornus florida 13 . 13 20 2 . 25 o . oo - 21 .23 
Amelanchier arborea 0 . 93 13 2 . 14 o . oo - 26 .55 
Quercus c occinea o . oo 13 1 . 88 o . oo - 19 .41 
Pinus echinata 0 . 07 7 1 .47 o . uu - 22 .07  
C arya glabra 0 . 73 13 1 . 16 o . oo - 10 . 92 
Betula lenta 0 . 60 13 1 . 09 o . oo - 9 . 10 
C arpinus caroliniana 0 .47 13 0 . 68 o . oo - 5 . 34 
Sassafras albidum 0 . 33 7 0 .54 o . oo - 8 . 15 
Pinu s  strobus 0 . 33 7 0 . 37 o . oo - 5 . 62 
Quercus velutina 0 . 30 0 o . oo o . oo 
� dstanea dentata 0 . 07 0 o . oo o . oo 
Ae sculus octandra 0 . 07 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/ sample for understory = 41 . 44 .  
bAverage stems/ sample for overstory = 21 . 23 .  
TABlE XXXI 
SO�SITE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NORTHERN ASFECT WHITE OAK 
FOREST TYPE • N::15 • 
Character Range Median Mean + S . D. 
So1Ull1 thickness ( inches) 14. 00 - 30 .40 22. 80 21 . 15 ! 5 . 18 
Thickness of A ( inche s) 1 . 00 - 5 . 00 2 .50 3 . 10 '!: 1 . 83 
Stone (per cent volume) o . oo - 40 . 00 10 . 00 13 . 67 ± 14. 82 
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Texture A 7 . 00 - 23. 00a 20 , 00 19 . 07 ! 3 .59b 
Texture B 8 . 00 - 21, 00 
Aspect 1 . 16 - 1 . 92 
Slope (per cent) 5 . 00 - 28 . 00  
Feet from draw 50 .00 - 1, 500 . 00 
a1o� sand to silt loam. 
btoam. 
0Loam.  
dNortheast .  
20 . 00 18 . 93 ! 3 . 24C 
1 .57 1 . 61 ! 0 . 22d 
20 , 00 18 . 60 '!: 7. 84 
150 . 00 301. 67 ± 366 . 75 
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believed succe ssional and much more widely distributed . 
The fore st substrate is mostly silty clay loam with widely 
varying stone content . Slope s are gentle . Neither the A horizon nor 
the solum is deep, but soil texture and gentle slopes on the northern 
aspects maintain high soil moisture levels . 
All but four taxa are repre sented within the overstory ; of 
the se four , black oak has the greatest chance of entering the over­
story. Two overstory taxa are not reproducing in the understory . 
Reproduction, as  indicate d  b,y understory pre senc e ,  i s  abundant among 
stand dominants .  Haximum tree size of J4 inche s dbh (white oak) , 
mean basal area of 12.52 ft2 per plot, and an absence of fire evi­
dence sugge st stability. However , cutting disturbance within the 
pa st 30 to 40 years ,  mean canopy height of 53  feet , and an over­
story density of about 21 stems per plot sugge st its instability and 
disclimAX nature . 
Southern aspect white oak �· South-rac ing plateau slope s 
are forested b,y this type . It occur s between 1 ,  JOO and 1 , 640  feet 
elevation on all slope positions-- area s  of recent di sturbance ex­
cepted . White oak i s  dominant , but the associated taxa are shifted 
from north to south slope s .  Sugar maple , che stnut oak, northern red 
oak, and black oak are the primary associate s .  There are 28 taxa 
within this type of which six are re stricted to understory status . 
Twelve taxa are rated xeric or subxeric (Whittaker, 1956) . Sugar 
maple , white oak , post oak, and per simmon comprise the main portion 
of the understory . Black walnut i s  the sole overstory taxa without 
understory repre sentation (Table s XXXII and XXXIII) . 
As in the northern a spect type above , this fore st also appears 
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T A.BIE XXXII 
CCbPOSITION OF THE SOUTHHtN ASPECT tlHITE OAK FOF.EST TYPE . N:l6 . 
Cverstor� 
Understor�a Fre-
Taxa Absolute Densit� guency rv hean Iv r:.ange 
Quercus alba 1. 50 94 79 . 29 o . oo - 160 . 05 
Acer saccharum 2 . 19 56 22 .44 o . oo - _54 . 24 
Quercus prinus 0 . )8 69 17. 08 o . oo - 49 . 40 
Quercus rubra 0 . 19 44 15 .55 o . oo - 58 . 07 
Quercus velutina 0 . 06 J8 7.40 o . oo - 48 . 64  
Acer rubrwn 0 . 75 19 6 . 98 o . oo - 64 . 63 
Fagus grandifolia 0 . 19 12 6 . 71 o . oo - 96 . 71 
Diospyros virginiana 1 . 00 31 5 . 46 o . oo - 29 .55 
Quercus ste11ata 1 . 25 12 5 . 32 o . oo - 48 . 15 
C arya c ordiformis 0 . 06 25 5 . 22 o . oo - 22 .49 
Quercus c occinea 0 . 12 6 5 . 06 o . oo - 80 . 96 
Pinus virginiana 0 .56 J8 4 . 6 2  o . oo - 17. 17 
Liquidambar styracif1ua 0 . 88 12 4 . 28 o . oo - 58 . 51 
Pinus strobus 0 . 56 19 3 . 90 o . oo - 23 . 93 
Amelanchier arborea 0 . )8  19 2 .50  o . oo - 19 . 71 
Tilia heterophylla 0 . 12 19 2 . 17 o . oo - 28 . 90 
Oxydendrum arboreum 0 . 06 12 2 . 14 o . oo - 20 . 0J 
Carya tomentosa 0 . 12 19 2 . 13 o . oo - 15 . 82 
Betula lenta 0 . )8  6 o . 63 o . oo - 10 . 03 
Juglans nigra o . oo 6 o .ss o . oo - 8 . 75 
Carya ovata 0 . 12 6 0 . 55 o . oo - 8 .  75 
C arpinus caroliniana 0 . 06 0 o . oo o . oo 
Liriodendron tulipifera 0 . 25 0 o . oo o . oo 
C arya glabra 0 . 12 0 o . oo o . oo 
Sa s safra s a1bidum 0 . 19 0 o . oo o . oo 
Prunus serotina 0 . 06 0 o . oo o . oo 
Fraxinus americana 0 . 25 0 o . oo o . oo 
llex opaca 0 . 25 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/ sample for understory = 13 . 34 . 
bAverage stems/ sample for overstory = 17 . 75 .  
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TABlE XXXIII 
SOIL-SITE CHARACTERISTE S OF THE SOUTHERN ASPECT WHITE OAK 
FOEEST TYPE I N:::l6 .  
Character Range 
Solum thickness ( inches)  12. 00 - 29 . 20 
Thickne ss of A ( inches) 1 . 20 - 4. 00 
Stone (per cent volume ) o . oo - 40 .00 
Texture A 7 . 00 - 21.ooa 
Texture B 7 . 00 - 21. 00 
A spect 0 . 02 - 0 . 66 
Slope (per cent) 7 . 00 - 70 . 00 
Feet from draw o . oo - 1 ,400 .00 
aLoamy sand to sandy clay loam. 
hFine sandy loam. 
cclay.  
dsouthwe st .  
Median Mean + S . D. 
19.40 20 . 65 ± 5 .83 
2 . 00 2 . 28  ± 0 . 89 
12.50 14. 38  ± 10 .78 
20 . 00 17 . 31 ± 4 . 19b 
18 . 00 16 . 62 ± 4.4� 
0 . 36 0 . 37 ± o . 24d 
12. 00 17. 06 ± 15 . 37 
350 . 00 470 . 31 :!:  424 . 97 
to be a variant of type 53 white oak ( Soc iety of American Fore st­
ers ,  1964) . The southern a spect white oak differs from the 
northern a spect type in expre ssion of dry site taxa and in minor 
soil- site differenc e s .  
Soils are thin a s  i s  the A horizon . Stonine ss is highly 
variable but rarely exc eeds 25 per cent .  Stone varie s with slope 
per cent ,  with le s s  tone on steeper slope s .  Plateau slope s appear 
to have steeper south fac e s  with greater variation than do north 
slope s .  A horizons tend toward sanqy loams , but B horizons have 
argillic texture s .  
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Reproduction ( indicated by under story density) is not great . 
Only white oak , sugar maple , persimmon, and po st oak are reproduc ing 
well throughout the type . Other taxa are few and scattered,  Low 
reproduction density,  a mean canopy height of 5 1 . 88 feet, low me e n  
plot basal area ( 11 . 18 ft2) ,  and over story density of 17 . 75 stems 
per plot sugge st recent and repeate d disturbance and youth . Average 
time since c utting is JO year s ,  but two stands showed evidence of 
cutting within the past 10 year s .  The se fac tor s coupled with dry 
south slope effects produce many small stems and scrubby vegetation-­
as is sugge sted by average density and low stand he ight . 
V irginia pine-white oak-blackjack � �· This fore st type 
occurs on midslope southern a spects following recent di sturbanc e 
( since 1930) . All site s are expo sed ( protec tion distance average s 
6 , 700 feet) , between 1 , 450 and 1, 600 feet elevation . V irginia pine 
is the leading dorrdnant , c omprising almost one half of the type 
importance value . w'hite oak and Quercus marilandic a (blackjack oak) 
are of sec ondary importance with shortleaf p ine , white pine , and post 
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oak scattered throughout the stands . Twenty taxa c ompose the type , 
but six taxa are re stricte d to the understory while one ove rstory 
taxon i s  not found in the under story ( per simmon) . Twelve taxa are 
rated xeric or subxeric {'vmittaker ,  19.56) ,  indic a tive of the xero­
phytic nature of this type (Table s XXXIV and x:J:l:V ) . 
This fore st type can be c onsidered the same a s  or a variant 
of type 79 Virginia pine ( Soc iety of Americ an Fore sters ,  1964) . 
Type 79 is widely di stributed throughout the Pie dmont Plate au a nd 
we stward through the Appalachians to e a stern Kentucky and Tenne s see 
where it i s  a pionee r  type on dry site s .  Typ3 79 i s  temporary ex­
cept in case s of c ontinue d disturbance or exce ssive water shortage . 
Virginia pine occur s  in the Hixed lw"Je sophytic Fore st Region a s  a 
physiographic climax ( Braun, 19.50) , but the pre sence of cutting 
evidence of recent age sugge sts thi s plateau type is a seral rather 
than an edaphic community . 
Slope s are gentle with average solum depth ( 26 inche s )  and 
thin A horizons . Stone per cent is  highly variable but average s 
about 14 per cent .  Both A and B horizons vary in texture , but the 
average texture for both i s  silty c lay. 
Abundant reproduction of Virginia pine and reproduc tion of 
other major taxa indicate s stability. Canopy height average s 6J. JJ 
feet which i s  tall for the ba sin fore sts in ge neral . The se factor s 
plus tree size up to JO inche s dbh (Virginia pine ) sugge st stability. 
However ,  the following factors indic ate the youth of thi s type : mean 
under story density of .5.5 stems per plot, me an overstory density of 
J6 stems per plot (mo st le ss than 9 inc he s  dbh) , and mean basal area 
of 23 . 07 ft2 per plot . This would indicate a succe ssional charac ter 
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TABlE XXXI'/ 
CCi'lPOSITION OF TEE V JRG INIA P INE -HHITE CAK-BLAC KJACK U.K 
FUREST TYFE . N:6 . 
Oversto:r;y 
Under story& Fre-
Taxa Absolute I.:ens_it;y guenc;y Tv Nean IV 2ange 
Pinus virginia 15 . 00 100 90 . )8 9 . 66 - 146 . lj 
Quercus alba 5 . 50 100 J8 .44 6 . 39 - 57 . 05 
Quercus marilandica 1 . 00 66 21 . 87 o . oo - 11. 13 
Pinus echinata 0 . 67 50 18 . 28 o . oo - 85 .51 
Pinus strobus 1 . 00 66 15 . 90 o . oo - 35 . 50 
Quercus stel1ata 1 . 33 83 12 .41 o . oo - 20 .44 
Acer rubrum 11 . 17 50 8 . 39 o . oo - 15 . 09 
Carya tomentosa 2 . 17 33 4 . 73 o . oo - 15 . 09 
Quercus prinus O . JJ 17 1 . 93 o . oo - 11 . 60 
Quercus ve1utina 1 . 83 17 1 . 47 o . oo - 8 . 8J 
C ornus florida 6 . 00 17 0 . 92 o . oo - 5 .53  
Diospyros virginiana o . oo 17 0 . 71 o . oo - 4 . 24 
Liquidambar styraciflua 2 .83 17 0 . 66 o . oo - 3 .98 
Juniperus virginiana 0 . 17 17 0 . 46 o . oo - 2 . 77 
Acer saccharum 0 .50 0 o . oo o . oo 
Asimina triloba 2 . 17 0 o . oo o . oo 
Fagus grandifolia 0 . 17 0 o . oo o . oo 
C:xydendrum arboreum 0 . 33 0 o . oo o . oo 
Quercus c occinea 0 . 33 0 o . oo o . oo 
Sas safras albidum 0 . 50 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/ sample for understory = 51 . 17 .  
bAverage stems/ sample for overstory = 36 . 07 .  
SOIL-STIE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE V ntG INIA PINE-WHTI'E OAK­
BLACKJACK OAK FOREST TYPE . N:6. 
Character Range Median Mean + S .D.  
Solum thickness ( inche s) 12.00 - 32. 00 27. 00 26 .00 "!: 7 . 12 
Thickness of A ( inches) . 1 . 00 - 6 . 00 4.50 3 .67 t 1 . 63 
Stone (per cent volume) o . oo - 60 .00 10 . 00 15 . 17 ! 22. 45 
Texture A 17. 00 - 20 . 00 19 . 00 18 . 67 :t 1 . )6a 
Texture B 17.00 - 21.oob 18 .00 18 . 67 t 1 .9� 
Aspect o . oo - 1 .00 0 . 24 0 . 33 :!: O . J8c 
Slope (per cent) 8 . 00 - 20 . 00 14. 00 14. 00 "!: 5 . 37 
Feet from draw 75 .00 - 850 .00 700 .00 541 . 67 "!: 347. 37 
asilty clay. 
bFine sandy loam to sandy clay loam. 
csouthwe st. 
of this type with instability under c ontinuing disturbance and 
c anopy opening . 
Virginia pine �· Upper south slope s and hill cre sts on 
the plateau surface are fore sted by thi s type between 1 , 500 and 
1 , 650 feet elevation . Site s of thi s type have the thinne st soils 
of any plateau fore st . Virginia pine is dominant , occurring in 
almost pure stands on some of the mo st expo sed site s .  vJhite pine 
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and sugar maple are major a s soc iate s with various dry oaks on thicker 
soil s .  Twenty taxa c ompri se the type of which ten are rated xeric 
or subxeric (rfr.dttaker , 1956) . All taxa are reproduc ing , however ,  
four have not yet gaine d over story size (Table s XXXV I and XXXVII) . 
This fore st can be considered a typical example of type 79 
Virg inia pine ( S oc iety of Americ an Fore ste r s ,  1964) . Braun ( 1950) , 
r.:.artin ( 1966) , Thoma s ( 1966) , and Lipp s ( 1966) have de sc ribed pine 
growth on dry site s within the southern Appalachians .  The role of 
Virginia pine as invader on dry site s and old f ields is known and 
it s tolerance to high light intensitie s ,  drought toleranc e , and 
ability to survive and reproduce in areas of disturbance and c anopy 
opening . In thi s re spe c t  it is succe ssional and transient except in 
areas of frequent di sturoance or exceptional water stre s s  where it 
forms a permanent c ommunity . 
Soils are shallow with thin A horizons and no stone . Slope s 
are gentle and runo1·f i s  doubtle s s  slow. This i s  sugge sted by the 
soil texture s :  sandy clay loam A and silty c lay loam B due to 
illuviated material . 
This plateau type ha s been maintained by repeate d cutting and 
drought c onditions due to c anopy opening and thin solum . C anopy 
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TABIE xx:£..'./ I  
C uz.J.>OSIT ION OF THE '! JRGINIA P INE  FCFEST TYPE . N=7 • 
a 
Cve r storl 
Under stor;z Fre-
Taxa Absolute r.ensit;z .9uencl II/ 11ean 
Pinus virginiana 2 . 5 7  100 121 . 97 
Pinus strobus 2 . 00 86 21 . 63 
Acer sac charum 2 . 28 71 10 . 63 
Quercus prinus 0 .5 7  28 7 . 22 
t,; arya tomentosa 1 . 28 57 6 . 08 
C arya ovata 0 . 71 4J 5 . 5 7  
Quercus marilandic a 1 . 43 2d 5 . 02 
Liquidamba r styrac iflua 2 . 5 7  57 4 . 20 
Juniperus virginiana 0 . 86 4J 4 . 14 
Pinus echinata o . uv .L4 3 . 18 
Acer rubrum 10 .43 4J 2 . 37 
Quercus alba 1 . 00 28 2 , 22 
C ornus florida 4.43 28 2 . 17 
Quercus stellata 1 . 00 28 2 . 16 
C arya c ordiformis 0 . 57 14 0 . 89 
Fagus grandifolia 1 . 71 14 0 . 56 
C arya ovalis 0 . 14 00 o . oo 
Dio spyros virginia 0 . 14 0 o . oo 
Oxydendrum arboreum 0 . 14 0 o . oo 
Quercus rubra 0 . 14 0 o . oo 
aAverage stems/ sample for under story = 3t . 85 .  
bAverage stems/ sample for over story = 21 . )8 .  
II/ Range 
73 . 79 - 163 . 36 
o . oo - 54 .58  
o . oo - 28 . 19 
o . oo - 3J . t.J 
o . oo - 20 .8J 
o . oo - lt . rn 
o . oo - 19 .59 
o . oo - 13 .80 
o . oo - 13 .56 
o . oo - 22 . 29 
o . oo - 6 . 00 
o . oo - 9 . 91 
o . oo - 11 . 23 
o . oo - 7 . 56 
o . oo - 6 . 24 
o . oo - J . 94. 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
o . oo 
TABlE XXXV II 
SOIL-SITE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VlRGINIA PThE 
FOREST TYPE . N=7. 
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Character Range ¥.edian Mean + S . D .  
Solum thickness (inche s) 10 . 00 - 28. 00 14. 00 18 . 28 : 7. 95 
Thickness of A (inches) 3 . 00 - 5 .50 4 . 00 4 . 00 : 0 .87 
stone (per cent volume) o . oo - o . oo o . oo o . oo ! o . oo 
Texture A 19 . 00 - 23 . ooa 20 . 00 21 . 00 ± 1 . 9lb 
Texture B 17. 00 - 21. 00a 20 . 00 20 . 00 '! 1 . 4lc 
Aspect 0 . 03 - 0 . 44  0 . 23 0 . 20 ! O . l4d 
Slope (per cent) 6 . 00 - 15 . 00 8 . 00 9 . 28 ! 3 .40 
Feet from draw o . oo - 2,500 . 00 �00 . 00 �42 .86 ± 865 . 27 
aFine sandy loam to silt loam. 
bSandy clay loam. 
csilty clay loam. 
dsouthwest . 
he ight is about 70 feet but plot overstory densitie s of over 21 
stems indicate youth of the type . Hean ba sal area of about 12 ft2 
per plot also indicate s youth. 
Mountain :lege cation ; Associated Soil and Site Characteristic s 
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Beech-white oak- sugar maple �· Fore sts of this type occur 
in draws of northern aspec t at elevations from 1 , 260 to l , C:OO feet . 
At this elevation the fore st grade s into the chestnut oak-white oak­
beech type ( see below) . Beech, white oak, and sugar maple are co­
dominant ; eastern hemlock,  C arpinus caroliniana ( American hornbe8m) , 
serviceberr,y, shagbark hickory, and northern red oak are major 
associate s of this type (Table s �/ III and XXXIX) . Twenty-seven 
taxa c onstitute the type ; of this number, 17 are rated me sic or 
submesic (;Nbittaker , 1956) making 'this the most me sic of the mountain 
type s studied in terms of floristic composition on moist , but well 
drained, site s .  Four taxa are re stricted to  under story status and 
two subxeric taxa (black oak and white pine ) are not reproducing in 
the understory . Both Acer spicatum ( striped maple ) and � 
pennsylvanicum ( moo sewood) contribute to the shrub layer . The under­
story varie s from dogwood, red maple , hornbeam,  serviceberry along 
the lower portions of the fore st range , to persimmon , sugar maple , and 
dogwood at higher elevations . 
Braun ( 1950 )  described a beech- sugar maple community of the 
Cumberland Hountains (Table J ,  areas 4,  5 ,  Braun, 1950) , a comnrunity 
of ravines and lower north slope s which thi s type approximate s but 
doe s not closely resemble . Caplenor ( 1965) de scribed mixed me so­
phytic stands in Fall C reek Falls State Park , Tenne ssee , which con­
tained 37 taxa in the tree layer--dominants of this type were the 
TABlE XXXVIII 
COMPOSITION OF THE BEECH-WHTI'E OAK-SUGAR MAPIE 





Taxa Absolu� Density quency IV Mean I'l Range 
Fagus grandifolia 2 .67 100 45 .69 17 . ,36 - 94.52 
Quercus alba 1 . 67 56 24. 69 o . oo - 92 . 79 
Acer saccharum 2 .77 66 22 .84 o . oo - 65 . 89 
Tsuga canadensis 1 . 11 44 18 .56 o . oo - 55 . 19 
Carpinus caroliniana 5 . 22 22 13 .33 o . oo - 60 . 74 
Amelanchier arborea 0 . 11 33 10. 96 o . oo - 47.06 
Quercus rubra 0 . 77 33 8 . 02 o . oo - 32. 77 
Acer rubrum 5 . 33 44 6 . 95 o . oo - 17.46 
Magnolia acuminata 0 . 11 33 6 . 72 o . oo - 26 . 61 
Quercus prinus 0 . 11 22 6 . 61 o . oo - 37 . 64  
Cornus florida 2. 22 44 5 . 63 o . oo - 17 . 65 
Oxydendrum arboreum 0 . 77 11 5 . 26 o . oo - 47. 31 
Betula lenta 0 . 67 33 4 . 30 o . oo - 15 . 08 
Carya tomentosa. 0 . 22 11 3 .32 o . oo - 29 . 93 
Liriodendron tulipif'era 0 .67 22 3 .01 o . oo - 13 . 92 
Carya cordiformis 0 .11 33 3. 00 o . oo - 11 . 99 
Quercus velutina o . oo 11 2 . 90  o . oo - 26 . 11 
Carya glabra 1.00 22 2. 10 o . oo - 11 . 91 
Fraxinus americana 0 . 11 22 1 .83 o . oo - 10 . 95 
Diospyros virginiana 2 . 33 11 1 . 18 o . oo - 10 . 95 
Pinus strobus o . oo 11 1 .10 o . oo - 9 . 87 
T111a beterophylla 0 . 11 11 1 .01 o . oo - 9 . 08 
C arya ovata o . oo 11 0 .86 o . oo - 7. 71 
Platanus occidentalis 0 . 22 0 o . oo o . oo 
Prunus serotina 0 .55 0 o . oo o . oo 
Sassafras albidum 0 . 33 0 o . oo o . oo 
Ulmus americana 1.33 0 o . oo  o . oo 
aAverage stems/sample for understory = 31 . 71 .  
bAverage stems/sample for overstory = 19.40 . 
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TABlE XXXIX 
SOIL-S ITE CHARACTERISTICS OF TEE ffiECH-WHITE OAK-SUGAR MAPlE 
FOREST TYPE • N::9. 
Character Range �dian Mean + S. D. 
Solum thickness ( inches) 8 . 00 - 35 . 20 12. 00 16 . 18 � 11 .13 
Thickness of A (inches) 1 .50 - 7 . 00 4 .00 4 . 26 ! 2 . 32 
Stone (per cent volume) o . oo - 60 . 00 40 .00 33. 33 :!: 25 .98 
Texture A 7 . 00 - 23. 00a 12.00 13.56 '! 6 . 95b 
Texture B 7 .00 - 21 . 00 19 .00 13 .00 ! 7 .92b 
Aspect 1 . 00 - 1 . 71 1 . 34 1 .40 t 0 . 21c 
Slope ( per cent) 7 .00 - 62 . 00 38 . 00 36 .56 '! 22. 12 
Feet from draw o . oo - 850 . 00 200 . 00 240 .56 :!: 252 . 22 
a Loanzy- sand to silt loam. 
bsandy loam. 
cNortheast .  
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same ( except Betula lutea at Fall Creek Falls) as in the study area . 
Soils are of variable thickne ss in the type dependent on 
stone content . A and B horizons are mostly sandy loam texture s .  
Slopes are steep which accounts for the thin litter and rapid 
drainage . 
Reproduction of dominant taxa , lack of understory xeric 
spec ies ,  and lack of cutting disturbance within the pa st 40 years 
sugge st stability. Low mean canopy height (54.44) can be accounted 
for b,y thin substrate and slow growth . Overstory density ( 19 . 4  
stems per plot) and understory density ( 32 stems pe r  plot) sugge st 
yough , but a mean basal area of 11 . 23 ft2 per plot indic ate s 
maturity . 
This type can be expected to stabilize , barring disturbance ,  
into a beech- sugar maple � sic community (white oak is not reproduc­
ing a s  well as the other pre sent codominants ) .  
hhite �-beech � · This  fore st type occurs  on the lower 
half of north-facing ridge s and leads from 1 ,500 to an elevation of 
1 , 600 feet . .'->t. t.nis elevation it merges -with the che stnut o8k-
white oak-beech type . White oak is dominant (compri sing over one 
half of the stand) with beech, mockernut hickory, and northern red 
oak of secondary importance . Sourwood, pigmt hickory, black walnut , 
and bittermt hickory are scattered throughout this type (Table s XL 
and XLI) . Only 14 taxa compose this type , one of which is  re stricted 
to understory status . Three canopy taxa ( northern red oak, black 
walnut , and bitternut hickory) lack repre sentation in the understory. 
Nine taxa are rated mesic or subme sic (�bittaker ,  1956) indicating 
the effects of aspec t and slope position. Dogwood and red maple are 
major understory taxa . 
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TABlE XL 
COMPOSITION OF THE WHI'lE OAK-lEECH FOR.EST TYPE . N::4 . 
Understor;C 
Over stor_y � 
Fre-
Taxa Absolute Densit� guenc� rl Mean 
Quercus alba ) • .50 100 118 . 32 
Fagus grandifolia 0 . 7.5 2.5 21 . 73 
Carya tornentosa 0 • .50 7.5 19 . 01 
Quercus rubra o . oo .50 17 . 38  
Oxydendrum arboreum 2 . 75 75 ? . 40  
C arya glabra 0 .  2.5 50 6 . 65 
Juglans nigra o . oo 50 4 . 08 
Carya cordiformis 0 . 00 50 ) . 93 
Acer saccharum 4. 25 25 ) . 70 
Acer rubrum 14 • .50 25 ) .54 
Liquidambar styraciflua 1 . 00 50 2 . 36 
C ornus florida 6 . 50  25 1 . 20 
Magnolia acuminata 0 . 55 25 1 . 13 
Asimina triloba 0 . 75 0 o . oo 
aAverage stems/sample for understory = 35 . 25 .  
bAverage stems/sample for overstory = 27 . 06 .  
IV Eans;e 
41 . .50 - 165 . 42 
o . oo - 86 . 93 
o . oo - 26 . 01 
o . oo - 20 . 31 
o . oo - 20 . 13 
o . oo - 17 . 95 
o . oo - 10 . 68  
o . oo - 8 . 37 
o . oo - 14 .80 
o . oo - 14 . 17 
o . oo - 4 . 78  
o . oo - 4 . 78 
o . oo - 4 . 51 
o . oo 
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TABlE XLI 
SO�SITE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WHITE OAK-ffiECH 
FOP.E ST TYPE • N::4. 
Character Range 
So�um thickne ss ( inches) 8 . 00 - 22. 00 
Thickness of A ( inches) 2.50 - 4.uu 
Stone (per cent volume ) o . oo - 30 . 00 
Texture A 18 . 00 - 21. 00 
Texture B 16. 00 - 21 . 00b 
Aspect 1.45 - 1 .94 
Slope (per cent) 4 . 00 - 45 . 00 
Feet from draw 100 .00  - 700 . 00 
a Loam. 
Cclay to sanqy clay loam. 
csilty c lay loam. 
�ortheast . 
Median Mean + S . D .  
16. 00 15 .so � 5 . 70 
j • .JU j . �  � 0 . 75 
22 .50 11 . 25 : 14 . 36 
18 . 00 18 . 75 :  1 .50a 
20 .50 19.50 "!: 2 . J8c 
1 . 92 1. 81 :!: 0 . 24d 
9 . 00 16 . 75 ! 18 . 98 
412.50 406 . 25 ! 245 . 27 
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Martin ( 1966 ) found white oak-dominated communitie s on lower 
north slope s in the southern Cumberland Jv�ountain s ,  with che stnut oa k ,  
northern red oak , sc arlet oak , beech , and sweet gum c odominant s .  
Braun ( 1950 )  de scribe d white oak-beech domina te d ,  low e leva tion 
fore sts in the Cumberland Hounta ins . The se fore sts ,  however ,  are 
usually south-facing and have a more equitable white oak-beech 
c omposition . A der ivative of the white oak-beech segregate , the 
type within the study are a appe ar s to be similar to tho se white oak 
c ommunitie s in the Ridge and V alley Province and the Allegheny Pla­
teau and l•iountains to the we st ( Braun , 1950 ) .  SAF type 52  white O$l k­
red oa k-hickory is quite similar to thi s type , e spec ially in south­
eastern Pe nn sylvania where a ssoc iate s inc lude pignut hic kory, shaE_:­
bark hic kory ,  moc kernut hickory , red maple , beech ,  a nd dogwood . 
S ite s of this type typically have shallow soil with thin A 
horizons and little stone . Slope s are moderate ly steep . A and B 
horizons have sandy loam to sandy c lay loam texture s ,  and the fine s 
increase the amount of available water in the soil . 
l�an under story density ( 35 . 25 stems per plot) , mean over story 
den sity ( 27 . 0  stems per plot) , mean basal are a of 16 . 77 ft2 per plot , 
c utting between 1930 and 1950 , and open c anopy ( canopy c over avera ge s  
36 . 25 per cent) sugge st �outh . The high c a nopy ( avera ging 61. 25 
feet) c an be attributed t o  relict tree s spared by logge r s  ( certa inly 
beech tree s whose dbh ranged up to J4 inche s c an be c onsidered a s  
such) . The reproduc tion of white oak sugge sts a c ontinued domina nt 
role within the type and future stabilization as a white oak 
dominate d fore st . 
Che stnut oak->-rhite �-beech �· Thi s  type i s  found on 
steeper slope s and upper slope po sitions on northern ridge s and 
draws between 1 , 400 and 2 , 040 feet. Che stnut oak , white oak and 
I 
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beech are codominant ; hemlock,  mockernut hickory, and tulip poplar 
are associated throughout the type . Buckeye , red hickory, sourwood, 
black oak and red maple have uneven distribution with V irginia pine 
expre ssed only on ridge crest s  and sandy site s with greate st expo-
sure (Table s XLII and XLIII) . Of the 25 taxa in this type , e ight 
are re stricted to the under story and five have only overstory status . 
Seven taxa are xeric in nature (V.'hittaker ,  1956) ;  howeve r ,  four 
others (hemlock ,  beech, post oak, and shagbark hickory are char-
acteri stic of xeric site s within the basin . Re d maple is  the mo st 
numerous understory taxon. 
Type 44 chestnut oak ( Society of American Fore sters,  1964) 
resembles this type . It occurs on thin soils from southern New 
England to Georgia and Alabama , Although it is permanent in soiT'.e 
localitie s,  it often follows c learcutting in type s containing a mix­
ture of red oak and che stnut oak. Braun ( 1950 )  de scribe s a faciation 
of the oak-chestnut fore st in which che stnut oak totally replace s  
che stnut and mixed me sophytic indicator taxa are absent or oc ca sional .  
Lipps (1966) de scribed a che stnut oak-dominated fore st in north 
central Georgia 1 however , this type had a much drier aspect than does 
the ba sin type . 
Fore st site s are typically steep with stone content ranging 
from 0 to 90 per cent. Large boulders are scattered over the slope s .  
Mineral soil is  shallow a s  i s  the A horizon, Soil texture s range 
'!'ABlE XLII 
COMPOSITION OF TIE CHESTNUT OAK-WHITE OAK-LEECH 





Taxa Absolute Densitz guenc:: TV Mean IV Range _ _  
Quercus prinus 1 . 33 66 55 . 13 o . oo - 117 . 21 
Quercus alba 1 . 17 83 )) .51 o . oo - 51 . 78  
Fagus grandifolia 0 .67 8) )2. 60 o . oo - 51. 69 
Tsuga c anadensis 1 . 33 )8 11 . 39 o . oo - 68 . )2 
Ca.rya tomentosa 0 .50 50 10 . 13 o . oo - 25 . 15 
Liriodendron tulipifera 1 . 33 33 9 . )1 o . oo - 30 .59 
Quercus velutina o . oo 17 7 . 61 o . oo - 45 .65 
Acer rubrum 9 .)) 17 3 ·59 o . oo - 21 .53 
Ae sculus octandra 0 ,00 )) ).53 o . oo - 11 .46 
Carya glabra O , JJ 33 ) ,00 o . oo - 10 . 14 
Carpinus caroliniana 1 .33 33 2 .98 o . oo - 9.57 
Quercus rubra o . oo 17 2 .89 o . oo - 17 .32 
�dendrum arboreum 1 .00 33 2 . 15 o . oo - 7.02 
Sassafras albidum 1 .00 33 2 .15 o . oo - 7 .02 
C arya ovata o . oo 17 1 .84 o . oo - 11. 07 
Frax:inus americana o . oo 17 1 . 41 o . oo - 8 . 44  
Liquidambar styrac iflua o . oo 17 l. JJ o . oo - 7. 98 
C arya cordiform.is 0 . 17 0 o . oo 0 , 00 
Pinus virginiana 0 . 67 0 o . oo o . oo 
Betula lent& 0 . 17 0 o . oo o . oo 
C ornus florida 1 .50 0 o . oo o . oo 
Pinus strobus 0 . )3 0 0 . 00 o . oo 
Quercus stellata 0 . 17 0 o . oo o . oo 
Acer saccharum 1. 33 0 o . oo o . oo 
Amelanchier arborea 0 .67 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/sample for understory = 17.8). 
bAverage stems/sample for overstory = 24 . )). 
TABlE XLIII 
SOlL-SITE CHARACTERISTIC S  OF THE CHESTNUT OAK-WHITE OAK-EEECH 
FOREST TYPE • N::6 .  
Character Range l-Ie dian Mean + S . D. 
Solum thickne ss ( inches)  10 . 00 - 22. 00 12. 00 14 . 60 t 5 . 90 
Thickness of A ( inche s) 1 . 00 - 6 . 00 3 .80 3 . 27 '!: 1 .81 
Stone (per cent volume ) o . oo - 40 . 00 20. 00 21. 67 '!: 16 .02  
Texture A 8 . 00 - 21 . ooa 16 . 00 15 . 17 ! 6 .55b 
Texture B 17. 00 - 21. 00 19. 00 18 . 83 '!: 1 . 72c 
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Aspect 1 . 00 - 1 . 98 1 . 97 1 . 65 '! o .5od 
Slope (per cent) 27. 00 - 55 . 00 46 . 00 43. 00 '! 11 . 76 
Feet from draw 50 . 00 - 1 , 150 . 00 150 . 00 312 .50 ± 420 . 63 
aSandy clay to sandy clay loam.. 
l:tlay. 
cSilty clay. 
dNortheast .  
from loa� sand on ridge cre sts to sancty clay loams downslope and 
in the B horizon. Drainage is doubtle ss  rapid both overland and 
internally. 
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These fore st stands are young as  evidenced b,y recent stumps 
and dense over and understorie s (17 . 83 and 24 . 33 stems per acre , 
re spectively) . Low canopy height can be attributed to recent cut­
ting and slow growth rates due to drought on the site . Reproduction 
suggests that stabilization will occur as a che stnut oak or mixed 
oak-hickory community. 
Che stnut oak-northern red oak �· South-fac ing mountain 
ridges within the sample area are forested b,y this type . Elevation 
of the type varies from 1 , 400 to 2 , 000 feet. Together , che stnut oak 
and northern red oak make up over one half of this forest . Associ­
ated taxa are white oak, sourwood, and Virginia pine on xeric site s ;  
red maple , white ash, and hornbeam occur on more mesic sites .  F.ed 
maple , dogwood ,  and che stnut oak dominate the understory (Table s 
XLIV and XLV ) . Twenty-five taxa comprise the type with seven taxa 
rated xeric or subxeric (wbittaker ,  1956) . There is  a heavy erica­
ceous shrub layer . 
This type is  a variant of type 44 cr� stnut oak ( Society of 
American Foresters,  1964) , but equal dominance by two taxa as dis­
similar as  chestnut oak and northern red oak is  not usual, nor is  
it expected. It appears in no other description except as possibly 
the re sult of che stnut replacement by the se taxa . Braun ( 1950)  
de scribes an oak-chestnut forest in which che stnut was associated 
with both chestnut oak and northern red oak in low elevation (below 
2 , 000 feet) stands in the oaK-chestnut fore st region. 
TABlE XLIV 
COMPOSITION OF THE CHESTNUT OAK-NORTHERN RED OAK 





Taxa Absolute Density quency IV Mean TV Range 
Quercus prinus 3 . 78 55 65 .88 o . oo - 156 . 86 
Quercus rubra 1 . 11 66 53 . 69 o . oo - 178 . 72 
Quercus alba 1 . 22 42 19. 92 o . oo - 65 .45 
Oxydendrum arboreum 1 .11 55 9-53 0 , 00 - 11. 89 
Pinus virginiana 0 . 22 11 6 .80 o . oo - 61 . 23 
Acer rubrum 5 . 89 42 5 . 60 o . oo - 32 .55 
Fraxinus americana 0 .11 22 5 . 35 o .oo - )4.69 
Carya cordiformis o . oo 33 5 . 24 o . oo - 18 . 70 
Prunu s serotina 0 . 33 22 4 .96 o . oo - 26 . 08 
Carpinus caroliniana 0 .44 22 4.82 o . oo - 22. 71 
Quercus ste11ata. 0 . 22 11 3. 73 o . oo - 33 .57 
Carya tomentosa 0 .55 22 3 . 48 o . oo - 17 . 18 
Carya ovata. o . oo 22 3. 38 o . oo - 18 . 58 
Pinus echinata 0 . 11 11 3. 10 o . oo - 27.89 
Pinus strobus 0 . 11 11 2 .88 o . oo - 25 . 93 
Carya glabra 0 . 11 22 2.41 o . oo - 11 . 35 
C ornua florida 3 .88 33 2. 32 o . oo - 7. 79 
Liriodendron tulipifera o . oo 11 2 .07 o . oo - 18 . 66 
Juglans nigra o . oo 11 1.42 o . oo - 12 . 79 
Quercus marilandica 0 . 22 11 1. 35 o . oo - 12 .19 
Acer saccharum o . oo 11 0 . 65 0 . 00 - 5 .82 
Betula lenta 0 . 22 0 o . oo o . oo 
Liquidambar styraciflua 0.44 0 o . oo o . oo 
Cercis  canadensis  0 , 88 0 o . oo o . oo 
Aesculus octandra 0 ,11 0 o . oo o . oo 
a Average stems/ sample for understory = 20 . 11 .  
bAverage stems/sample for overstory = 18 . 11 .  
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TABlE XLV 
SOIL-SI'IE CHA.TtACTER�--rJCS OF THE C llESTNUT OAK-NORTHERN RED OAK 
FOREST TYPE . N=9 · 
Character Range 
Solum thickne s s  ( inches)  14 .80 - 24 .00 
Thickne s s  of A ( inche s) 1 . 00 - 5 . 00 
Stone ( per cent volume ) 10 . 00 - 50 . 00 
Texture A 12. 00 - 20 . 00 
Texture B 12. 00 - 21 . 00b 
Aspect o .43 - 0 .82 
Slope (per cent) 19. 00 - 56 . 00 
Feet from draw 50 . 00 - 1 , 600 . 00 
aFine sandy loam. 
bsancly loam to sandy clay loam. 
c Sanely loam . 
�orthwe st - Southeast . 
Median !'�an + S . D. 
18 . 00 18 . 98 ± 2 .86 
3 . 00 2 . 67 ! 1 . 22 
30 . 00 34.44 ± 14. 01 
17 . ooa 14. 67 ! 3 . 39 
12. ooc 13.89 ! 3 . 76 
0 . 71 0 . 70 ± 0 . 13d 
35 . 00 39. 11 ± 12 . 72 
170 . 00 377. 22 ! 497. 66 
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Sites of this fore st are usually steep with shallow soils and 
extremely thin A horizons . Soil textures are mostly sandy to fine 
sandy lo8Jlls with much stone in the profile . Drainage is  believed to 
be quite rapid. 
Cutting since 1930 stimulate s red oak growth ( Beck, 1970) and 
sugge sts youth, but plot densitie s are somewhat low for basin fore sts 
( 20 . 11 stems per plot understory and 18 . 11 stems per plot overstory) 
sugge sting a stable forest . Mean canopy height (55 .56 feet) a nd a 
mean basal area of 10 . 16 ft2 per plot c ould be the re sult of slow 
growth rate s .  The se plots had an average of four che stnut stumps 
or snags per plot indicating former che stnut prominence . All the se 
sugge st current stability and reproduction of forest dominance ,  not 
to mention effects of chestnut replacement on stand composition . 
Discussion. Basin fore sts are in a stage of flux. Fore st 
compo sition has been disturbed many times in the pa st 70 year s .  The 
death of che stnut trees eliminated up to one quarter of the c anopy 
trees in the Cumberland Mountains ( Braun, 1950) ; such opening of 
the fore st results in re-establishment of dominance among existing 
trees .  In chestnut oak communities within the study area , the effects 
of this replacement are apparent . Effects in other types are not 
possible to deduce . 
C ontinued logging and strip mining operations have also af­
fected fore st composition. Removal of prime timber by clear cutting 
methods has resulted in dense growth and unstable fore st type s .  Nany 
of the forest type s appear to be influenced by cutting . Other than 
the obvious effect of removing forests prior to opening the strip 
mine , spoil banks have c overed or partially de stroyed fore sted areas 
within the basin. Although these areas were avoided in sampling , 
the scrub oak and pine vegetation that has re sulted is similar to 
that growing on the driest gorge rim sites.  
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Residual tree s (those spared in logging operations due to 
bole defect) are commonplace ,  but the se are not of great size . 
Diameters rarely exceed 10 inche s except on steep slopes ,  on moist 
sites,  or in inaccessible areas . Although the forest has been cut 
severely and burned in various place s ,  from the density and basal 
area measure s ,  we have seen that less undisturbed forests exhibit 
less  change and may be approaching stability. The basin appears to 
be transitional between the Mixed Me sophytic Fore st Region, the 
Western Me sophytic Fore st Region, and the Oak-chestnut Fore st Re­
gion. There appears to be a truly drought-tolerant sugar maple 
within the basin, hemlock grows on most sites (as doe s white oak) , 
pines are not confined to dry sites ( due  e specially to cutting ) and 
forest types are pre sent which appear to be stable yet have no 
counterpart in the Mixed Me sopbytic Forest Region. 
As a measure of forest composition, the importance value 
( relative density plus relative basal area) allows the researcher to 
rank taxa on the basis or plot dominance 1 to compare plots or similar 
aspect , slope position, and site ; and, to piece the landscape to­
gether by disc rete type . However , as has been shown above , the se 
type s are not truly discrete but can be seen in terms of a "continuum" 
(Curtis and Mcintosh, 1951) in which expression of dominants is re­
lated to microclimate and water regime . Succe ssion is not static , 
neither are climax forests,  for as tree s die or fall, new openings 
are available for new taxa . Patterned landscapes are often 
changing landscape--as is the land of the Big South Fork . 
Environment � Vegetation C oJ!l,Earisons .!?z C orrelation 
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Linear correlations between vegetation, soil , and topographic 
parameters were examined to determine which factors were mutually 
associated . Simple c orrelations point out relationships be tween 
landsc ape feature s ,  of which some are casual . 
Soils,  just as the vegetation, are an integrator of all 
factors--geologic , biotic , topographic , physiographic , c limatic-­
which have acted within the area through time ( Jenny, 1941) . There­
fore , separation and quantification of solum and vegetation c har­
acteri stic s prove useful in ascertaining kinds and degree s of rela­
tionships existing within the system. C ausality is not nece ssarizy 
implied. Relationships of soU and site propertie s are usually 
c onsidered independent variables influenc ing vegetation. However , 
these propertie s interact and thus are not truly independent . Re­
sults of this study show thi s well .  
Three topographically diverse areas are grouped together in 
the correlation ana lyse s .  Thus , mountains, plateau surface , and 
gorge which have somewhat different lithology, topography, soil 
development , elevations , and microclimates may lose charac teristic s 
and casual relationships -when grouped .  Neverthele ss the basic 
similaritie s  argue_ for examination of the c orrelations . It i s � 
a ssumption that the landseape surface s  involved are old and that 
many equilibria have developed &  deeper, more c layey, le ss stony, 
more organic soil down slope , for eXAmple . 
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Among site on site correlations ,  elevation groups all plots 
into a continuous linear series,  hence higher elevations ( negative 
on slope angle , Table XLVI) show the effects of gentler upper gorge 
and plateau surface slope s ,  The convex rounding of upper gorge 
slopes and plateau surface also appear s as  positive vertical form. 
The gradual decrease upward in sha.rpne ss of lateral ridges and draws 
appears as negative height or depth of ridge or draw and negative 
width of ridge or draw. Sandier soils upwards are sugge sted Qy 
negative available water on elevation . 
Aspect ' s  negative relation to height or depth of ridge or draw 
and height/width ratio suggests that south facing lateral ridge-draw 
s.ystems are be st developed. 
A s  explained in Methods, feet from draw means overland dis­
tance to drainage measured to separate low areas in the gorge , on 
the plateau, or in the mountains . Plateau and upper gorge slopes 
include lower angle s ,  hence steep slope angle is  negative on feet 
from draw ( slope position) . Upper slorye positions ,  then, are nega­
tive on the distance to the opposite ridge ( protection) . 
Vertical form, coded toward convex, being negative on protec­
tion angle , lower on high slope s,  follows from the above . High slope 
position (feet from draw) also increa se s with distance from adjacent 
ridge ( positive on protection distance . )  High slope position ' s  
positive relation to width of topography appears to be the opposite 
of negative elevation on width. 
Protection angle and distance ( low angle and great distance 
on high slopes) is logical� positive on height of lateral ridge or 
depth of lateral draw and height/width . 
TABlE XLV I 
S JMPIE LINEAR CORRELATIONS ANONG SITE VARIABlES .  N=277 . 
Site Variable s EL A SJ6 LF VF FD PD PD H/D w H/W AW 
Elevation (EL) -0 . 14* 0 . 16* 0 . 20**  -0 . 39**  0 . 41** -0 . 16* -0 . 2.5** -0 . 16* 
Aspect (A ) -0 . 19* -0 . 16* 
Slope % ( EJ'fo ) -0 . 29** -0 . 26** 
Lateral form (LF) 0 . 6.5** 
Vertical form (VF) -0 . 14* 
Feet from draw (FD) -0 . 26** 0 . 32**  0 . 24**  
Protection angle (PA )  -0 .41** 0 . 28**  0 . 33** 
Protection distance (PD) 
Ht . /Depth of R/D ( H/D) 0 . 29**  0 • .52** 
Width of R/D (W) -0 . 26** 
Height/Width Ratio ( H/W) -0 . 16* 
*Significant at P = 0 . 0.5 .  f-1 
� 
**Significant a t  P = 0 . 01 .  
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Lateral ridge height or draw depth and height/width correla-
tions are rational as is the latter • s correlation to available water 
(based upon soil texture and stone content). 
Simple linear c orrelations among soil variable s were few 
(Table XLV II) . The expected textural c orrelation between A and B 
appeared as doe s the relation: increased stone with increased 
sandy soil . .Also appearing is  the negative relation of stonine ss to 
solum depth and the positive relation of the latter to thickne ss of 
the A .  Litter relations are of intere st : depth i s  greater with a 
thicker A (lower slopes), on stonier profile s ( less conta.ct with 
decay organisms), with more types, and with a sandy B ( negative) 
(cf.  McCracken, Shanks, and C lebsch, 1962) . The interaction of soil 
and site variables is of great intere st (Table XLVII) . Elevation, 
which is  in most plots a function of slope position shows negative 
correlations with litter depth, probably a function of lower pro-
ductivity on more exposed upper slopes, solum depth, thickness of 
the .A and stone percentage. The depth and thickne ss are no doubt 
colluvial (also reported downslope by Franzmeier, et al . ,  1969) and 
- -
downslope stoniness must be colluvial also ; thi s also reported by 
Franzmeier, et al. , ( 1969) . The positive relation of thickne ss of A 
on aspect (positive on north east) is  al so reported b,y Franzmeier, 
et al. ( 1969) , and suggests accelerated downslope movement and thus 
thinner soils on south slope s .  Down-slope colluvial stone is also 
supported by :  slope angle ( lower slope position) on stone percentage . 
Slope angle positive on litter depth suggests a steep slope--low 
position correlation (Table XLV III) . The negative relation of A 
thickness and vertical form sugge sts draw soil s are deeper than 
TABlE XLV II 
SJlllPIE COPJl.ELATIONS AhONG SGll V ARI!IBIES . N:277. 
Soil Variable s 
Litter type (LT) 
Litter depth ( LD) 
Soltun depth (SD) 
Thickne ss A (TH .A)  
Stone <j, ( St%) 
Texture A (TA) 
Texture B (TB) 
LT 
*Significant at p = 0 . 05 .  
* *Significant at p = 0 . 01 .  
LD SD TH. A  st% 
0 . 22** 0 . 20** 
0 .43** -O . Jl**  
TA TB 
-0 . 15* 
-0 . 14* 




TAB IE XLV III 
SIMPlE CORRELATIONS OF SOIL-SITE VARIABlES 
Site LT LD SD Th. A  st% TA TB 
Elevation -0 . 34**  -0 . 14* -0 . 35**  -0 . 30* *  
A spec t  0 . 20** 
Slope % 0 . 27**  0 . 24* *  
Lateral Form 
Vertical Form -0 . 15* 
Feet from Draw -0 . 15* -0 . 17* 
Protection Angle 0 . 23* *  0 . 14* 0 . 37** 
Protection Distance -0 . 21**  -0 . 15* -0 . 20** 
Height/Width Ratio -0 . 16* 
Available WBter 
*Signific ant at P = 0 . 05 . 
** Significant at P = 0 . 01 .  
0 . 41* *  0 . 73* *  -0 . 47* *  0 . 48**  
LT = Litter type ; LD = Litter depth ; SD = Solum depth ; Th.A = Thickne s s  of  A ;  St% = 
Stone � �  TA = Texture A ;  TB = Texture B .  





ridge soils.  High protection angle here means low slope (gorge) 
position, hence the positive relations to humus depth solum depth 
and stone percentage . The negative relation of protection distance 
to humus depth, thickness of A and stone percentage suggests this 
expre sse s  an upper slope position effect .  Height or depth/width 
ratio being negative on B texture suggests that steep sided ridges 
and draws are le ss likely to accumulate clay in the B than shallower 
slope s.  Available water correlations (positive and negative) ,  are 
to be expected from clayey A and B (positive) , stone per cent �ga­
tive ) ,  and increasing elevation (negative) ,  thick A and deep solum 
(positive) .  
The correlation of soil and site to vegetation variable s re­
veals significant finding s (Table XLIX) . Litter depth is related to 
many vegetation variables positively--these probably a function of 
greater production and litter input ; a thick A probably supports 
high plot density and overstory basal area . The relation of stone 
volume to vegetation is doubtless its confounding with slope position, 
solum depth and A thickness .  The relation of the texture of  A and B 
to understory density (positive) and shrub-vine-tree seedling cover 
(negative) is  obscure . In the first case ,  no doubt water availa­
bility is operating, but if so, it should also do so for other 
density measures .  In the second case , high shrub-vine cover on low 
site positions and/or low cover on high positions are suggested. The 
exposure with higher elevations causing negative density and other 
relationships through drought is to be expected. Positive correla-
tion of north aspect to both increased density and basal area is 
TABlE XLIX 
SIMPlE LINEAR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SOIL-SITE AND VEGETATIUN VARIABLES.  N=277 . 
Soil-Site PDU POO TPD TPBA THP HC� HSP . S-V-TS% S-V-TS Sp . 
Litter type 
Litter depth 0 . 31** 0 . 21** 0 . 32** 0 . 23** 0 . 18* 0 . 14* 
Solum depth 
Thickne s s  A 0 . 21** 0 . 15 *  0 . 22** 0 . 22** 
Stone % 0 . 18* 0 . 18**  0 . 25** 0 . 28** 0 . 17* 
Texture A 0 . 14* 
Texture B -0 . 14* 
Elevation -O . J4** -0 . 15 *  -0 . 32** -0 . 26* *  -0 . 23** -0 . 28* 
A spect 0 . 17* 0 . 30** 
Slope % 0 . 20** 0 . 16* 0 . 20** 
Lateral form 
Vertical form 
Feet from draw -0 . 15 *  -0 . 17* -0 . 20* *  
Protection angle 0 . 14* 0 . 16* 0 . 16* 0 . 18** 0 . 16* 0 .  25**  
Protection distance -0 . 22** -0 . 20** -0 . 35** -0 . 24** -0 . 26** - 0 . 22** 
Ht . /De pth of R/D 
Width of R/D 0 . 24** 0 . 24** 0 . 17* 0 . 17* 
Height/width ratio 
Available water 0 . 16* 0 . 17* 0 . 20** 
*Significant at p = 0 . 05 . 
**Significant at p - 0 . 05 .  
PDU = Plot understory density; PDO = Plot over story density ; TPD = Total plot density ; 
TPBA = Total plot basal area ; THP = Total herbs/plot ; HC� = Herb c over per cent ; HSP = Herb 
specie s ;  5-V-Ts% = Shrub-vine-tree seedling cover % ;  S-V-TS Sp . = Shrub-vine-tree seedling 





Simple linear correlations between the 'N 200 of selected 
taxa and soil, site , and vegetation variables show many effects 
(Table L) . Some of these relationships also appear in the multiple 
regre ssion discussed later . Significa nt relationships of sugar 
maple suggest that , regarding moisture , draw position ( po sitive 
height or depth/width) outweighs the negative ( thin) A effect .  
The deep shade it cast s  probably causes low understory density 
( this causing low plot density) . Low canopy height i s  not under­
stood. 
The good c orrelations of river birch are related to its 
virtual re striction to the gorge bottom floor plain and terrace . 
Even so , several are not understood:  negative on canopy cover,  
positive on protection distance and north ( positive) a spect . 
Positive width of ridge-draw apparently means the gorge terrace 
was wider than most side slope ridges and draws . Beech ' s  relation 
to A texture sugge sts le ss  sand in lower slope positions , but if so , 
then such positions are more often flat to convex than conc ave . 
Tulip poplar ' s  negative relation to slope steepne ss denie s slope 
position ( lower slope s are steepe st) but its positive relation to 
available water sugge sts it . 
Virginia pine occurs widely over most elevations and aspects 
in the are a .  It is most important , however ,  on upper slope s ( posi­
tive on feet from draw and protection distanc e ) , on shallow slope 
angle s ( negative ) ,  and on major side ridge s ( po sitive on height and 
width of ridge) • Fire was often observed but the trees  re spond to 
the water in the le ss stony soils by good height growth, but as in 
most pine stands ,  herb taxa were few. 
TABlE L 
STI<JPIE LJNEAR CORHELATION S OF' SO IL-SITE:-VEGETAT ION V AR IABlE S WITH I. V .  200 
OF SElECTED TAXA 
AS BN FG LT PE P\f Qt.\ QP QR 
V ariable s N-21 :t-4:15 N::88 N-97 N-14 N-21� N-89 N:96 
Litter type 
Litter depth 0 . 53* -0 . 16* -0 . 28** 
SolUlll depth 0 . 54* -0 . 20** 
Thick .  A -0 . 22* 0 . 73** -0 . 16* 
Stone '}:. 
Texture A 0 . 24* 0 . 14* -0 . 27**  
Texture B 0 . 20** 
Elevation -0 . 67** 0 . 56*��< 
A spect 0 . 78** -0 . 14* 
Slope % -0 . 27** -0 . 27* 
lateral Form 0 . 22* 0 . 22* 
Vertical Form 
Feet from draw 0 . 38** 0 . 23* 
P rotec tion angle -0 . 18** 
Protect . distance 0 . 64• 0 . 66**  0 . 36** 
Ht . or dpth . of R/D 0 . 23* -0 . 14* 
}�ight/Width ratio 0 . 22* -0 . 14* 
v.Jidth of R/IJ 0 . 62* 0 . 30* -0 . 29** 
Available water 0 . 34** 0 . 24* 
Fire 0 . 27* 
Blowdown 
C utting -0 . 14* -O. JJ** 
C anopy cover -0 . 60* -0 . 17* 
C anopy heitht -0 . 22* 0 . 32** -0 . 18** -0 . 32** 
TS 
N-69 
0 . 26* 
-0 . 28* 
0 . 27* 
O . JO* 
O . J2* I-' 
0 . 13* !'\) 1'\) 
TABlE L ( continued) 
AS BN FG LT PE PI/ QA Q.P QR TS 
N=69 Variable s N::_2l_�_li::;_l5 __ � N::::88_ N=91________� .. N::l4 li�21J_ . ]�:::89 N=9t 
Flat den s .  under . -0 . 33** 
Plot den s . over .  
Tota l plot density -0 . 32** 
Total plot B . A .  
Total herbs/plot 
Herb c over';g 
No . herb spp . 
S-V-TS c over % 
S-V -TS spp . no . 
-0 . 37** 
-0 . 27* * -0 . 2) * *  
-0 . 23* 
-0 . 30 * *  -0 . 26* *  
-0 . 28**  
-0 . 28* 
· 0 . 17* -0 . 31* 
AS = � saccharum ; BN = Betula nicra ; FG = Fa�s grandifolia ; LT = Liriodendron 
tulipifera ; PE = Pinu s ec hinata ; PV = Pinus virginiana ; Qi1 = Quercus .!l!?!J Q.P = Que rcus prinus ; 
QR = Quercu s  rubra ; T S  = T suga c anadensi s .  
* Significant at p = 0 . 05 .  





The most abundant hardwood in the stuqy area was white oak. 
It was dominant in 77 per cent of the plots . Usually its stands 
were not recently cut, but canopy cover and height were low, under­
story and total density were low; ba sal area wa s low, but herb cover 
was relatively high. Stands were on gentle south aspect side slope s 
e specially on mid to high positions (negative protection angle ) .  
Humus ,  solum, and A depths were low, but low sand A and B favor 
white oak growth . 
Che stnut oak we s not as recently cut as other taxa ,  probably 
because of low density at time s of cutting . Its greate st importance 
was on upper (positive protection, distance and elevation) narrow 
lee ds (negative ridge-width) . Wind and gravity removal of litter or 
low site production resulted in low ( negative) litter depth . 
Correlations of northern red oak scarcely help in understanding 
this taxon : low (negative ) plot density, upper slope positions on 
ridge s on sandy A horizon soil s .  
Stands with hemlock had, as reported by Braun, little herb 
cover ( negative) and a mor humus of shallow depth ( le ss than 0 . 8  
inches compared to about 1 . 5  inches reported under a stable hemlock 
stand in the Smoky Mountains by McGinnis ,  1958) . Cutting evidence 
was pre sent but not recent,  percentage closure and canopie s were 
�igh, and importance increased on northern aspects . 
Examination of the c orrelation matrice s  is a tool to verify 
or de� information acquired from the literature or from personal 
observation. Within non-homogeneous areas,  such as the study area ,  
it becomes rather difficult to separate or evaluate significant r 
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values unless one has benefit of field experience . C onfounding of 
c orrelation exists between variable s which are not truly independent.  
This, at  be st, indicate s environmental interrelation . This inter­
relatedne ss is, however, partially masked by not separating the 
study area into homogeneous group s .  The problem area of this stuqy 
was treated as a unit, because of underlying unity of lithology, 
microclimatic variance, and vegetation . 
Field observations of the Big South Fork area as a whole were 
borne out by the simple correlations .  Protection, aspect, slope 
steepne ss,  colluvial stonine ss, and soil texture s were assumed, at 
first, to be independent for analysis purpose s .  Their interrelation 
on the landscape was affirmed by the large number of significant 
correlations . 
Stepwise �fultiple Regre ssion Analzsis 
Ten important forest overstor.y tree taxa were selected for 
examination using multiple regression techniques to relate soil and 
site variable s to the importance value (IV  200), relative basal 
area (REA) , and relative densi� (RD) of each taxon. All effects of 
variable s were assumed to be linear and additive for regre ssion 
analyse s .  The equation selected include s independent variable s c on­
tributing 1 per cent or more to R2. 
This technique has also been used by Ma,rtin ( 1966), who used 
absolute density and basal area per taxon as independent variable s .  
While his study was also c onducted in primarily secondary Cumberland 
Mountain vegetation, his sample number ( 199) was sm.aller and evenly 
distributed in north- and south-facing ridge s and draws . His plot 
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size ( 1/5-acre ) was larger than that used in the pre sent study. 
The independent variable s selecte d  qy the computer for in-
elusion in the N equations are often one s which have been pre-
viously noted as with significant linear correlations .  The reason 
for the difference s are seldom apparent . 
The absolute re striction of river birch to the gorge bottom 
is well borne out in the equations below: 
1 .  RBA = 20 . 306 + 0 . 00081Xl4 - 0 . 3113� - O .  7143� + 1 . 351X3 -
10 .57rx2 - o . 25x10 
y = 9 .586 ; S .E .E .  = 0 . 0801 
2. RD = -13.430 + O . OOll2X14 - 0 . 5246X7 - 0 .488X5 + 
O . l883Xl5 + 16 .823lg + 0 . 24363�3 + 0 . 0245� 
y = 5 .  708 ; S .E .E . - 1 . 01 
3 .  N = -11 .564 + 0 . 00201X14 - O . tO� - 0 . 2J4X9 - 0 . 0304�0 
+ 5 .889X3 - 0 . 1726x5 - 44 . 365X2 + O . lJ89X15 
R2 = 0 . 985 ; Y = 15 . 29 ;  S .E .E .  = 0 . 188 
In each equation above , variable s X14 (high protection anble ) and x7 
( sandy soil in the B) account for 60 to 70 per cent of the variation. 
Southerly aspect {negative X9) ,  deeper solum (positive x3) ,  thin 
humus (negative X2) ,  and low slope angle ( negative x10) appear  in 
two equations .  The solum depth effect is obvious but litter depth 
and aspect are not. Fewer stones ( negative x5) may well re sult in 
more available moisture and higher stand density,  but greater protec­
tion distance ( positive x15 ) is  le ss understood. The latter variable , 
however,  acc ounted for only 3 .5  per cent of the variation in import-
ance value . Increased relative density is  also positively correlated 
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to c layey soil ( po sitive x6) ,  but elevation and dista nce from draw 
( in  this case the river) { po sitive Xs and x13) are not fully under­
stood unle ss one c onside r s  the relative ly narrow elevation band 
the se stands occupy .  In general , most of the above independent 
variable s are charac teri stic s of the very special gorge bottom sj te 
and are not nece s sarily thought to limit river birch univer sally .  
Few o f  them { only three o f  them) appeared al so a s  significant cor­
relations .  A spect in particular is perplexing ( negative , south 
facing ) in the c orrelations and positive here ( north) in thi s I.V . 
regre ssion . The river birch- sycamore fore st c over type ( S . A . F . , 
1964) i s  widely distributed in eastern United State s and thi s birch 
is a dominant in seasonally flooded fore sts on the Plateau surface 
and el sewhere in Tenne s see . 
Sugar maple occupie s a broad range of site s a s  the equations 
be low point out : 
1 .  RBA = 23 . 981 - 2 .0058!3 - 0 . 71� + 12 . 042!2 - 0 . 311Xl0 + 
2.53JXs 
2 R = 0 . 2051 ;  y = 13 .80 ; S . E .E .  = 9 . 2037 
2 .  RD = 20 .416 - o .43977X10 - 1 . 6355x3 - o . o6655X4 -
o . 4261� + o . 44672X12 + 6 . 9661X2 + 1 . 3913Xe 
2 - 6 R = 0 . 2187 ; Y = 10 . 11 ;  S . E .E .  = 8 . 248 
3 .  r.v . = 44 . 311 - 3 .6278x3 - 0 . 7489x10 - 1 . 1413� + 
18 .893X2 + 3 . 9453Xg - 0 . 1027214 + 0 .8696!12 
R2 = 0 . 2)43 ; Y = 23 . 90 ;  S .E .E .  = 16. 04)4 
Variable s X3 ( shallow solum depth) , � ( negative , therefore more 
southerly aspect) , X2 ( po sitive , therefore thicker humus) , x10 ( le s s  
steep slope s) ,  and Xa ( increasing plot elevation) appear in 
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all equations .  They account for 74 per cent of the explained R2 • 
Convex vertical plot form (positive x12) and thin A horizon ( nega­
tive X4) are found in relative density and importance value equa­
tions only. The se variable s place sugar maple at middle elevations ,  
on slope s with thin solum and southerly a spect but accounted for 
about 20 to 23 per cent of the variability between plot s .  None of 
the above variable s were significant� correlated with sugar maple 
I.V . In fact,  the c orrelation height or depth/width interpreted a s  a 
c oncavity is in the regression positive (meaning flat to c onvex) . 
The discrepancy is not understood. The usual rating of sugar maple 
as a mesophyte ( Braun, 1950 ; Whittaker ,  1956 ) is  supported here by 
inclusion of low site slope angle , deep humus, low soil stone per­
centage , and upper elevations ( in  the mountains,  at least, with 
perhaps more precipitation) .  This me sophytism is not supported by 
shallow solum and thin A horizon, convex upslope form, and southerly 
aspect . A drought tolerant southern ecotype is proposed by Kriebel 
(195 7) . Certainly its root aeration requirement (Fowells,  1965 ) is 
supported by these factors .  Nothing mea sured here c ontribute s to our 
understanding of its shade tolerance . The southern aspect relation, 
in particular, may be the re sult of a bias inc orporated by trans­
forming aspect in degrees to value s from 0 . 00 to 2 . 00 .  The axis shift 
from south-north to southwe st-northeast increased the number of plots 
with " southern exposures "  ( i .e . ,  0 . 00 to 1 . 00 ) .  
American 'beech,  too , occupies a wide range of site s as indic ated 
by the equations below: 
1 .  RBA = 24 . 0)5 - 2 . 0776X3 - 0 . 7176X9 + 11 . 335X2 + 2 . 69JXs -
O . J0959X10 
2 R = 0 . 2055 ; y = 13 . 7198 ; 
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S .E .E .  = 9 . 3794 
2 .  RD = 20 . 481 - 0 .  4448x10 - 1 .  7356X3 - 0 .  0649X3 + 0 .  5699X12 
+ 0 . 00182X15 + 1 . 608X3 - O . J613X9 
2 -
R = 0 . 2J46 ; Y = 10 . 0684 ; S .E .E .  = 8 . 0812 
3 . r.v . = 44. )82 - 3. 8019x3 - o . 7524X10 - 1 . 0829x9 + 4 . 2872X8 
+ 17. 265X2 - 0 . 0999X4 + 1 . 077�2 
R2 = 0 . 2342 ; Y = 23 . 788}� S .E .E .  = 16 . 0688 
Variable s X3 ( shallow solum depth) , .Is ( increasing plot elevation) ,  
X9 ( souther� aspect) , and x10 ( decreasing slope steepne ss) are common 
to all three equations . Shallow solum and low slope per cent account 
for about one half of the variation between plots in relative density 
and importance value , Plot elevations ( at least in the mountains 
where prec ipitation is increased) and increasing low slope angle sup-
ports the usual ranking of beech as  a me sophyte but shallow solum. 
doe s not . Its sensitivity to drought (Fowells,  1965 ) argue s against 
its importance on southerly aspect as doe s shallow A (negative x4) 
and convex slope (positive x12) ,  shallow solum ( negative x3) ,  and in­
crease d  distance to protection ( po sitive x15 ) .  The se re sults are 
in contrast to those of Frazer ( 1954) , Whittaker ( 1956) , and mid-
we stern ecologists,  who rate beech as  a me sophyte , and are more sug-
ge stive of the statement ofBraun to the effect that beech is le ss an 
indicator of me sic conditions than usual� thought (personal communi-
cation with H .  R .  �Selm, August,  1970) . Of the two significant 
site-soil correlations with beech (Table XLIX , page 120) o� lateral 
form ( convex) appears in the equation. Virtually an entirely new 
set of variable s appeared for no apparent reasons.  
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��rtin ( 1966) predicted 11 to 16 per cent of beech density 
and basal area variation ; north a spect ,  low slope angle , and upper 
slope position were the independent variable s of significance . 
Tulip poplar is one of the more important me sophytic tre e s  
within the stuqy are a .  Its equations are a s follows : 
1.  RBA = 9 . 3635 + 19 .881X2 - 0 .87395X9 + 0 . 049872X7 -
O .  712.54X3 
R2 = 0 . 2027 ;  y = 15 . 2363 ;  S .E .E . = 11 . 2.554 
2 .  RD = 6 .8042 + 15 . 365X2 + 0 . 076X? - 0 . 6209X9 
- 0 . 214X10 
+ 0 . 0369.5X5 
R2 = 0 . 2059 ;  y = 11 . 5132 ; S .E . E .  = 9 .8s;4b 
3 .  r.v . = 16 . 281 + 35 . 172X2 - 1 .4944x9 + o . 12599x7 + 
2 . 2277x8 
R2 = 0 . 2114 ; y = 26 . ?495 ; S .E . E . = 20 . 01)9 
'iarisble s .x:2 ( thick humus) , X; ( low sand B) , and � ( southerly a s­
pect) are common to all three equations where they account for 18 to 
20 per cent of tfl.e variation among plots . One per cent of the varia­
tion in relative basal area is accounted for by thin solum ( ne gative 
X2) r  large stone volume ( po sitive .x:5 ) and decrea sing slope per cent 
( negative X1o) are re stricted to the relative density equation . In­
crea sing plot elevation ( positive Xs) i s  found only 1n the importance 
value equation where it acc ount s for le s s  than 1 per c ent of the 
variation among plots .  
T he  significant c orrelations low slope angle doe s not appear in 
the I. 'I .  equation here but available water as c alculated from texture 
and stone c ontent doe s .  Martin ' s  equations ac counted for J4 to 41 
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per cent of the variations and thick A horizon , upper slope , north 
a spect ,  and high pH contributed to the R2 • 
In the equations above , tulip popla r ' s  relative me sophytism 
( Fowell s ,  1965 ) is supported only b.Y the le ss  sanqy B, low slope 
angle , and ( in mountain samples ) high elevation . South a spec t ,  
shallow solum, a nd increa se d  stonine ss  are not supported i n  cor-
relative re search on growth by IA:l lla-Bianca and Olson ( 1961 ) , Hebb 
( 1962) , Smalley ( 1969) , Phillips ( 1966) , Auten ( 1945 ) ,  and others .  
Shallow solum and stone s above a re confounded with low slope po sition. 
Increase in tulip poplar with opening (Trimble and Hart , 1961 ; �� rz 
and Boyce ,  1958 ; Ward ,  1966 ) is not supported by the non- significant 
plot density or poplar relative density. 
Northern red oak i s  another of the me sophytic ta� within the 
stuqy area . Its equations are below: 
1 .  RBA = 8 . 6405 + 21 . 263X2 - 0 . 9336� + 0 . 0558X? 
R2 = 0 . 2078 ; y = 15 . 2316 ; S .E .E . = 11 . 2625 
2 .  R D  = 6 . 9425 + 15 . 151X2 + 0 . 05199� - 0 . 6118X9 - 0 . 21834X10 
R2 = 0 . 1863 ; Y = 11 . 3778 ;  S . E .E .  = 9 . 9508 
3 .  I . V . = 15 . 685 + )6 . 294X2 - 1 . 544� + O . l306X7 
2 -R = 0 . 2042 ; Y = 26 . 6095 ; S . E .E . = 19 . 9634 
Variable s X2 ( thick humus) , x7 ( clayey B) and � ( more southerly a s­
pect) are c ommon to all equations  where they comprise from 90 to 
100 per cent of the total variation acc ounted for among plots .  
Gentler slopes (negative X1o) are found only i n  the relative density 
equation. The effects of thick humus and increa sed c lay fractions 
are understood. Correlation variable s of significa nce {Table XLIX , 
page 120 ) and those used in the I.V . equations above were entirely 
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different for rea sons not clear .  Martin ' s  northern red oak equations 
accounted for 11 to 17 per cent of variation in density and basal 
area .  A thick A horizon, steep slopes ,  upper slope positions and 
clay in the B horizon occurred in those equations .  
Litter depth and red oak regeneration ( and red oak density 
above) have been shown positively related Qy Minckler and Jensen 
( 1959) . The clay substrate relation is supporte d by Sholz ( 1937) . 
Hemlock ,  considered a mesophytic taxon, produced the follow-
ing equations :  
1 .  RBA = 26 . 76 - 2 . 7492X3 - l . 0745X9 + 3 . 687JX8 - 0 . 2824X10 
+ 10 . )48X2 
2 R = 0 . 3579 ;  y = 14 . 2806 ; S .E .E . : 8 . 6473 
2 .  RD = 20 . 22 - 2 . 0082X3 - 0 . 3557110 + 2 . 078JX8 - 0 . 5491X9 
+ 0 . 001297X15 + 0 . 03698X7 
R2 = 0 . 31.36 ; y = 9 . 5724 ; S . E .E .  = 6 . 9771 
3 .  I .V .  = 47. 123 - 4 . 7326X3 - 1 . 6093X9 + 5 . 7802Xg - 0 . 6J48x10 
+ 13.872X2 + o . o01564x15 
R2 = 0 . )682 ;  y = 23 . 85 3 ;  S .E .E . = 14 . 1290 
Independent variable s X3 ( decreasing solum depth) , Xg ( increa sing 
plot elevation) ,  x9 ( southerly a spect) , and x10 ( decreasing slope per 
cent ) are found in all three equations . Solum depth , a spect,  and 
elevation account for about 66 per cent or the variation among plots 
in terms of relative basal area and importance value . Increa sing 
humus thickness ( positive X2) is  found only in the relative ba sal area 
equation . Increasing clay content or the B horizon (positive x7) 
accounts for about l per cent or the variation 1.n reJ.atJ.ve dennty . 
Both relative density and importance vaJ.ue increase with an increase 
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in protection distance ( positive xl5 ) however , this is only 1 to 4 
per cent of the total variation explained . 
Increased impottance with elevation { at least in the mountains 
where increa sed prec ipitation may be expec ted) , decrease d  slope per 
cent, humus thickne s s ,  and le ss sand in the B support the conceptual 
rating of hemlock a s  a me sophyte ( cf .  wbittaker , 1956 , Curtis , 1950 ) .  
Low soil depth, southern a spect , and increa se d  protection di stanc e 
sugge st the opposite . 
Only one correlated variable appears in the I.V . regre ssion ; 
this a spect ( positive , north) in the correlation and south ( negative ) 
in the regre ssion. Braun ( 1950 ,  page 68 ff . )  discusse s  the role of 
hemlock within the Mixed He sophytic Forest Region . Its interpretation 
a s  requiring protection is " • • •  refuted by its frequent occ urrenc e 
on we st-facing bluffs ,  and by it s a ssociation with scarlet oak, 
black oak, and pitch pine • • • • The southern a spect (cf.  relation­
ship) of some • • •  hemlock forests i s  emphasized by the large number 
of • • •  southern spec ie s . " (viz . ,  area 7,  Table 6 ,  C ,  page 67, 
Braun, 1950) .  
The nearly ubiquitous di stribution of white oak is  evident 
from the low R2 and high standard error s be low, suggesting a low level 
of site restriction : 
1 .  RBA = 9 . 1808 + 7. 7031X2 - 0 .52198X9 + 0 . 04882� -
0 . 140)618 
R2 = 0 . 1213 ; Y = 15 . 01818 ; S . E .E . = 10 , 1222 
2. RD = 13, 258 + 0 . 88689X2 - O . l5836Xg - 0 . 03372116 + 
1J4 
0 .43078X12 - 0 . 062549X13 
2 R = 0 .0 335 1 y = 17 .8789 ; S .E .E .  = 15 . 3159 
3 .  I.V .  = 22 .)24 + l . 04X3 - 0 . 73144X9 + 8 .535512 - 0 . 30008X8 
+ 0 . 050� - 0 . 059416 
R2 = 0 . 0665 ; Y = 32. 10553 1 S .E .E . = 23 . 5422 
Low R2 was also reported qy Y�rtin ( 0 . 21 for density and 0 . 16 
for basal area) . He also reports southerly aspect as  an importa nt 
equation component ( Martin, 1966) .  
Deep solum (positive x3) and southern exposure ( negative X4) 
account for about half of the R2 in the equations above . Several re-
gre ssion coefficients including solum depth, aspect ,  litter depth , 
and soil texture also appeared in the correlation matrix . Humus depth 
( positive X2) ha s been noted by Ydnckler and Jensen ( 1959) in white 
oak regeneration ; low slope position effects (negative x8 ) have been 
seen by McClurkin ( 1963) , Hebb ( 1962) , Gaiser ( 1951 ) ,  and Hannah 
( 1968 ) to affect regeneration. Other characteristic s contribute 
little to R2• 
Che stnut oak is  a dry phase oak as the following equations 
point out : 
1 .  RBA = 24 . 057 - 2 . 0555X3 - 0 . 692� + 11. 61X2 + 2 . 6B51X8 -
0 . 3166x10 
R2 = 0 . 2026 ; y = 1J. 7J09 ; S . E . E .  = 9 . JJ68 
2 .  RD = 20 .476 - 0 .4419X10 - 1 . 7467X3 - 0 . 0646X4 + 
0 . 00182X15 + 1 . 6118Xg - 0 . 37268� 
R2 = 0 . 2364 ; Y = 10 . 0196 ; S .E .E . = 8 . 0326 
J . I. V .  = 44 . 381 - J. 7891X3 - 0 . 7564110 - 1 . 0696� + 
4. 2812Xg + 17.41912 - O . l004X4 + l . 066x12 
y = 23 . 7.506 ; 
13.5 
S.E .E . = 1.5 . 9663 
Variable s x3 ( thin solum) , Xa ( greater plot elevation) , � ( southern 
aspect) , and x10 ( gentle slope s occur in all equations) . All the se 
are expected from its site s of best development . Thick solum 
(positive x2) is related to inc rea sed relative basal area and import­
ance value . Thin A horizon (negative x4) is related to inc rea sed 
relative density and importance value . Convex vertica l  slope shape 
(positive x12) accounted for about 1 per cent of the variation among 
plots in relation to importance value . Che stnut oak is best expre ssed 
on thin soils of upper south-facing slope s .  Cn thicker soils , an 
increa se in basal area is observed while thin surface horizons pro-
mote greater density . 
Cnly the litter thickne ss  variable appeared as  a significant 
correlation (Table XLIX, page 120)  where it wa s  negative , me aning 
thin ( here po sitive meaning thick) . This i s  not understood. 
Che stnut oak c ompete s well on dr,y, sanqy soils ,  but reache s 
maximWI1 size in well-drained coves or bottom sites (Fowell s ,  1965 ) . 
On uppermost slope s and ridge s in the Rugged Ea stern Area of the 
Mixed Mesophytic Forest Region che stnut oak was the most abundant oak 
in the oak chestnut communitie s ( Braun, 1950 ) . 
Martin (1966) reported a 22 per cent R2 on chestnut oak density 
accounted for qy a thin A ,  south aspect ,  thick litter ; and , 11 per 
cent R2 on basal area in which thin A, upper slope position, and deep 
litter were important. 
Shortleaf pine i s  site re stricted,  as the equations below 
indicate : 
1 .  RBA = 10 . 754 + 0 , 1JJJ.X4 + 0 .  0976.:s_J - Ol0026X10 + 
0 . 000297114 - 1 .565� + J9 . 062X2 - 0 , 181� + 0 , 0040RX15 + 
5 .8429X8 - J , l958XJ 
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R2 = 0 , 66)8 ; Y = 10 . 7787;  S .E .E .  = 6 , 0824 
2.  RD = -6 . 1501 + 0 , 00416X15 + 0 . 00085JX14 - 7 . 6998Xg + 
0 , 00144X6 + O . ll99X5 - O , l057X7 + l . JO
lJXJ + 0 , 045314 
2 -
R = 0 . 6990 ; Y = 6 . 0872 ;  S . E .E .  = 4. 1013 
J ,  I.V . • 6 . 7716 + 0 , 00846x15 + O . OOlJ9X14 - 0 . 28JJX7 -
1 .821X9 + 18 .57JX2 + 0 . 171X4 - 0 . 0884X6 + O . J8?X10 
2 -R = 0 . 6758 ; Y = 16 . 8657 ;  S .E . E . = 8 . 7417 
Variable s X4 ( increa sing thickne ss of the A ) ,  � ( sandier B) , x14 
( small increase in protec tion angle) , and xl5 ( large protection dis­
tance ) are found in all equations . Increasing distance up the slope 
( po sitive X13) and a decrea se of slope steepne ss ( negative �0) are 
re stricted to the relative basal area regre s sion . Thick litter 
( po sitive x2) and southern a spec ts ( negative �) are found in the 
relative ba sal area and importance value equations . The se indicate 
slow litter decomposition a s  the re sult of acid litter, inc reased 
expo sure , and sandier , therefire , drier subsoil .  Variable X8 
indicate s the relative ba sal area increa se s with elevation increa se 
while relative density decrea se s  with elevation ,  This is a n  expre s-
sion of better survival on high , light , intensity site s .  A s  solwrt 
depth ( variable x3) increases relative ba sal area decreases and 
relative density increase s .  From the se equations it appears that 
shortleaf competes be st on upper south-facing slope s where sol WI is 
thin and the subsoil is sandy. 
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Martin ( 1966)  found 29 per cent of density variation ac-
counted for by acid soils ,  sanay B, and le ss stony soil, and 27 per 
cent of the ba sal area variation was accounted for b,y acid soil 
and sandy A and B. Steyermark (1940) observed shortleaf pine in 
the Missouri Ozarks on acid soils ,  of upper slopes and narrow 
ridges .  C oile and Schumacher l l9)JJ c ited a decrease in snortlear 
site index with high subsoti clay due to d11':t'1culty or root penetra-
tion. The se re sults bear out the previous observation s .  
Virginia pine is  one of the dry site tree taxa found i n  the 
study area as the equations show: 
1 .  RBA = 27. 234 - 2 . 2926X3 - 1 . 0219� + 4. 1576X8 - 0 . 2336X10 
R2 = 0 . 2995 ; Y = 13. 6937 ; S .E .E .  = 8 .8711 
2. RD = 21 . 150 - 1 . 8505X3 - 0 . 31703110 + 2 .4985Xa -
0 .531� + 0 .0018�5 
R2 = 0 . 2921 ; Y = 9 . 2948 ; S .E .E . = 6 . 97 
3.  I . V .  = 48 . 375 - 4.1437X3 - 1 . 554� + 6 . 6519X8 -
0 .551X10 + o .o0283x15 
R2 = 0 . 32671 y = 22. 9886 ; S . E .E . = 14. 575 
Variables X3 ( thin solum) , Is ( increasing plot elevation) , � 
( southerly aspect) , and x10 ( gentler slope ) are common to all three 
equations.  Together, the se variable s account for approximately 90 
per cent of the variation among plot s .  Increasing protection dis-
tance (positive X15 ) is reflected in an increasing relative density 
and importance value . 'l'hus, Virginia pine is best expressed on 
upper,  south-facing slopes with thin solum and great exposure . Of 
the five variables in the above I. V .  equation, three are supported by 
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significant independent correlations :  feet above draws, low slo:Je 
angle and protec tion distance . They support the equa tion variable 
combination .  
Allard and Le onard ( 1943) reported Virginia pine occurring on 
thin sola of the Bull Run Mountains of northern V irginia . The taxon 
grows be st on shallow soils over sandstone ( Braun , 1950 ) in the Cum­
berland Mountains .  Virginia pine ' s  position upon the se drier site s 
i s  related to it s ability to e stablish under c onditions which pre­
clude competition from most dec iduous taxa . 
C orrelation refers to the mutual a ssociation be tween two 
variable s while regre s sion pertains to the na ture of relationship the 
variable s have . In the latter , a unit c hange of the independent 
variable i s  related to the amount of change of the dependent variable . 
Within the scope of this problem, all independent variable s were a s­
sumed to be linear and non-additive in their relation to the pro scribed 
Y' s .  
The dissected nature of the problem area produce s many micro­
climatic regime s .  Moi sture availability, temperature regime , light 
intensity, and other variable s change with slope po sition ,  a spect,  
solum, and other factor s producing a c omplex environmental sequence . 
Although the general c haracter of the vegetation i s  me sic , there 
occurs all regime s from xeric to subhydric . To attempt to interrelate 
soil and site variable s to vegetation dominants with nothing but 
subjective observation would be to invite hazardous re sults and que s­
tionable conclusions . 
For purpose s of analysi s ,  all soil,  site , and gro ss vegetation 
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characters were a s sumed to be linear and additive in relationship 
to the relative ba sal area,  relative density, and importance value 
of the se selecte d  taxa .  However, a s  shown in the number of signifi­
cant c orrelations , those variable s used as predictors were subject 
to much confounding , hence relations between X ' s  and Y ' s  may be 
linear but non-additive . 
Therefore , in terms of complex analyse s ,  the number of X 
variable s should be reduced to preclude confounding . In terms of 
this study, the inte rrelation of variable s served to indica te the 
c omplexity of the fore st environment . Effects of confounding c ould 
be seen in almo st every regre ssion as the variable s were entered 
or deleted. 
In the regre ssions above , tho se taxa which demonstrate d the 
greate st degree of site re striction (viz . ,  river birch ,  hemlock,  
shortleaf pine ) produce d  the large st R2 • On the other hand , the low 
R2 of white oak i s  evidence of its non-re stricted habit within the 
study area. Low R2 value s ms.y be ,  however, due to measurement of 
variable s other than those indicative of white oak density, basal 
area , or importance . Certainly, within all equations it can be seen 
that there is much variation in I.V . per taxa among site s which is 
not accounted for by the variable s use d .  Low accountability may be 
due to nonlinearity of relationships between X ' s  and Y ' s ,  non­
additive nature of some X ' s , genetic variability within taxa , and 
lack of complete soil and/or site factor measurement . 
In general, the se equations point up the site requirement 
variance for the se 10 tax& ,  reinforcing separation into fore st type s 
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and the role of the environment in vegetative cover and its expre s­
sion . Except in the c a se of those taxs with site re striction, the 
equitable conditions of moi sture , temperature , and light appear to 
promote taxa with wide ecological amplitude over much of the area . 
In thi s c a se ,  c ommunity c ompetition could be expected to " sort" 
those taxa on the ba si s  of site and soil modific ations as time goe s 
on. C ompetition , then, rather than moisture regime appear s  to be the 
determining factor for those taxa ( white oak, red oak , sugar 1118ple ) . 
V .  CONCLUSIONS 
Vegetation sampling in the ba sin of the Big South Fork of the 
Cumberland River has revealed that the forest vegetation is  primarily 
dec iduous with a heavy admixture of pine s or cedar on thin soil,  ex­
posed site s,  or where logging ha s been recent ; hemlock has dominance 
in draws and gorge s ,  but it is pre sent on more exposed site s .  White 
oak was a dominant occurring in 15 of 22 forest communitie s ,  che stnut 
oak was a dominant in 5 c ommunitie s ,  beech a dominant in 3 ,  and 
northern red oak a dominant in two communities . Redcedar, Virginia , 
and shortleaf pine were dominant in eight type s but in only two , a 
young cedar stand and the Virginia Pine-White Pine type were conifers 
the sole dominants .  Hemlock occurred in 13 of 22 type s but was domi­
nant in only two type s . The vegetation re sembled that de scribed by 
Braun in the Cumberland Nountains proper , by Thomas ( 1966 ) , Eartin 
( 1966) , Lipps ( 1966 ) , Caplenor (1965) , Cabrera ( 1968 ) , Fowells (1965) , 
and the Society of American Fore sters ( 1964) , but in particular to 
those described in the Cumberlands by Braun (1950) . !'d.xed me sophytic 
fore sts are re stricted to the most protected site s within the basin. 
The vegetation re sembled an intermediate in composition between 
well developed mixed mesophytic and oak-hickory of the Western 
Ye sophytic Forest Region . The wide importance of white oak dominated 
type s is  characteristic of the uplands of the adjecent C liff Section 
of the !'�d N� sophytic Fore st Region (Braun, 1950) and the adjacent 
Great Valley of East Tennessee (personal communication with W. H .  
¥Artin, August, 1970) . 
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The great number of type s i s  due , in part , to the larbe 
sample are a .  Heavy logging and strip mining ac tivit ie s ,  a s  well B s  
the death of the A��ric an che stnut , have produce d  un stable sec ondary 
growth which i s  only pre sently segrega ting into stable communitie s .  
Two topographic arrangeme nts of type s occur within the gorge : 
one is River birch , Tulip poplar-Sweetgum , Redc e dar , and White Cak­
Chinquapin Oak occ ur in a more or le ss banded pattern parallel to 
the mainstream on alluvium, terra c e s ,  a nd the latter on lime stone 
footslopes ; otbe r  gorge type s occur perpendicularly to the ma in drain­
age sorted prima rily a s  to a spect ,  side slope relie f ,  and slope po si­
tion , pre sumably the se factor s cause gre ate r  to le sse r  soil moisture 
availability. 
Plateau surfac e  vegetation patterning i s  apparently related to 
aspect and slope position a s  the se affect soil moi sture . 
Mountain vegetation ( sampled here to 2 ,  040 feet) is pa.tterned 
as are the gorge slope s .  
Plots with longe st undisturbed periods have higher density 
and basa l  area and le ss herb cover.  Increased available water is 
associated with increased basal area,  total density, and understory 
density. Plots with greatest canopy closure have le ss understory, 
le ss total plot density,  and le ss  herb c over due possibly to 
allelopathy, root competition, and to the exclusion of light . 
On lower slope positions , thin soils are the stoniest. Steep 
slope s have sandy B horizons due to rapid elluviation of clay . 
Plots with greatest protection distance s have low density 
probably due to drought conditions .  
River birch i s  re stricted to streamside locations on ter­
race s that occur . 
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Sugar maple occupie s site s throughout the ba sin . It is  be st 
developed on moist site s ,  but it c ontribute s to the canopy on even 
the drie st site s . 
Beech i s  found on diverse site s within the basin to the highe st 
sample s  at 2 , 040 feet . It grows be st on le ss sanqy-textured soil s ;  
however ,  it, too , grows well o n  sanqy soils .  Large beeche s within the 
basin are re siduals left from logging . 
Tulip poplar grows be st on thick humus and a clayey B .  It i s  
found primarily in sheltere d positions o f  all expo sure s .  
Northern re d oak , like tulip poplar , i s  be st expre s sed on site s 
with a thick humus and low sand B. In gorge and mountain site s it 
grows be st in draws or on lower slope po sitions. 
Hemlock occur s in a wide range of site s to the highe st plot 
elevations ( 2 , 040 feet) . The large st hemlocks occur in the gorge and 
in mountains where they have much available water or their site ha s 
been inacce s sible to logger s .  Few herbs grow under hemlock stands . 
Humus i s  thin and of the mor type . Its importance inc rease s  on 
northern a spec t s . 
White oak occurs everywhere in the ba sin . It grows be st on 
deep soils with a southern exposure . 
The former distribution of c he stnut i s  a puzzle . It occur s 
today in the mountain and gorge 'White Oak-Hemlock-Che stnut Oak type 
where chestnut oak ha s an I .V .  of 15 , in the plateau north a spect 
white oak type s where c he stnut oak I .V . is 15 and in the gorge \';bite 
Ca k-V irginia F ine type -vrhere the chestnut oak I .  V .  is only 4 .  O .  
Che s tnut oak I .  V .  varies from O .  0 to 66 . 0  among all typ e s .  This 
rather broad moisture sca le persis tence doe s little to support its 
former grea t importanc e  in c hestnut oa k  ridge fore sts reported 
northward in the Cumberland Nounta ins (Bra un ,  1950 ) , or ea s twa rd in 
the Great Smoky }�ountains (r,{hittaker , 1956 ) . The reasons for this 
particular behavior are unknm<.n. 
S hortleaf pine is relatively restric ted , c ompeting be st on 
sandy soils with a thick .:, horiz on , muc h exp osur e ,  and upper slope 
positions. 
V irginia pine a pp ea rs as an invader of fore s t  openi.ng s Ni thir. 
the s tudy area .  Open canopies ind uc ed by logging and tree disea s e  
are responsible f o r  V irginia pine presenc e i n  a wide va rie ty of 
fore st typ e s . i..ight intensity appea rs to c ontrol its es taolishment. 
V ir g inia p ine i s  mos t  impor tant on upper slopes and ridg es with 
thin sola . 3outherly a sp ec t  is an important fa c tor in the survival 
of the taxa . 
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VI .  SUMMARY 
The watershed of the Big South Fork of the Cumberland River 
was studied in the summer of 1969 to determine the relationships 
existing between soil, site , and vegetational characteristic s .  
Two hundred and seventy- seven one-tenth acre plots were 
e stablished in 26 area s within the basin. Tree s of overstory size 
( greater than 5 inche s dbh 2-inch size cla sses )  and understory size 
(4 1/2 feet tall and 1-5 inche s dbh) were mea sured . Herbs,  shrubs , 
seedlings,  and vine s were sampled in ne sted one-hundredth acre sub­
plots .  Various soil and site c haracters  were measured for each plot . 
Soils were found to be stonier , deeper,  and to be more c layey 
on lower slope positions in gorge and mountain are a s .  Upslope soils 
were sandy, shallow, and not stony due to c olluvial action and ero­
sion. Some plateau surface soils had well developed horizons . Avail­
able water was a ssumed greatest in draws and on lower slope positions 
where soils were deeper and the clay fraction was greater . Soils 
were deeper on north rather than south-facing slope s .  
Twenty-two fore st type s we:re de scribed for the ba sin.  The se 
were p:rimarily white oak-dominated except on shallow soils where pine s 
ha d e stablished, and in protected cove s where hemlock was prevalent . 
The se were distinguished on the basi s  of aspect ,  proximity to drainage , 
slope position, and ridge-draw location. Instability of forest type s 
has been related to death of the che stnut portion of the fore st and to 
repeated cutting and strip mining . 
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Data analysi s was performed by simple c orrelation , m'litiple 
stepwi se regre ssion, and importance value groupings .  
Incre a se d  available water wa s  a s sociated with greater ba sal 
area , greater total plot density ,  and inc rea sed under story density .  
Stands with longe st periods o f  growth have higher densitie s ,  greater 
basal area , and le ss herbace ous cover . Tho se fore sts with greate st 
canopy closure have le s s  understory, le s s  total plot density, and 
le ss herbace ou s  c ove r .  Fore st taxa have segregate d  o n  the ba sis of 
soil a nd site factors as they relate to moisture and available water .  
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AVA ILABlE WATER HOLDING CAPAC ITY OF SEVERAL SOIL TEXTURES 
Textural C lass  Available Water in/in 
Sand 0 . 015 
Loamy sand 0 , 074 
Sandy clay 0 , 085 
Sandy loam 0 . 121 
Clay 0 . 156 
Fine sandy loam 0 . 171 
Silty clay 0 . 180 
Loam 0 . 191 
Silty c lay loam 0 . 204 
Sandy clay loam 0 , 209 
Silt loam 0 , 234 
Silt 0 . 256 
Very fine sandy loam 0 . 25 7 
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